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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Degradation behaviour in vitro of poly L-lactic acid (PLLA)/polycaprolactone (PCL) masterbatch

In order to prepare the absorbable medical textile material with different degradation rates, two biopolymers of poly L-lactic acid (PLLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL) with different degradation rates, were mixed in different proportions, and made into PLLA/PCL masterbatch. The experiment of degradation in vitro was conducted to reveal the degradation behaviour of PLLA/PCL masterbatch, and the characteristics of masterbatch in degradation, such as surface morphology, chemical structure, crystalization, mass loss and strength, were analyzed. The results indicated that the surface of PLLA/PCL masterbatch was etched in degradation, and the larger proportion of PCL, the less etching and slower degradation. The ester bonds were hydrolyzed firstly, and the crystallization region in PLLA/PCL masterbatch was destroyed gradually to form a non-crystalline region in degradation. The degradation rate of PLLA in composite masterbatch was faster than that of PCL. With increasing of PCL involved in masterbatch, the mass loss rate of masterbatch in degradation decreased. In addition, the more PCL involved in composite masterbatch, the lower breaking strength.

Keywords: poly L-lactic acid (PLLA), polycaprolactone (PCL), masterbatch, degradation behaviour, in vitro degradation

Comportamentul de degradare in vitro al amestecului preliminar de acid poli-L-lactic (PLLA)/policaprolactonă (PCL)

În realizarea materialului textil absorbabil pentru domeniul medical ce prezintă diferite rate de degradare, doi biopolimeri de acid L-lactic (PLLA) și policaprolactonă (PCL) au fost combinați în diferite proporții și transformați în amestec preliminar de PLLA/PCL. Experimentul de degradare în vitro a fost realizat pentru a investiga comportamentul de degradare al amestecului preliminar PLLA/PCL și au fost analizate caracteristicile amestecului preliminar în degradare, cum ar fi morfologia suprafeței, structura chimică, cristalizarea, pierderea de masă și rezistența la rupere. Rezultatele au indicat că suprafața amestecului preliminar PLLA/PCL a fost corodată în timpul degradării, iar cu cât cantitatea de PCL a fost mai mare, cu atât degradarea a fost mai lentă. Legăturile esterci au fost hidrolizate primele, iar zona de cristalizare a amestecului preliminar PLLA/PCL a fost distrusă treptat pentru a forma o zonă necristalină în timpul degradării. Rata de degradare a PLLA în amestecul preliminar compozit a fost mai rapidă decât cea a PCL. Odată cu creșterea cantității de PCL în amestecul preliminar, pierderea de masă în timpul degradării a scăzut. În plus, cu cât cantitatea de PCL este mai mare în amestecul preliminar compozit, cu atât este mai mică rezistența la rupere.

Cuvinte-cheie: acid poli-l-lactic (PLLA), policaprolactonă (PCL), amestec preliminar, comportament de degradare, degradare în vitro

INTRODUCTION

The masterbatch of synthetic polymer biomaterials, including poly L-lactic acid (PLLA), polycaprolactone (PCL) and so on, possesses excellent biocompatibility, degradation absorptivity in body, good strength and others. They can be made into some absorbable textile products such as the tissue engineering scaffold, the absorbable suture and the temporary anti-adhesion membrane, using electrostatic spinning, melt spinning, three-dimensional woven, knitting and other technologies [1–3]. With the gradual degradation and absorption of the absorbable textile product implanted in the body, the tissue cells grow gradually clinging to the absorbable textile product, and the wound will be healed gradually [4–6]. The degradation of the absorbable textile product needs to be matched with the healing time of tissue.

In order to adjust degradation rate of these absorbable textile products, different methods are adopted. Through adjusting size of the absorbable textile products, the degradation rate can be controlled. For instance, Scaffaro et al. [7] adjusted the fiber’s fineness to change the degradation rate of poly (lactic acid) membrane. However, the size of bioabsorbable products, such as absorbable suture, vascular stent and so on, just have a narrow adjustable range, so the adjustable range of degradation rate is very narrow. The degradation rate is adjusted by grafting some simple chemical groups onto the molecular chain...
segment of the absorbable textile products. For instance, Qian et al. [8] grafted the polar groups onto the end groups or pendant groups of polyester molecular chains, so that the hydrolysis rate of polyester polymers was accelerated, and the number of polar groups was positively correlated with the polymer hydrolysis rate. However, this method involves a complex chemical process, and it is difficult to control the degradation rate with high precision and accuracy.

Some substances, such as plasticizer, hydrophilic agent and so on, are mixed with the absorbable textile products to change the degradation rate. For instance, Choi et al. [9] added poly(ethylene glycol) into poly(lactic acid), and accelerated the degradation of poly(lactic acid). However, the substances added in the absorbable products are mostly low molecular weight, so that the mechanical properties of the absorbable products are often worsened and decreased.

In this article, we selected two biomaterials of poly L-lactic acid (PLLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL) with different degradation rates, to blend and then form PLLA/PCL composite masterbatch. Both PLLA and PCL possess many advantages, such as good bio-compatibility in vivo, small tissue reaction and no rejection reaction [10–11]. Besides, the degradation rate of PLLA is faster than that of PCL, and the degradation rate of PLLA/PCL composite masterbatch can be adjusted by changing the mixing ratio of PLLA and PCL. In addition, PLLA and PCL are both polyester biomaterials and have good compatibility, so they are easy to mix with each other, which is in favour of getting sufficient mechanical properties for composite masterbatch [12–13].

**EXPERIMENTAL WORK**

**Materials**
The poly L-lactic acid (PLLA, (C₆H₁₀O₂)ₓ) with 51500 viscous molecular weight, and the polycaprolactone (PCL, (C₈H₁₀O₃)ₓ) with 48900 viscous molecular weight, are both produced by Natureworks Company (USA).

**Experimental process**
The PLLA and PCL are mixed in different proportions, such as 100/0, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, 60/40, 50/50, 40/60, 30/70, 20/80, 10/90 and 0/100. 5 g mixture of PLLA/PCL is put into 60 mL dichloromethane (CH₂Cl₂), and they are vibrated in a Water-bathing Constant Temperature Vibrator (SHA-C, Ningbo Textile Instrument Factory) at 25°C for 4 h, to dissolve the PLLA and PCL fully. After that, the solution of PLLA and PCL is poured into a glass trough, and they are horizontally put into ventilation under normal temperature, to make the solvent of dichloromethane (CH₂Cl₂) volatilize completely. So the PLLA/PCL composite materials are cut into masterbatch (1 mm × 2 mm × length), and then the structure and property of the masterbatch are tested and measured.

**Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)**
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations were performed on a JEM2100F (Kabusiki Kaisha, Japan) at 7kV accelerating voltage to evaluate the morphologies of PLLA/PCL masterbatch samples.

**Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)**
The chemical structure of PLLA/PCL masterbatch samples were dedicated by FTIR. The infrared spectra were obtained via Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR; TL-8000) with a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹ that scanned 50 times from 600 to 4000 cm⁻¹ at room temperature.

**X-ray diffraction (XRD)**
X-ray diffractometer (TD-3700, Dandong Tongda Technology Co., LTD.) was used to measure the XRD spectrum of PLLA/PCL masterbatch samples, under conditions of 26 angle of 10°–50°, 0.05° step-angle, 30 KV tube-voltage and 25 mA tube current intensity.

**Mass loss rate testing**
The mass of PLLA/PCL masterbatch sample, before the degradation test in vitro, was recorded as M₀. After the degradation test in vitro, the drying mass of sample was recorded as M. So the mass loss rate, recorded as W, was calculated according to equation (1).

\[
W = \frac{M_0 - M_t}{M_0} \times 100\%
\] (1)

**Mechanics performance testing**
The mechanical properties of PLLA/PCL masterbatch samples (1 mm × 2 mm × 100 mm) were obtained via a Strength Tester (TG(B)026D, Wenzhou Darong Textile Standard Instrument Factory).

**Degradation test in vitro**
The degradation behaviour of PLLA/PCL masterbatch samples was characterized through degradation-test in vitro. The “Hanks” solution, which simulated the body fluid, was prepared according to the recipe of 1.0 g/L C₆H₁₀O₆, 8.0 g/L NaCl, 0.4 g/L KCl, 0.14 g/L CaCl₂, 0.1 g/L MgCl₂·6H₂O, 0.06 g/L MgSO₄·7H₂O, 0.06 g/L KH₂PO₄, 0.06 g/L Na₂HPO₄ and 0.35 g/L Na₂HCO₃ [14–16]. After that, the masterbatch samples (1 mm × 2 mm × 100 mm) were placed into the body simulation fluid of “Hanks” solution, and they were put into a Thermostatic Water Bath (HH-8, Ningbo Textile Instrument Factory) at 37°C which simulated the human body temperature [17]. In the process of degradation test, the “Hanks” solution should be replaced regularly to simulate the body fluid circulation. The PLLA/PCL masterbatch samples will be degraded gradually in “Hanks” solution. After a certain amount of time, the samples were taken out and dried, and then the structure and properties were measured.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The surface morphology of PLLA/PCL masterbatch in degradation
In the process of degradation, the surface morphology of masterbatch in different proportions of PLLA/PCL will change, as shown in figure 1. Figure 1, a–c, which are the masterbatchs in 90/10 proportion of PLLA/PCL, shows that the surface of masterbatch was etched more and more seriously with the time, even many large gullies were appeared on the surface of masterbatch (yellow arrows in figure 1, c. Figure 1, d–f, which are the masterbatchs in 90/10 proportion of PLLA/PCL, shows that with the further degradation, the surface of masterbatch was etched more and more seriously and even appeared many potholes (red arrows in figure 1, e–f). Figure 1, g–i, which are the masterbatchs in 10/90 proportion of PLLA/PCL, shows that the surface of masterbatch was etched slightly in degradation.

In addition, we compared these images in different proportions vertically, and found that the larger proportion of PLLA, the greater etching effect on surface of masterbatch, and the greater proportion of PCL, the less etching effect on surface of masterbatch. This indicated that the degradation rate of PCL was slower than that of PLLA, and the more PCL in the masterbatch, the slower degradation rate and the longer degradation period of the masterbatch.

The chemical structure of PLLA/PCL masterbatch in degradation
The infrared spectra of masterbatch in degradation were shown in figure 2. Figure 2 shows that with the further degradation, the absorption peak value of “–C=O” at 1752 cm⁻¹ in ester group was smaller and smaller, which indicated that the ester group in the masterbatch decreased in the process of 20 weeks degradation. However, the value of deformation vibration absorption peak of “–CH₂=” at 1454 cm⁻¹, 2861 cm⁻¹ and 2930 cm⁻¹ hardly changed in the process of 20 weeks degradation, which shows that the group of “–CH₂=” was not broken down or degraded in the 20 weeks degradation. The results above suggested that the ester bonds, which exist in both PCL and PLLA molecules, were easily broken down by water and degraded firstly during the process of the degradation of PLLA/PCL masterbatch in vitro, but the groups of “–CH₂=” and others was stable and not easy to be degraded.

The crystallization of PLLA/PCL masterbatch in degradation
The XRD of masterbatch in different proportions of PLLA/PCL is shown in figure 3. Figure 3 shows that the characteristic diffraction peak of pure PLLA, in 100/0 proportion of PLLA/PCL, was located at 16.87° and 19.19°, and the characteristic diffraction peak of pure PCL, in 0/100 proportion of PLLA/PCL, was located at 21.76°, 22.31° and 23.96°. Through comparing all XRD patterns from 100/0 to 0/100 proportions of PLLA/PCL, we found that with the increasing content of PCL and the decreasing content of PLLA, the characteristic diffraction peak of PCL at 21.76°, 22.31° and 23.96° was bigger and bigger, on the contrary, the characteristic peaks of PLLA were smaller and smaller.
The mass loss rate of PLLA/PCL masterbatch in degradation

In process of degradation, the mass of PLLA/PCL masterbatch will lose, and the mass loss rate of masterbatch is shown in figure 5. Figure 5 shows that with the time of degradation, the mass loss rate increased gradually. It is because that the macromolecules in PLLA/PCL masterbatch will break into micro-molecule, and then the micro-molecules would further degrade into CO₂ and H₂O, therefore the mass of masterbatch would lose, and the mass loss rate increased. It is also known from figure 5 that the larger proportion of PCL in the masterbatch, the lower mass loss rate of masterbatch in degradation. It is because that the degradation rate of PCL was slower than that of PLLA, which was proved in the above crystallization analysis in this paper. Hence, with the proportion of PCL increased in the masterbatch, the mass loss rate of masterbatch decreased.

The breaking strength of PLLA/PCL masterbatch in degradation

The mechanical properties of masterbatch will affect the mechanical properties of the textile medical products. So the breaking strength of masterbatch in process of degradation were investigated, as shown in figure 6. Before degradation (at 0 week), the breaking strength of pure PCL, at 1/100 proportion of PLLA/PCL, is far lower than that of pure PLLA at 100/1 proportion of PLLA/PCL, and with the increase of PCL in the masterbatch, the breaking strength of masterbatch decreased. This is because that PCL macromolecule was a linear molecule without branched chains and the interaction among molecules was small, so the molecules were easy to slip, which led to the poor strength and good toughness of PCL. Therefore, the more PCL involved in masterbatch, the lower breaking strength for the PLLA/PCL masterbatch.

Figure 6 also shows that with the time of degradation, the breaking strength of PLLA/PCL masterbatchs
declined rapidly, owing to the continuous degradation of masterbatches. And it can be also known that with the proportion of PCL in masterbatch increased, the rate of decline of breaking strength, which could be expressed by the slope of tangent line, decreased. This is because that the PCL had a lower degradation rate relatively to PLLA, as the proportion of PCL increased in masterbatch, the degradation rate of masterbatch would slow down, thence the breaking strength would decline in a slower rate. In particular, the change rule of breaking strength was consistent with that of mass loss rate.

CONCLUSION

In this work, the surface of PLLA/PCL masterbatch was etched and degraded in the process of degradation, and the mixing ratio of PLLA and PCL influenced the degradation of masterbatch mainly. The larger proportion of PCL in masterbatch led to the less etching and slower degradation. In degradation, the ester bonds would be hydrolyzed firstly, and the crystallization region in PLLA/PCL masterbatch would be destroyed gradually to form a non-crystalline region. And the degradation rate of PLLA in masterbatch was faster than that of PCL. The mass of PLLA/PCL masterbatch decreased with the degradation, and with the proportion of PCL involved in masterbatch increased, the mass loss rate of masterbatch in degradation decreased. The more PCL involved in masterbatch, the lower breaking strength. With the degradation, the breaking strength of masterbatch declined rapidly, and with the proportion of PCL in masterbatch increased, the rate of decline of breaking strength decreased.
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Comparison of sewn fabric bending rigidities obtained by heart loop method: effects of different stitch types and seam directions
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KARA SUKTRAN

ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Comparison of sewn fabric bending rigidities: effects of different stitch types and seam directions

Sewing quality is an important factor that contributes to the overall quality of an end-product. Sewing quality compromises different components such as bending, seam strength, seam slippage, elasticity etc. Among these components, bending has a special importance because of causing changes in appearance, sensorial comfort and shape of a garment. Therefore, in this study, effects of stitch type and seam direction on the bending rigidities of sewn fabrics were evaluated and compared. A polyester woven fabric which is suitable for sportswear was sewn with three basic stitch types (lock stitch, chain stitch and overlock stitch), in 5 different directions (warp, weft, 30°, 45° and 60° angles). As reference, samples without stitches were tested, too. Bending properties of samples were determined via heart loop method. According to the results, sewing increased the fabric bending rigidity. The degree of bending rigidity increment was dependent on the stitch type. Highest bending rigidity values were obtained for overlock stitched samples those were approximately 4 times higher when compared to non-sewn reference samples. Thickness of sewn parts was in accordance with the bending rigidity results. For oriented seams, bias sewing especially for 45° oriented samples, showed the most advantageous bending results. This study showed the usability of heart loop method for sewn samples via consistent results for different stitch types and seam directions.

Keywords: bending rigidity, heart loop method, sewn fabrics, stitch type, seam direction.

Analiza comparativă a rigidității la încovoiare a asamblărilor prin coasere: influența diferitelor tipuri de cusături și a direcțiilor de coasere

Calitatea asamblărilor prin coasere este un factor important care contribuie la calitatea generală a unui produs final. Calitatea asamblărilor prin coasere influență diferite caracteristici, cum ar fi rezistența la încovoaiere, rezistența cusăturii, elasticitatea etc. Printre aceste caracteristici, rezistența la încovoaiere are o importanță deosebită deoarece influențează aspectul, confortul senzorial și drapajul unui produs de îmbrăcăminte. Astfel, în acest studiu, a fost evaluată și comparată influența tipului de cusătură și direcției de coasere asupra rigidității la încovoaiere a materialelor textile asamblate. O țesătură din poliester care este destinată articolelor de îmbrăcăminte sport a fost asamblată cu trei tipuri de cusături de bază (cusătură simplă, cusătură lanș și cusătură de surfilare), în 5 direcții diferite (urzelă, bătătură, diagonal cu unghiuri de 30°, 45° și 60°). Ca referință, au fost testate și probe fără cusături. Rezistența la încovoaiere a probelor a fost determinată prin metoda în buclă. Conform rezultatelor, asamblarea prin coasere determină creșterea rigidității la încovoaiere a țesăturii. Gradul de rigiditate la încovoaiere depinde de tipul de cusătură. Valorile cele mai ridicate ale rigidității la încovoaiere au fost obținute pentru probele asamblate prin cusătura de surfilare, acestea fiind de aproximativ 4 ori mai mari în comparatie cu probele de referinta nescute. Grosimea pieselor asamblate a fost influențată similar cu rigiditatea la încovoaiere. Cusăturile diagonale, în special pentru probele orientate la 45°, au prezentat cele mai mici valori pentru rezistența la încovoaiere. Acest studiu a demonstrat utilizarea metodei în buclă pentru probele asamblate, prin rezultate importante pentru diferite tipuri de cusături și direcți de coasere.

Cuvinte-cheie: rigiditate la încovoaiere, metoda în buclă, țesături asamblate, tip de cusătură, direcția de coasere

INTRODUCTION

Ready-to-wear end-products are obtained by sewing (stitching), bonding, welding or pressing the fabrics which were cut in certain dimensions and shapes [1]. Among the ready-to-wear assembling methods, stitching with a sewing thread is the most common and will have a continuing importance in the following decades.

Esthetical and in-use quality of a garment is mostly determined by the fabric quality. In addition, sewing quality is also an important factor that affects both the esthetic and functional properties of the end-product [2]. Sewing quality is related to seam appearance and seam performance that have the components such as seam strength, seam slippage, seam elasticity and recovery, seam puckering, softness, drape and resistance to abrasion [1, 3]. In the literature
effects of stitch density, seam direction, sewing thread properties, sewing thread tensions, sewing needle fineness, fabric type, washing etc. on the seam strength and seam slippage were studied, widely [4–19]. On the other hand, bending rigidity is another important factor that affects both the drape and form of the sewn fabrics. In the literature, there are some studies that evaluated the effects of stitch density [20–21], sewing thread type, sewing needle fineness [5], sewing thread tension [5], seam allowance [21–23], seam placement [23], seam direction (warp, weft, 45° bias) [24], fabric thickness [22] and fabric type [20, 23] on the bending rigidity and drape of the sewn seams. As known, there are a variety of stitch types which can be preferred according to the fabric type, purpose of usage and end-use area. According to the knowledge of author, there is not any study focusing on the bending rigidities of fabrics sewn with different stitch types. Generally, properties of sewn fabrics are tested in warp and weft directions. In spite of this, in real garment production, fabric pieces are frequently sewn together with different angles to warp or weft directions, as shown in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Oriented seam lines in different garment pieces [9]](image)

Straight or curved seams can be formed in yokes, darts, side seams, shoulders or armpits in different directions for several garment models. Bending rigidities in these oriented seams may change and impair the seam appearances by affecting the drape. Therefore, in this study, seams at different directions were formed and effect of seam direction on the bending rigidities of sewn fabrics was evaluated, too. By this way, the interaction of both seam direction and stitch type on the bending rigidity of sewn fabrics were evaluated. Also, different than the literature, sewn fabric bending rigidities were determined by heart loop method. Sewn samples form multilayer structures along the seam lines, which contain 3 fabric layers with the seam allowances. In addition, some curviness are formed on the short edges of samples because of the seams. These – curviness on the short edge and multilayered structure of test samples – may cause some mistakes during the readings of cantilever stiffness test. It is known that heart loop method can be used for the samples, which are not appropriate to cantilever test. In this study, to avoid from possible mistakes, heart loop method was applied for bending rigidity measurements of sewn samples instead of cantilever test.

Overall, the aim of this study was to determine the bending rigidities of sewn woven fabrics by heart loop method and compare the results in terms of stitch types and seam directions. For this purpose; lock stitch (stitch type 301, 2 yarn), chain stitch (stitch type 401, 2 yarn) and overlock stitch (stitch type 504, 3 yarn) were selected as they are the most used stitch types. These three stitches were sewn in 5 different directions; namely, warp weft, 30°, 45° and 60° angles with weft direction. As the seam appearances and seam allowances in face and back of the fabric are different, bending rigidities of samples were determined for both face and back of the fabric and the mean bending rigidities for each sample type were calculated.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Materials

Materials of this study are consisted of woven polyester fabric and polyester sewing thread. Woven fabric properties are given in table 1. Sewing thread is a Serafil fine (Amann Group) 100% polyester sewing thread with ticket number 120.

| Table 1 |
|---------|--------------------------------------------------|
| **PROPERTIES OF POLYESTER FABRIC** | **100% polyester multifilament yarn** |
| Raw material | Plain weave |
| Woven fabric type | 79.8 |
| Unit mass (g/m²) | 0.15 |
| Thickness (mm) | 47 |
| Weft density (threads/cm) | 76 |

#### Methods

**Sample preparation**

For all seam directions and stitch types, stitch density was fixed at 5 stitches/cm and seam allowances were kept as 5 mm. After sewing, all the seams were folded and ironed as shown in the back views in figure 2.

Samples were sewn with 3 main stitch types namely; lock stitch, chain stitch and overlock stitch. To make comparisons, reference fabrics with no seams were tested for their bending properties, too. All the samples were sewn with straight seams in 5 directions. These directions were consisted of warp, weft, 30°, 45° and 60° angles with weft direction. The experimental plan of the study is given in figure 3. Sample dimensions were selected as 2.5 cm × 25 cm according to standard. In order to eliminate the tension differences which may occur on the starting and finishing ends of the sewn samples, samples were prepared 10 cm longer than the last dimensions and cut from each ends before testing. Seams were placed in the middle of the samples along the longer edges.
All the samples were conditioned before testing at standard atmosphere conditions (20±2°C, 65±5% relative humidity) for 24 hours after ironing.

**Determination of the sample thicknesses**

Thickness of samples’ sewn parts were determined according to TS 7128 EN ISO 5084 [25] standard by using James Heal RXB Cloth Thickness Tester. The pressure during measurements was 5 gf/cm². 5 measurements were taken for each stitch type and average values were calculated.

**Determination of the bending rigidities – Heart loop method**

Heart loop method is based on calculating the bending rigidity of a fabric strip which is formed to a heart-shaped loop and hung vertically under its own mass. The length of the hung loop is measured and bending length and bending rigidity of the samples are calculated via this measurement (ASTM D 1388-14 [26]). Application of the heart loop method is harder than the cantilever method. But, heart loop method is preferred for the samples which are unsuitable for cantilever method, which tend to curl or twist.

As the sewn fabrics have a plied structure along the seam line, cantilever method may cause mistakes during determining the bending length. Therefore, bending rigidities of samples were determined according to ASTM D 1388-14 standard Option B – Heart Loop Method, in this study. Samples were fixed at two bars as shown in figure 4 in order to form a heart shaped loop. Test dimensions were 2.5 cm $\times$ 20 cm because of the fastening of samples to the 2.5 cm wide bars. Two measurements were performed for each sample. Firstly, the back face of the sample was in the outer side of the loop during the measurement. For the second measurement of the sample, face side of the sample was in the outer side of the loop. The obtained loop lengths were used to calculate the bending rigidities according to equation 1. Bending length (c), $f_2(\theta)$ and $\theta$ were calculated according to equations 2, 3 and 4, respectively [27]. For each stitch type and seam direction, 4 samples were measured according to standard.

Bending rigidity:

$$G = 1.421 \cdot 10^{-6} \cdot w c^3 \text{ [\mu Joule/m]}$$

$$c = 0.1337L \cdot f_2(\theta) \text{ [cm]}$$

$$f_2(\theta) = (\cos \theta / \tan \theta)^{1/3}$$

$$\theta = 32.85 \cdot [(L - 0.1337L) / (0.1337L)] \text{ [°]}$$

$L$ is strip length (cm), $w$ – unit mass (g/m²) and $L$ – loop length (cm).

**RESULTS**

**Thickness results**

Samples were consisted of fabrics sewn with lock stitch, chain stitch and overlap stitch. Also reference samples without stitches were measured, too. In the sewn places, an additional thickness was occurred.
because of sewing threads and folded fabrics. These thickness increments might contribute to bending rigidity changes of the sewn samples. Mean thickness values and standard deviations of samples are given in Table 2. Also, samples’ thickness values are shown graphically in figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Mean (mm)</th>
<th>Standard deviation (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference fabric (without seam)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.008944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock Stitch</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.040415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain Stitch</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.017321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlock Stitch</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.093229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to test results given in Table 2, thickness of sewn parts of samples increased 4 to 7 times when compared to reference fabric. Thickness of reference fabric was 0.15 mm while thickness of lock stitched, chain stitched and overlock stitched samples were 0.65, 0.81 and 1.02 mm, respectively. The overlock stitch with the highest number of sewing threads which covered 5 mm seam allowance, had higher thickness when compared to lock stitch and chain stitch.

**Bending rigidity and bending length results**

Bending length of samples are given in Table 3 and figure 6, with respect to the face side, back side and the mean of the two sides. Bending rigidities of face and back sides of the samples represent the behavior of bent garment from the outer and inner faces. Bending lengths were between 1.18–2.10 cm for the face of samples and 1.13–2.20 cm for the back of samples. In general, bending lengths calculated for face and back sides of samples were very close to each other. When the mean values were calculated for each sample by using the results of face and back sides, the bending lengths were obtained between 1.16 and 2.15 cm for all samples. The bending lengths were the lowest for reference samples and highest for the samples sewn with overlock stitch.

**Table 2**

**Table 3**
type. Highest bending lengths were obtained for the samples in warp direction while lowest values were obtained for the samples sewn in 45° direction. Bending rigidities of samples are given in table 4. Bending rigidities of samples were 1.85–10.51 µJ/m for face of the samples and 1.65–12.08 µJ/m for the back sides of the samples. As third power of the bending length (equation 1) was used to calculate the bending rigidity values, the differences between the face and back sides of the samples were more prominent for bending rigidities when compared to bending lengths.

The mean bending rigidities of all samples were between 1.80 and 11.30 µJ/m. The lowest bending rigidities were obtained for reference samples without sewing and this is valid for all testing directions (warp, weft, 30°, 45° and 60°). For sewn samples, bending rigidity values were 2.2 to 4.2 times higher when compared to reference samples. As for the thickness results, the highest bending rigidities were obtained for overlock stitched samples and they were followed by the chain stitched and lock stitched samples for all directions. The increment of bending rigidities dependent on the stitch type was higher for the samples sewn in 30° direction.

Bending rigidity differences with respect to seam direction were obtained similar for all stitch types (lock, chain, overlock). For both reference samples and sewn samples, highest bending rigidity results were obtained in warp direction and they were followed by the weft direction. For the bias sewing, the lowest bending rigidity values were obtained for the samples sewn in 45° direction. The samples sewn in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Bending rigidity (µJ/m)</th>
<th>FACE SIDE</th>
<th>BACK SIDE</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>St. Dev.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference fabric</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock stitch</td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain stitch</td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>9.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>7.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlock stitch</td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>12.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>9.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
30° angle had higher bending rigidities when compared to samples sewn in 60° angle. The bending rigidity differences for different directions may be related to crimp ratios and the mechanical properties of the warp and the weft yarns [28].

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, thickness and bending rigidities of sewn samples were determined and results were compared with respect to stitch type and seam direction. At all, 3 different stitch types (lock, chain and overlock stitches) and 5 different seam directions (warp, weft, 30°, 45° and 60°) were formed and 20 different samples were obtained including reference samples. Bending rigidities of samples were determined via heart loop method as an alternative to cantilever method. According to results, sewing increased the fabric bending rigidity for all stitch types and seam directions. Among the sewn samples, bending rigidity was the highest for overlock stitched samples and it was followed by the chain stitched and lock stitched samples. From the literature, it is known that chain and overlock stitches are more flexible stitch types than lock stitch [1, 3]. These contrary results in bending rigidity may be related to sewn places’ thicknesses. Bending rigidity results was in accordance with the thickness results, in this study. The higher the sewn sample thickness, the higher the bending rigidity was obtained from the samples. The orientation of the seams affected the bending properties. Seams in bias directions exhibited lower bending rigidity results. This indicates that, bias sewing may help to improve the appearance, drape and mobility comfort of an end-product by lowering the bending rigidity. In this study, bending rigidity values were calculated for both face and back sides of the samples, individually. Then the mean bending rigidities were calculated for each sample type. According to the results, bending length and bending rigidity values were very close to each other for the 2 sides. The order of the bending rigidity values did not change with respect to face or back of the samples.

Overall, this study helps to understand how the bending behaviors of sewn samples change with respect to different stitches and seam directions. Also, the usability of heart loop method is shown by consistent results of systematically produced samples. This study is limited by the base fabric which is a very thin woven fabric suitable for sportswear. The study may be extended by using thicker fabrics and sewing thread types for other application areas.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Preserving textile objects in Romanian wooden churches. Case study of the heritage wooden church form Oradea, Romania

It is important to investigate the indoor air quality, the microbial concentration of indoor air and surfaces for preserving the cultural heritage. In what regards the microclimate inside the historic monument, the wooden church, the temperature and relative humidity were monitored using the thermo-hygrometer with data function logger “Klimalogg Pro” (eight sensors), October-December 2018, the thermos-camera “Thermal Imaging Camera FLIR 17” and “Digi-Sense Data Logging Luxmeter”. Image analysis were also performed using digital image processing techniques (ARCgis), mapping the areas damaged by temperature, humidity and also by rainwater infiltrated on canvas paintings, biodegradation, anthropically degraded areas etc. Isolation of microorganisms from the two canvas paintings and indoor air were taken though specific method, analyses showing the presence of microorganisms on the paintings, possible human pathogens especially for people with low immunity. A high fidelity database with the state of patrimony objects preserved in the Romanian wooden church and perspectives for their proper conservation could be created at a certain moment.

Keywords: heritage wooden church, microbial, microclimate, preserve, canvas paintings, Romania

Prezervarea obiectelor textile din biserici de lemn românești. Studiu de caz biserica de lemn patrimoniu din Oradea, România

Pentru prezervarea patrimoniului cultural este important să se analizeze calitatea aerului din interiorul clădirilor şi concentraţia microbiană a aerului. În ceea ce priveşte microclimatul din biserica de lemn, monument istoric, temperatura şi umiditatea relativă au fost monitorizate în perioada octombrie-decembrie 2018, folosind termo-higrometrul cu funcție data logger “Klimalogg Pro” (opt senzori), camera de scanare termică “FLIR 17” și “Luxmetru Digi-Sense Data Logger”. Analiza imaginilor a fost realizată folosind tehnici de prelucrare digitală a imaginilor (ARCgis), cu cartografierea zonelor deteriorate de temperatură, umiditate și apa de ploaie infiltrată prin acoperiș și care afectează tablourile pictate pe pânză, biodegradarea, zone degradate din cauze antropice etc. Izolarea microorganismelor de pe cele două picturi pe pânză și din aerul interior a fost realizată prin metode specifice, analizele arătând prezența microorganismelor, care sunt posibil locali patogeni umani, în special pentru persoanele cu imunitate scăzută. În viitor, ar putea fi creată o bază de date cu starea obiectelor de patrimoniu păstrate în biserici de lemn din România și perspective pentru buna conser- vare a acestora.

Cuvinte-cheie: biserica de lemn patrimoniu, microbial, microclimat, prezervare, pictura pe pânză, România

INTRODUCTION
The old orthodox wooden church “Saint Martyrs Brâncoveanu and his sons”, Oradea – Bihor county, is a historical monument built between 1760–1762 in Letca (Sâlaj county, Romania), and relocated in 1990 in the campus of the University of Oradea (figure 1). The historic monument is built of wooden beams (durmast and hombeam) [1–2], and is located on a river stone foundation. Since 2010, the wooden church is on the new list of historical monuments (BH-II-m-B-20958 m). The original decoration was made "in the early 19th century, with vivid colors and rich floral borders which were partly destroyed” [3]; the interior no longer retains its original aspect, being plated and repainted.

Among the textile objects preserved in the wooden church that we propose to analyze in the study are also paintings on canvas. At the entrance, in the narthex, the Virgin Mary with baby Jesus are painted on the ceiling. The painting is made on a blue background, and the Virgin Mary and baby Jesus are represented in warm and bright colors, being surrounded by Archangels Michael and Gabriel. The technique used is called “al secco”, and the painting was performed in tempera with egg emulsion on dry plaster. On the opposite side of the altar, there is a canvas painting in oil, where the focus is on three Archangels painted in a circle, while on the sides two Archangels who protect them are represented. We monitored the microclimate (temperature, humidity, luminosity) inside the wooden church between
October and December 2018 (figure 2), and microbiological samples from air and paintings were collected and analyzed [4]. We performed the mapping of areas degraded by temperature, humidity and rainwater infiltrated on painted canvas prior to the change of the shingle roof before 2016, biodegradation and anthropic deterioration in order to establish the damaged or vulnerable areas. The distribution of light and heat on the painted canvas at different moments of the day and season and their possible influence on the canvas paintings were also analyzed (figure 3).

CASE STUDY

Literature review

In Romania few researches are approaching the biodeterioration of textiles support for painting in religious places: was analysed the biodeterioration inside of some Romanian wooden churches [4–5]; the development of micro-fungi on the surface of paintings induces aesthetical, mechanical and biochemical decay [6] investigates the preservation state of the painting inside the wooden church [7–11] focused on biodegradation problems. In international scientific literature, studies on the biodeterioration of textiles support for painting in religious places do not lack: Merritt 1993, wrote about causes, detection, prevention of mould and mildew on textiles [12]; the most frequent biodeteriogens of textiles [13]. Jain P., 2008, has a special chapter dedicated on microbial degradation of textiles [14]. Abdel-Kareem, O., 2010 refers to the monitoring, controlling and preventing the fungal deterioration of textiles in the museum of Jordanian heritage, especially to the disinfection of fungal deteriorated textiles with some fungicides that are safe for both textile objects and conservators [15]. The same author studied also fungal microflora deteriorating historical textiles in the Egyptian and Coptic Museums, Cairo. The investigation including the canvases of easel paintings stored religious institutions in Slovenia, initially indicated relatively widespread fungal contamination [16]. Some paper presents the method of treatment of tapestry textile, linen which was stretched on wooden frame treated by anti-fungal substance [17]. Other authors presented a microscopy study with focus on the cellulolytic fungi action on cotton fiber’s physical aspect [18], or analyses fungi and bacteria on artworks in different environments, considering the human/ artefact/environment system as being very dynamic [19].

Method

Image analysis [20] were used in order to extract information from one or more images; digital image processing techniques were used [21]. The ArcGIS system has been used to highlight spatial trends, because it easier to visualize, analyse and interpret available data in order to understand the trends of evolution [22–29]. Isolation of microorganisms from paintings were done through specific means, samples of 1 cm² from the surface of two canvas paintings were taken using sterile cotton swabs [4, 30–31].
Cotton swabs were submerged in 1 mL of sterile distilled water and decimal dilutions were performed. Suitable dilutions of each sample were inoculated into nutrient agar on petri dishes to identify bacteria and on Sabouraud agar with chloramphenicol for isolation of fungi. They were incubated at 37°C for 72 h (isolation of bacteria) and at 25°C for 5–7 days (isolation of fungi). After this period, the colonies were counted with the colony counter. Cultural and morphological characteristics of fungal colonies were observed and the identification was performed according to different manuals [32]. Regarding the microclimate inside the historic monument wooden church the temperature and relative humidity of the air was monitored using the thermo-hygrometer with data function logger „Klimalogg Pro”, which allowed detailed records of temperature and humidity values as well as their active monitoring in the months of October-December 2018 (eight sensors). Luminosity analysis was performed with “Digi-Sense Data Logging Luxmeter”, while the temperature was scanned with “Thermal Imaging Camera FLIR I7” thermo-camera.

Discussions
At the suitable temperature and relative humidity, the air microbiota can coexist together with the collections and people in a specific ecosystem without causing significant damages. The oil painting in the church museum is made on cotton canvas also due to its quality to be easily painted. Cotton is a natural cellulosic fiber unicellular [33–34], characterized by a very high stability of the fiber in textile structures (fabrics) due to the twist of its fibers and surface structure (a good fixation of the fiber in the products provide them a longer use, stability in different loads and a pleasant aspect). The temperature is an important factor contributing to the deterioration of the paintings: high temperature values (figure 3, c) lead to an accelerated degradation of unstable materials. In addition, low temperatures make organic materials more perishable. Also, big temperature differences in the room can contribute in time to damage, cracks or support detachments. The thermal degradation of cellulosic fibers is also accompanied by hydrolysis and oxidation. The resistance of a cotton fabric, heated in the presence of air, decreases as the temperature rises. In the case of low temperature, the organic components became more friable. In the absence of air and humidity, the heated cellulosic fibers suffer lower changes than in their presence. In terms of humidity, (relative humidity) U.R. variations create tensions between the components of a painting, as well as between the painting and its support. The hygroscopicity of cotton is medium, but in standard conditions (temperature between 20°C ± 2°C and 65% ± 5% relative air humidity) absorbs between 7–8% water [35–36]. However, if the humidity exceeds 68–70% it favours not only the development of microorganisms on organic materials, but also the destruction of the internal structure of cellulosic fibers [37]. Depending on the moisture persistence, isolated or extended stains may appear on the surface (figure 3). Pigments can suffer a physical alteration, which does not involve switching to another chemical compound, but there is a phenomenon of colour “darkening” due to a high degree of hydration (figure 3). The phenomenon can definitely influence the condition of the textile fiber, the preparation, the colours and the vernil [38]. Increased humidity can accelerate chemical and photochemical processes that result in colour change, material fragility, decreased mechanical strength of textile fibers etc., and it can lead to increased volume, swelling, wrinkling and softening of natural adhesives (figure 4). In time, a decreased moisture affects the state of health of organic objects: furniture, wooden objects, paintings etc. If humidity decreases below 50%, but especially below 40%, it first dehydrates the materials and decreases the mechanical strength of the parts, causes the volume to decrease, scorching, loss of elasticity, appearance of micro fissures, exfoliation, removal of natural adhesives (figures 3, d and 4) [38]. Following the exposure of the painting to the natural light radiation and the different intensity of the solar radiation throughout the day, by overlapping the images one can see in the figure (figure 3, b) oxidative degraded areas due to the impact of these radiation on the painting, both from the point of view of color intensity and resistance of the exposed fabric structure. Thus, it can be noticed that in places where the natural luminous intensity was higher, discoloration areas of the painted canvas appeared (figure 3, b). The resistance of a cotton fabric decreases after 6–7 days of exposure to ultraviolet rays [35–36].
Ultraviolet rays can also cause yellowing of exposed materials, discoloration, and loss of mechanical resistance in the case of wall paintings. In addition, hydrogen peroxide molecules have been identified both on the surface and in the capillaries of a fabric exposed to light. Under the action of light and atmospheric agents (temperature and humidity), the resistance of fabrics decreases as follows: with 26.5% after one month, with 45.3% after two months and with 60.7% after 3 months [35–36].

The biochemical degradation of cellulosic fibers occurs due to the action of microorganisms, and the attack of cotton can be recognized by the appearance of some yellow, brown or black stains, where the local resistance is diminished and the dyeing is uneven. This can be freely noticed on the paintings exhibited in the church, especially in the joining areas, where the variations in humidity and temperature are higher (figure 4). Increasing thermohygroscopic values at the repository, microorganisms can accelerate biodeterioration [39]. Microorganisms participate in the mineralization of paints through biofilm formations on the surfaces causing aesthetic and structural damage. Various types of organisms are involved in paint spoilage and they include bacteria, fungi, algae, and protozoa. The interactions between these organisms can enhance or retard the overall rate of paint biodegradation [40]. Different fungal genera were isolated from the two paintings choose to be investigated for biodeterioration. On the painting on canvas inside of the heritage wooden church were isolated: Streptomyces sp., Arthographis sp., Beauveria sp. concerning the bacteria presence on the painting canvas, Bacillus sp. has been isolated and filamentous bacteria from genera Streptomyces. The actinomycetes, in particular Streptomyces, are capable of decomposing relatively complex organic substances such as cellulose, pectin, chitin, proteins, and humic substances [4, 40].

Also, based on microscopic techniques were identified unknown bacteria strains with the shape cocci and bacilli. Paint spoilage by bacteria in addition to fungi and algae, bacteria are also involved in the biofilm formation followed by reduced durability of structures. While fungal and algal growths are often visible to the naked eye, bacteria can be present on an apparently clean surface in sufficient numbers to exert adverse effects. This situation conditions the surfaces to absorb humidity that helps the microbial adherence and the subsequent biofilm formation [30, 41]. The organic components in paintings represent a good source of nutrition for a wide range of heterotrophic microorganisms. However, biological attack occurs only when there are favourable environmental conditions, and such conditions are often found in old churches without any control of the humidity and temperature [4, 42]. The micro flora attacking paintings include virtually all species of micro-fungi because the variety of organic components of these works of art can represent a carbon source for practically all species. In addition, they show a great tolerance for environmental conditions and can use condensation moisture [43]. In fact, in paintings on canvas, the microbial attack usually starts from the reverse side, because the glue sizing increases the natural susceptibility of textiles. Then the biodeteriogens “penetrate inside canvas reaching the backside of the paint layer, causing cracks and detachment, while the cellulose hydrolysis creates differences of adhesion between the paint layer and the canvas itself” [4, 44]. Biological attack on the paint layer is less frequent than on the support and depends on the nature of pigments. “The most susceptible to biological attack are casein and egg dis- temper, emulsion dis temper and linseed oil in this order” [4].

Watercolours contain only a small amount of organic binder and are, therefore, susceptible to microbial deterioration as pastels [45]. The growth of a micro fungal mycelium by a microscopically germinating spora is quite rapid, with radial development, and it became macroscopically visible in few days. The development of micro fungi on the surface of paintings induces aesthetical, mechanical and biochemical decay. In fact, the growing mycelium spread over the paints, masking design and colour, while the growth of hyphae and fruiting bodies inside the support can cause friability and loss of the paint layer. As environmental microorganisms can deteriorate the different supports of heritage significance [31, 41] as well as affect human health as allergies and skin affections [39]. Streptomyces sp., commonly widespread bacteria that is usually saprophytic for humans and which can usually cause localized fis-tulized cutaneous nodules and rarely cause severe invasive infections. Most of these cases may occur in patients with low immunity. Such invasive infections have also been reported in the presence of pre-existing conditions associated with low immunity: AIDS infection, oral corticosteroid treatment, the presence of a central venous catheter or of an aortic heart valve prosthesis [4, 46]. Arthographis Genus-Arthographis kalrae, one of the five existing species, is a saprophytic medium fungus found mainly in soil and in fertilizer, and which has rarely been identified as a possible human pathogen. According to specialist research, few cases of opportunistic infections attributed to this pathogen have been described: pulmonary infection, endocarditis, sinusitis, meningitis, keratitis, and onychomycosis affecting both immuno-compromised and immunocompromised patients [4, 47]. Beauveria sp. is a widely spread fungus but is rarely reported as a human pathogen. Although a rare event, studies show that systemic infection with Beauveria is possible for patients undergoing immunosuppressive treatment [4, 48].

**CONCLUSIONS**

For a better preservation of textile objects inside the heritage wooden church, it is necessary [49] to continuously monitor the interior microclimate, compressive the microbial concentration of the air, because
the presence of these fungal genera and bacteria on paintings results to be highly risky both for their preservation and for the human health. It is necessary to better isolate the rooms where the paintings are exposed, a better ventilation, as well as maintaining the standard conditions of relative air humidity between 65% ± 5% and of temperature between 20°C ± 2°C. A high fidelity database regarding the state of patrimony objects preserved in Romanian wooden churches and the perspectives for their proper preservation can be created. It is recommended to change the air conditioner filters, carpets, and to sanitize the interior of the wooden church and of paintings etc.
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**ABSTRACT – REZUMAT**

Qualitative classification of woven fabrics produced from recycled threads of cotton and blends

In this study, shirting fabrics were woven with weft threads produced from blends of recycled cotton fibers, original cotton fibers and original polyester fibers (100% original cotton, 100% recycled cotton, 35%/65% polyester/recycled cotton, 35%/65% polyester/original cotton, 50%/50% polyester/recycled cotton, 50%/50% polyester/original cotton). The produced fabrics were investigated in terms of fabric defects by using fabric quality control machines after wet treatment procedures have been carried out. The types and numbers of defects detected during quality control were recorded and graded according to Graniteville 78 Fabric Inspection System and were classified accordingly. All fabrics were evaluated in terms of fabric quality.

**Keywords:** recycled fabric, fabric quality, grading, tailorability

**Clasificarea calitativă a țesăturilor produse din fire de bumbac și în amestec reciclate**

În acest studiu, țesăturile pentru confectionarea cămășilor au fost realizate din fire de bătătură produse din amestecuri de fibre de bumbac reciclate, fibre de bumbac originale și fibre de poliester originale (100% bumbac original, 100% bumbac reciclat, 35%/65% poliester/bumbac reciclat, 35%/65% poliester/bumbac original, 50%/50% poliester/bumbac reciclat, 50%/50% poliester/bumbac original). Țesăturile produse au fost investigate în ceea ce privește defectele, folosind echipamente de control al calității după ce au fost aplicate operațiile de tratament umed. Tipurile și numărul de defecte detectate în timpul controlului calității au fost înregistrate și clasificate în conformitate cu sistemul de știe țesăturilor Graniteville 78. Toate țesăturile au fost evaluate din punct de vedere calitativ.

**Cuvinte-cheie:** țesătură reciclată, calitatea țesăturii, gradare, adaptabilitate

**INTRODUCTION**

For a sustainable life style, several strategies have come to the forefront in the design and production stages of textiles and apparel manufacturing. These strategies are reduce, reuse, energy recovery and recycling. Almost 100% of textiles are suitable for recycling.

Textile recycling industry is a feasible and economically sustainable industry provided that textile wastes are systemically collected and handled [1]. On the other hand, worn-out textile products should not cause harm to the environment or to human health during their afterlife stage via incineration, decaying or landfilling. The most efficient solution is recycling [2]. In other words, recovering fibers of the worn-out textile products [3]. As the raw materials, machinery, energy type and cost, environmental interactions during processes in the course of production as well as the recyclability of textile products are not the same, it is very difficult to investigate recycling in textiles under one title [4]. In order to recover fibers from textile waste and reuse them in conventional textile processes, the wastes should be open up to fibers and separated. The fibers can be sorted via use of fabric shredders (disintegrators) equipped with thread opening elements. Separation of component fibers following fabric disintegration is the most important step in terms of fiber recovery in waste of blend textile wastes [5]. Depending on the final use, the fibers are also utilized in blends. Following, the fibers are prepared for spinning for weaving or knitting via being cleaned and blended in carding machines [6]. There are many different spinning systems in textile manufacturing. Among the spinning systems, ring, Open-End Rotor spinning, airjet spinning and compact spinning systems are still the widely most used spinning systems [7]. At the same time, recycling mostly takes place in the spinning stage. Open-end rotor spinning system, which allows use of fibers shorter than ring spinning mostly, utilize recycled fibers [8].

Different textile recycling systems have been developed including product recovery, chemical recovery and thermal recovery [9]. A number of research studies have been conducted for investigating properties of threads and fabrics produced from wastes of textiles [10–11] and home textiles [12]. In similar studies, wastes of cotton fabrics and indigo-dyed denim fabrics were dissolved in suitable solvents, then fibers were spun from them and the properties of these fibers were investigated [13–14]. Structural and
mechanical characteristics of fabrics recycled from textile wastes and potential utilization areas [15–18], possibility of polyester/cotton blend reuse in composites [19], quality of yarn at different blend ratios [20] and possibility of recycled yarn production and fabrication parameters have been subjects of different studies [21–27]. However, studies related to investigation of fabric defects produced from recycled and original fibers are limited. Defect formation during woven fabric formation is inevitable no matter what type of raw material is used. In order to eliminate interpretation differences in defect characterization, standards including TS471, ASTM D3990 and BS7342 were used [28]. Woven fabric defects are deviations, which occur regionally, affect fabric appearance, change fabric structure and cause special changes in regional limitation [29]. Fabric defects have been defined by Turkish Standards Institute as “defects in fabrics which are caused by the yarn, auxiliary material, labor, machinery, equipment or working method, and can be seen and evaluated with eye and impair fabric appearance” [30].

During classification of fabric rolls as the first or the second quality, different defect grading systems can be utilized. The systems, which enjoy common use, are 4-point system, 10-point system, Graniteville 78 system and The Worth Street Rules Systems. It is necessary to apply necessary quality control inspections on fabrics and conduct objective evaluation before accepting them for apparel manufacturing processes [31]. However, the 4-point, 10-point and the Worth Street Rules systems do not reflect the effect of defects due to their grading method. In 4-point and the Worth Street Rules systems, only 4 points can be allocated to a yard. In 10-point system, a yard can only get 10 points. On the other hand, the points to be attained to a yard square of fabric is determined by the fabric width in Graniteville 78 System. Moreover, defects like stains which do not deteriorate acceptability of fabrics for apparel manufacturing processes do not take points [28]. Thus, Graniteville 78 system is among the most suitable fabric grading systems for determining if the fabric is acceptable for apparel manufacturing processes. In this study, Graniteville 78 System has been adopted as it was aimed to detect irreparable defects, which negatively affect the apparel. In table 1, defect points corresponding to defect dimensions are given.

The Graniteville 78 system is a grading system that was developed by Graniteville Firm in 1975 for evaluating standard woven and knitted fabric qualities. The defect points determined by Graniteville 78 system are given in table 1. In this system, only defects that have to be cut out from the fabric or that render the final product second quality are taken into consideration. Each yard-square or meter-square fabric can receive maximum 4 points. The maximum points that a yard-square fabric can get is determined by the fabric width. The ninth of fabric width in inches designates the maximum defect grade. To give an example, the maximum defect point to be given to a fabric the width of which is 48 inches is 48/9 = 5.33 or 6 [28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect length</th>
<th>Penalty points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For defects up to 23 cm (9 inch)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 23–46 cm (9–18 inch)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 46–69 cm (18–27 inch)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 69–92 cm (27–36 inch)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 92–115 cm (36–45 inch)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 115–138 cm (45–54 inch)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 138–160 cm (54–63 inch)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, different shirting fabrics, which were produced for order in a weaving factory, which manufactures shirting fabrics from recycled cotton threads (regenerated threads, as known in the industry), and their blends, have been investigated. The aim was to identify defects that can be seen in apparel manufacturing process in fabrics produced from recycled yarns. The investigated fabrics are classified in terms of their quality according to Graniteville 78 system.

**MATERIALS AND METHOD**

**Materials**

This study has been conducted in a factory, located in Denizli province, (consisting of spinning and weaving mills), which has 315 weaving machines and produces home textiles (such as bedlinens), shirting and trouser fabrics. In the study, white shirting fabrics were produced using different weft thread blends as per orders. The constructions of weft threads are 100% r-Cotton, 100% Cotton, 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton, 35% PES – 65% Cotton, 50% PES – 50% r-Cotton, 50% PES – 50% Cotton. The bales of recycled fibers and slivers used during the production of yarns for the mentioned fabrics are shown in figure 1.

**Fig. 1. Recycled fiber bales and slivers used for the production of the fabrics**

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect length</th>
<th>Penalty points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For defects up to 23 cm (9 inch)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 23–46 cm (9–18 inch)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 46–69 cm (18–27 inch)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 69–92 cm (27–36 inch)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 92–115 cm (36–45 inch)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 115–138 cm (45–54 inch)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For defects 138–160 cm (54–63 inch)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fiber structural properties of the produced fabrics are listed in table 2. The constructions and production volumes of the produced fabrics are the same. The warp thread is 100-denier polyester thread and plain weave structure has been adopted for all fabrics. The recycled yarns were produced in the open-end spinning section of the mentioned factory. The recycled fibers were obtained from Uşak province. The length of the polyester staple fiber is 38 mm. In woven fabrics, both weft and warp threads influence the physical and mechanical properties of the fabrics. In this study, no changes have been made in warp density and type. On the other hand, only changes to weft threads were made.

**Method**

All fabrics were processed through bleaching in a wet treatment mill and were brought to the factory in white color. Before these fabrics were sent to the receiver apparel manufacturing company, they were manually inspected by using a light board. Following, the inspected fabrics were graded according to Graniteville 78 system in terms of their quality. The defects that are classified in fabric inspection sheets used in the current study can be grouped in three main classes; defects in weft direction, defects in warp direction and other defects. The defects in weft direction are full-width double wefts, half-width double wefts, full-width broken weft, half-width broken weft, stop mark, weft fiber in color, soiled-greased weft, thin-thick weft, excessive weft density, broken warp, excessive warp density, loose-tight warp, warp fiber in color, soiled-greased warp, thin-thick warp, double warp, missing warp, slub and knot. The possible causes of the defects are given in three groups as defects in weft direction, defects in warp direction and other defects are given in table 3.

As the weft threads are varied, it was expected that most of the defects would be in the weft direction. It can be said that the defects that are shown in figure 2, namely, half-width broken weft, fiber in color, thin-thick weft, are specific defects which develop during recycled yarn spinning. The half-width broken weft and thick-thin weft defects are caused by the quality of the recycled fibers. As the waste fabric clippings are transformed into the fiber form, loss of strength, and increase in short-length fiber content takes place. These in turn lead to decreased yarn strength which results in weft breakage during weaving. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric code</th>
<th>Weft thread raw material</th>
<th>Weft thread NE</th>
<th>Density (thread/cm)</th>
<th>Mass (g/m²)</th>
<th>Total (mt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100% r-Cotton</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100% Cotton</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35% PES – 65% r-Cotton</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35% PES – 65% Cotton</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50% PES – 50% r-Cotton</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FINDINGS**

The fabric defects which were obtained from the inspection of 2100 meters fabric were recorded into inspection sheets according to the determined defect classification. The defects in the outer 3 cm width were ignored. If a running meter of the fabric includes more than one defect, the greatest defect was recorded to the sheet. The inspected fabrics were graded according to Graniteville 78 system. In the fabric rolls, the obtained defects include full-width double wefts, half-width double wefts, full-width broken weft, half-width broken weft, stop mark, weft fiber in color, soiled-greased weft, thin-thick weft, excessive weft density, broken warp, excessive warp density, loose-tight warp, warp fiber in color, soiled-greased warp, thin-thick warp, double warp, missing warp, slub and knot. The possible causes of the defects are given in three groups as defects in weft direction, defects in warp direction and other defects are given in table 3.

As the weft threads are varied, it was expected that most of the defects would be in the weft direction. It can be said that the defects that are shown in figure 2, namely, half-width broken weft, fiber in color, thin-thick weft, are specific defects which develop during recycled yarn spinning. The half-width broken weft and thick-thin weft defects are caused by the quality of the recycled fibers. As the waste fabric clippings are transformed into the fiber form, loss of strength, and increase in short-length fiber content takes place. These in turn lead to decreased yarn strength which results in weft breakage during weaving. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect name</th>
<th>Possible cause of defect/Name of Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double wefts half width or less</td>
<td>Weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-width Broken weft</td>
<td>Weaving/Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-width broken weft</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop mark</td>
<td>Weaving/Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber in color</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soiled-greased weft</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick-thin weft</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive weft density</td>
<td>Weaving/Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken warp</td>
<td>Weaving/Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive warp density</td>
<td>Weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loose-tight warp</td>
<td>Weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp fiber in color</td>
<td>Weaving/Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soiled-greased warp</td>
<td>Weaving/Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin-thick warp</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double warps</td>
<td>Weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing warp</td>
<td>Weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slub</td>
<td>Weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil/grease stain</td>
<td>Finishing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
thin-thick weft and knot defects are also caused during fiber production. These defects may be caused by fiber opening machine settings and fiber properties. If the cylinder opening among machine settings, is increased then feed back amount increases. On the other hand, if this opening is decreased, then the clippings cannot be fully transformed into fibers and nepcs occur [33]. The fiber in color defect obtained in this study is specific to recycled yarns. The clippings which are received to recycled yarn spinning mills as penalty points according to Graniteville 78 system for fabrics are six different weft threads and the length of each is 350 m. These data are shown in table 4 for 100 r-Cotton and 100% Cotton, 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton, 35% PES – 65% Cotton, 50% PES – 50% r-Cotton and 50% PES – 50% Cotton fabrics. As the defects like stains, which do not cause the fabric to be sorted as the second quality for the apparel manufacturing process, Graniteville 78 system does not give points to such defects, which are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect name</th>
<th>Number of defects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% r-Cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-width double wefts</td>
<td>4 4 5 4 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double wefts half width or less</td>
<td>4 2 3 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-width broken weft</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-width broken weft</td>
<td>9 4 6 2 6 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop mark</td>
<td>5 3 4 3 4 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber in color</td>
<td>4 4 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soiled – greased weft</td>
<td>3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin thick weft</td>
<td>5 4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive weft density</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken warp</td>
<td>5 4 4 4 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive warp density</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loose-tight warp</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp fiber in color</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soiled – greased warp</td>
<td>3 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin thick warp</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double warps</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing warp</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slub</td>
<td>2 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>6 1 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil grease stain</td>
<td>3 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of defects</td>
<td>56 25 35 24 23 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric roll width (inches)</td>
<td>63 63 63 63 63 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric roll length (yards)</td>
<td>382.8 382.8 382.8 382.8 382.8 382.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total penalty points</td>
<td>116 86 100 68 79 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not considered as potential threats. Accordingly, defects, which have been noticed during fabric inspection that can be removed in the apparel manufacturing processes, were not given points. These defects are fiber in color, slub, soil/grease stains, soiled-greased warp, and warp fiber in color. The total penalty points have been found as 115 for the 100% r-cotton fabric, and 86 for the 100% cotton fabric. The most common defect for 100% r-cotton fabric is half-width broken weft, and the second most common one is knot defect.

Total penalty points calculated for 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton, and 35% PES – 65% Cotton are 100 and 68, respectively. Half-width broken weft is the most common defect found in 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabric. However, as the PES yarn contributes to the strength, the frequency of half-width weft defect is lower than that in the 100% r-Cotton fabric.

Total penalty points calculated for the 50% PES – 50% r-Cotton fabric and the 50% PES – 50% r-Cotton fabric are 79 and 63, in consecutive order. Half-width broken weft is the most common defect in 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabric. However, as the PES yarn contributes to the strength, the frequency of half-width weft is lower than that in the 100% r-Cotton fabric.

In figure 3, the number of defects and penalty points calculated for all fabrics are graphically illustrated. According to this, the greatest penalty point belongs to the 100% r-Cotton fabric. In descending order, 100 points for the 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabric, 86 points for the 100% Cotton fabric, 79 points for the 50% PES – 50% r-Cotton fabric, 68 points for the 35% PES – 65% Cotton fabric, 63 points for the 50% PES – 50% Cotton fabric were obtained. The increase in PES content in the weft threads led to reduction in number of defects found in the recycled yarns. In table 4, the number of defects and penalty points calculated for all fabrics are shown. Accordingly, total penalty points calculated according to Graniteville 78 system and evaluation of the fabric roll are attached to the end of the table. All fabrics were found suitable for apparel manufacturing processes and are accepted.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on its positive effect on the price and environment, the importance of yarn and fabric production from recycled raw material is growing day by day. Nowadays, numerous producers including H&M, Levi Strauss & Company, Adidas, Nike and Timberland are utilizing recycled materials within frames of social responsibility projects. Global firms which produce recycled yarns and fabrics from polyester, nylon and cotton (Repreve®-Unifi, Produced by Unifi, Repreve®, Ecocircle® – Tenjin, Econyl® – Aquafil) are developing new products and use of recycled yarns and fabrics is becoming more and more common. Similarly, in our country, in Usak, one of the major textile centers, colorful cotton and yarns are produced without using any land, tractors, water, dye or any chemical agents. Second-quality yarns are sold at prices one third of their original counterparts. The clothing wastes collected from different parts of the world and Turkey are brought to Usak. After sorting in terms of color is carried out, cutting process takes place. Then, some of the wastes are transformed into the fiber form via use of rag pulling machines and used in the automotive industry as well as in bed production as felts. On the other hand, the recycled materials, which is transformed in the yarn form, is utilized in home textiles, curtains, clothing, and seat cover production. Hence, these wastes are re-utilized economically while colorful cotton is produced without using any land, tractors, water, dye or other chemicals [34].

Sorting of fabric rolls as the first and second quality is a hard task. Thus, defects that can be found in recycled fabrics are of importance. A fabric roll, which is considered as the first quality by the producer can be found as the second quality by the receiver. Fabric inspection grading systems allow everyone to speak the same language. This study has been conducted in order to determine defects that can be seen on the recycled fabrics prior to apparel manufacturing processes as well as for sorting of the fabric roll. Nevertheless, standardization of quality is needed for recycled yarns. More research study is necessary related to production of higher quality recycled yarns and fabrics more efficiently
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

AHP analysis of organizational culture in textile companies in Serbia

Organizational culture has attracted attention in research, as it affects not only the performance of employees, but also the overall efficiency and sustainability of the entire organization. An analysis of the organizational culture in textile companies is a problem that can be solved using the multi-criteria decision-making method (MCDM). The interest in analyzing organizational culture comes from the fact that culture influences the behavior of members of the organization, decision-making and the setting of strategic goals. Companies can confront the challenges in nowadays by choosing a strong and stable organizational culture. An approach based on the AHP method is proposed to solve this complex problem in this paper. The AHP method is convenient for organizational culture analysing by Hofsted’s dimensions of national culture and determining the severity of the criteria. The usability and effectiveness of the AHP approach has been considered in the empirical application of the proposed method for selecting an organizational culture in textile companies in Serbia.

Keywords: AHP method, efficiency, innovation, performance of employees, strategic goals, textile products

Analiza AHP a culturii organizaționale în companiile textile din Serbia

Cultura organizațională a atras atenția cercetării, deoarece influențează nu numai performanța angajaților, ci și eficiența generală și sustenabilitatea întregii organizații. O analiză a culturii organizaționale în companiile textile este o problemă care poate fi rezolvată folosind metoda de luare a deciziilor cu mai multe criterii (MCDM). Interesul pentru analiza culturii organizaționale vine din faptul că aceasta influențează comportamentul membrilor organizației, luarea deciziilor și stabilirea obiectivelor strategice. Companiile se confruntă cu provocările actuale, alegând o cultură organizațională puternică și stabilă. În această lucrare, se propune o abordare bazată pe metoda AHP, pentru a rezolva această problemă complexă. Metoda AHP este aplicabilă pentru cultura organizațională, analizând dimensiunile Hofsted ale culturii naționale și determinând importanța criteriilor. Utilitatea și eficacitatea abordării AHP au fost demonstrate prin aplicarea empirică a metodei propuse pentru selectarea unei culturi organizaționale, în companiile textile din Serbia.

Cuvinte cheie: metoda AHP, eficiență, inovare, performanța angajaților, obiective strategice, produse textile

INTRODUCTION

The textile industry represents an important branch of the processing industry and is significant for the economy of a country. According to the type of products, this branch of industry belongs to the light industry. The textile industry in Serbia has a long tradition and is one of the most important branches of the processing industry. Since the biggest export and import of textile products is realized with the European Union, it shows that Serbia is facing the European market [1]. In order to win in the chosen market and achieve their strategic goals, textile companies have to choose the culture, skills, processes and technology that will support them [2]. The interest in organizational culture stems from the belief that culture influences behaviour, decision-making, organizational strategy, individual motivation, and organizational performance [3]. Strong organizational culture ensures stability of the organization, has a positive impact on the motivation of employees and their loyalty, creates conditions for better coordination and control of the organization, creates conditions for innovation, improves creativity and reduces conflicts [3–5]. For some organizations, organizational culture can be a major obstacle to change. Each organization has its own culture that depends on its strength, which can significantly affect the attitudes and behaviours of the employees’ organization [6]. The organizational culture of textile companies in Serbia refers to the system of the meaning of its employees and differs from other organizations. It is a matter of encouraging employees to innovate, create teams, orientations, competition, precision, stability, motivation, communication, stakeholder satisfaction, customer-oriented market and over-risk. These characteristics take on the essence of the cultural organization of the textile companies, give a complex picture of their culture and evaluate the work and behaviour of the organization [6]. Global organizations have to consider cultural differences carefully in all countries to determine which management practices are most likely to be most effective in different employee populations [7].
In an effort to help the textile companies’ management to increase productivity, an analysis of the organizational culture was made using Hofstede’s dimensions of national culture. Hofstede’s dimensions as a framework of national culture can be used to better understand organizational culture in textile companies.

Organizational culture improves: coordination and motivation of employees; defines interpersonal relations; style of leadership and reduces the number of employees’ conflicts in the organization [8–9]. The modern way of operating in business requires of professional managers to implement the true organizational culture. Organizational culture essentially depends on the leader, the motivation of the employees and the satisfaction of the stakeholders. It can be defined as a system of values, norms, assumptions and attitudes that are manifested through various synapses that the established organizations have established and adopted through their shared experience, which helps them define the meaning of the outside world and the ways in which they work with it [6].

Organizational culture is known as a key component of knowledge managing and organizational learning, and it has been established that national culture significantly influence on it [10]. We adopt an organizational culture on an already acquired formed culture. When we become part of the working organization, then we socialize according to the practice of the organization where we are employed [11]. An organizational culture is influenced by patterns of belief, value and experience, developed through the organization’s history that manifests itself through material objects, as well as the behaviour of members of the organization [12]. Organizational culture is shaped according to the frequent fluctuation of employees and their acquired values. With the change of organizational culture, the structure of the organization is also changing because they are mutual connected. Employees are changing when a manager or leader models his desired behaviour. The change in organizational culture and structure occurs when the manager or leader demonstrates and reinforces the desired model [13]. Each organization owns and develops its specific culture because it is built from different people [12]. The culture of an organization is constantly changing and begins to adapt to the stakeholders due to their active influence in decision-making boards and resolving concerns textile companies [14–16]. Culture represents common values, motives, beliefs, identities and interpretations, that is, the significance of important events stemming from the shared experiences of employees who are transmitted to generations [17].

The aim of this paper is to provide an efficient multi-criteria decision-making model (MCDM) for choosing an organizational culture using Hofstede’s dimensions that are frameworks for developing differentiated hypotheses in multicultural organizational studies. The MCDM model is based on the application of the AHP method. MCDM methods are rapidly evolving in the direction of methodology to solve real problems and have considerable attention of researchers from different fields [18–24].

**EXPERIMENTAL PART**

Nowadays, the largest and most influential research among intercultural research programs is carried out by the organization Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) led by Robert House of the University of Pennsylvania, which was created with the already classical study of Geert Hofstede [25, 10].

The authors of the GLOBE project have identified the existence of significant differences among Western (Nordic Europe, Germanic, Latin America, Anglo clusters and Latin America) and eastern clusters (Eastern Europe, Confucius Asia, South Asia, the Middle East and Subsahar Africa) [26]. Their research shows that our national culture can be classified as a cluster of Eastern Europe. Researches have shown that organizational culture in companies in Serbia is “somewhere between” the western and eastern clusters [27].

According to Hofstede, the “national culture” of a society is common to individuals and all those in that society, but it differs from another society. The author distinguishes the national culture on the basis of four dimensions and later added the fifth: power distance, individualism-collectivism (invidualism-collectivizm), masculinity-femininity, avoidance of uncertainty and fifth, short-term and long-term perspective (shot term-long term). Also, there are other qualifications of the dimensions of national culture, which can be used as basic research, but these are most commonly used and the others are less present in the literature [28–32].

In the paper, the chosen dimensions of the optimal model of organizational culture are used as the framework for developing differentiated hypotheses in multicultural organizational studies. Undeveloped countries possess a collectivist culture with a high power distance, while developed have an individual culture with a low power distance. According to Hofstede’s analysis, Serbian culture consists of the following dimensions: a great distance of power, a high degree of avoidance of uncertainty, collectivism and women’s values, and by its characteristics the closest to the countries of Latin America. Table 1 shows a comparative overview of the national and organizational cultures.

High power distances (Alternative 1): the distance of power is focused so that “the level in which the less powerful members of an organization accept the fact that power is not evenly distributed” [10]. There are very powerful individuals and groups in society, so that members of one national culture consider this phenomenon normal, that power is not evenly distributed. The high distance of power in organizations among employees means that the state is natural and normal. Those who have the power must constantly prove it, if in some cases it is shared with
someone, it is a sign of weakness and not of strength. Those who have the power in this dimension themselves decide on everything so that the autocratic style of leadership is emphasized (India, France, Panama, Brazil).

Low power distribution (Alternative 2): With this alternative, as opposed to the previous alternative (A1), there is a growing awareness that power should be equally distributed. All members of a society or organization have evenly or equal power. There are cooperative relationships between the decision makers (managers) and employees. Employees are involved in the decision-making process. Unequal distribution of power is considered undesirable (Austria, Denmark, New Zealand).

High degree of avoidance of uncertainty (Alternative 3): Avoidance of uncertainty is “the degree to which members of a some culture feel threatened in unclear or unknown situations” [10]. In national cultures with a high degree of avoidance of uncertainty, employees are not ready for change, risk and uncertainty. Changes are treated as a threat to the prospect of prosperity. The degree of tolerance with a high avoidance of uncertainty for change is very low; clear organizational structure with defined rules; decisions are made on the basis of facts collected from different sources. (Japan, Portugal, Greece).

Low degree of avoidance of uncertainty (Alternative 4): National cultures with a low degree of avoidance of uncertainty easily tolerate changes, uncertainties and unknown situations. They see changes as a chance rather than a threat. The degree of tolerance with low avoidance of uncertainty towards different changes is very high, employees take the risk without special rules (Denmark, UK, USA).

Collectivism (Alternative 5): A national culture that has the dimension of collectivism is focused on people who have been integrated since their birth into powerful, cohesive groups where they care for the whole society throughout their lifetime in exchange for irreversible loyalty [10]. Collective national cultures nourish the values of respect, security, control, harmony and the ability to understand [33]. In collectivist cultures, identity is based on a social system, collectivism. Leaders are more committed to meeting the needs of other stakeholders than to their needs [34]. Employees are those who accept standards and team perform their obligations for the benefit of the collective as a whole (Pakistan, Panama, China).

Individuallism (Alternative 6): With this alternative, the national culture refers to loose relationships in a society where everyone is expected to care for herself and to his, that means the identity is based on the individual (USA, UK, Australia). In individualistic national cultures, people rely primarily on their own ideas and attitudes [35]. Decisions are made before a detailed consideration of facts, strategic planning is not a primacy as in collectivist cultures where problems are analyzed, but on executive leadership [36].

Women’s values (Alternative 7): These dimensions bring a different dimension than men’s value, their gender roles are interweave, both are directed, caring towards others and most importantly they are interested in quality of life and environmental protection [10]. When making decisions, they use the collected information, the decisions are based on facts (Switzerland, New Zealand).

Male values (Alternative 8): The male value dimension is focused on a clear division of gender roles, women are moderate and not rough, they are interested in a quality life, while men are aggressive, strong and focus on material success. In the decision-making process they rely more on their intuition than on the facts. (Japan, Austria).

Long-term orientation (Alternative 9): Long-term orientation refers to degree of culture in which culture inspire of its members to accept the delayed satisfaction of their material, social and emotional needs [10]. The long-term orientation dimension is the motivation of employees to be oriented towards future rewards, that is, to be persistent and economical (China, Japan).

Short-term orientation (Alternative 10): the dimension of short-term orientation focuses on the past and the present, i.e. respect of the tradition “keeping the face and fulfilling social obligations” [10]. (Great Britain, USA, Germany, Austria).

Defined criteria by decision makers (expert team) are: The possibility of effective implementation of strong organizational culture (criterion C1), change of paradigm in business environment (criterion C2), planning efficiency and managing (criterion C3), maximization of profit (criterion C4), functioning of the company (criterion C5), employee antagonism (criterion C6) and Innovation at work (criterion C7). Criteria are the measures by which alternatives (dimensions) are identified from the same point of view. The
Criteria Decision Plus software was used for the budget.
In the following text there are presented criterums and their weight coefficients.
Criterion 1 ($C_1$): Possibility of effective implementation of the strong organizational culture: The criterion of the possibilities of effective implementation of the strong organizational culture is very important for raising the awareness of all stakeholders, starting with employees, managers, suppliers, banks, shareholders and customers. Increased perception for the implementation of the optimal model of organizational culture comes to a competitive textile company, to penetration and market diversification.
Criterion 2 ($C_2$): Changing the paradigm in the business environment: This criterion involves a new way of thinking, the perception of understanding the world in which we work and live. It is associated with changes in products, technology and managerial techniques. Born new economic and social relations emanate from the principles of business ethics, corporate social responsibility, sustainable development and the quality of products and services.
Criterion 3 ($C_3$): Efficiency of Planning and Management: This criterion has a special role in the organization for planning and management. Increases the satisfaction of all stakeholders: employees, managers, leaders, stakeholders, customers, consumers, banks, etc. leads to more efficient business, thus providing the company competitive advantage and connection to a successful global business. This criterion leads to efficiency in the international environment and to the sustainable business of modern textile companies.
Criterion 4 ($C_4$): Profit maximization: The criterion profit maximization is one of the most important criteria. Maximizing the profit of organizations becomes: solvent, liquid, competitive and strong organization. The level of satisfaction is increase for the employees and perception of security and become more motivated. With the maximization of profit, the organization develops and grows, develops new products, modifies managerial techniques, becomes multinational companies, engages in international business, into the world trade system, increases product quality and reduces product prices.
Criterion 5 ($C_5$): Functionality of company: This criterion determines exactly the goals of the company in other words business activity. Within the company, processes are carried out related to the performance of tasks necessary for the functioning of the entire system. It is important for all stakeholders to function the company because its closedown would lead to major problems. Employees would lose their jobs, the number of unemployed would increase, the economy would be at a loss and one branch would be extinguished, depending on the activity of the company. Today in modern global business, survivals of companies are strategic decisions focused on the stealing of stakeholders. Efficient and effective functioning is reflected on the quality of products and services, in order to satisfy all the interested parties (stakeholders).
Criterion 6 ($C_6$): Counterwork of employees: Counterwork which appearing among the employees can cause the consequences of uncertainty about how the fate of individuals, organization and their common future will be. Counterwork of employees most often provides frequent changes, but they should not be a surprise. If the changes are positive employees provide counterwork, they want to maintain the same condition. Fear of moving into something new that brings globalization into the future creates enormous stress among employees and managers and if the current situation in the organization is unbearable. For this criterion there are two visible phenomena: perception and threat.
Criterion 7 ($C_7$): Innovation at work: Introducing innovation at work is a very important criterion not only for employees but also for the image of an organization. Thus, the introduction of innovation at work can save time and money, bring competitive advantage and development. Innovative companies easily accept changes, create more efficient processes, produce ideas, have greater productivity, gain greater success, grow and adapt to the market. They introduce innovative thinking, creative problem solving, operational task determination and perception for an innovative sustainable culture. So, it can be considered that innovation is the key of success for textiles’ companies, just as in other economic field [37].
The AHP method analyzes Hofsted’s dimensions as offered alternatives: high distance of power, low distance of power, high degree of avoidance of uncertainty, low degree of uncertainty, collectivism, individualism, female and male values.
The analytical hierarchical process (AHP) is a quantitative technique that allows the structuring of a complex decision-making problem with multiple criteria and provides an objective methodology that applies to a wide range of decisions. Thomas Saaty is the creator of this method, in the original name of the Analytic Hierarchy Process and presents powerful tool for the decision maker in variants with more alternatives [38]. The first step is to define a multi-dimensional hierarchical structure of goals, criteria, and alternatives [39]. Further step is, determination of the weight coefficients of the criteria, using the scale of comparison given in table 2.
In table 3 is presented the results of comparison.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Obtained results of the ranking alternatives are shown in Table 4. The results of the ranking of the criteria (Table 3) show that the C7 criterion (innovation at work) has the greatest impact on the result of the selection because its coefficient is 0.271. It affects 27.1% on the result of choosing an optimal model of organizational culture. Innovation improves sustainability performance [40]. Common in strategies in all OCED countries (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development), is to rely on the belief that innovation involves improving competitiveness and growth. There is an opinion that without innovation there will be no sustainability [41–42]. Future competitiveness is no longer defined as a struggle to keep the organization competitive in existing markets, but rather to open up new markets based on innovation [43].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>C₂</th>
<th>C₃</th>
<th>C₄</th>
<th>C₅</th>
<th>C₆</th>
<th>C₇</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting coefficients criteria</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency coefficient</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the second place it is the C4 criterion (profit maximization) which has 24.3% of the impact on the result of the selection because its weight coefficient is 0.243. Maximization of profit brings satisfaction of stakeholders and creating a model of sustainable companies.

On third place it is the criterion C5 (functioning of the company) with a weight coefficient of 0.14 that affects 14%. The functioning of textile companies is important for the survival of the stakeholders.

On the fourth place it is the C3 criterion (planning and management efficiency), where the weight coefficient is 0.127. It affects 12.7% on the ranking of the alternative. Effective planning and managing leads to the implementation of a sustainable business model, improving the performances and competitiveness of textile companies.

On the fifth place it is the criterion C2 (change of the paradigm in business), with a weight coefficient of 0.109, which means that 10.9% influence the choice of the optimal model of organizational culture. Criterion C2 creates guidelines for changing business systems for responsible and sustainable textile companies.

On the sixth place it is C1 (the possibility of effective implementation of the strong organizational culture), with a weight coefficient of 0.072. It means that with 7.2% affects the choice of organizational culture. The concept of all stakeholders is to contribute to the development of corporate mananing by using an optimal model of organizationla culture.

On the seventh place it is criterion C6 (employee antagonism) which influences the choice of the optimal model with 3.7% because the weight coefficient is 0.037. Employees provide antagonism, do not want to change the existing situation, their lack is the low perception of creating an optimal culture.

In analyzing the Hofstede dimensions of national culture, it starts from the optimal (best) alternative. It is an alternative to A5 (colectivism). For textile companies, this dimension has the highest value because its result is 0.149. The reason is that this dimension fosters values: respect, security, control, harmony and the ability to understand all stakeholders.

Leaders are dedicated to meeting the needs of other stakeholders. Employees are those who accept and perform business obligations for the purpose of sustainable business (Pakistan, Panama, China).

On the second place it is the dimension of long-term orientation, alternative A9 with a score of 0.148. Employees are oriented towards perseverance, resilience and future rewards (China and Japan).

On the third place it is a low distance of power with a score of 0.137. With this dimension all members of the organization should have equal power, there are cooperative relationships between employees and managers. Employees are involved in planning and management that positively affect textile companies. (Austria, Denmark, New Zealand).

On the fourth place it is the cultural dimension of women’s value with a score of 0.107. Characteristics of this dimension are reflected that the employees are focused and caring towards each other and are interested in quality of life. Factual facts-based information (Switzerland, New Zealand) are used in planning and managing.
On the fifth place, the dimension is a low degree of avoidance of uncertainty with a score of 0.094. Employees of textile companies are more likely to submit changes, uncertainty, accept the risk, and the degree of tolerance is very high. They accept changes as a chance rather than risk (Denmark, United Kingdom, USA).

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the facts given in the literature, the authors analyzed the organizational culture of the textile companies in Serbia by the AHP method using Hofstede’s dimensions.
The proposed method (AHP) can help decision-makers to easily choose and analyze factors and attributes. The strengths of this approach over the existing methods are in minimizing the objectivism of the decision-makers, better evaluation of different criteria and alternatives, better consistency of the obtained results, etc.
Organization managers in textile companies have to consider cultural differences carefully in order to determine which management and survival practices are most effective. Researches show that the culture of the textile companies consists of the following dimensions of the national culture:
• On the first place it is the alternative A5, the collectivism that has the highest value (0149). This dimension fosters the value of respect, security, control, harmony, and the ability to understand all the interested parties (states, banks, trade unions, managers, leaders, users, suppliers and employees).
• On the second place it is the alternative A9, a long-term orientation towards perseverance, saving and future rewards.
• On the third place it is alternative A2, a low distance of power characterized by cooperative relations between employees and managers.
• On the fourth place, the analysis shows that alternative A7, a woman’s value that keeps employees focused and caring for each other and interested in the quality of life.
• On the fifth place it is the alternative A4, the low degree of avoidance of uncertainty, which characteristics give employees the ability to make changes easier, accept the risk, the degree of tolerance is very high, so that changes are accepted as a chance rather than a risk.

Criterion C7 (Innovation at Work) has the greatest impact on the choice of the organizational culture of textile and other companies. The weight coefficient of this criterion has the highest value that is 0.272 and has the greatest influence on the analysis of the results, ie the choice of alternatives. The criterion C4 (Profit maximization) with a weight coefficient of 0.243 is second in importance.

Innovation at work (Criteria C7) and profit maximization (criteria C4) contribute to the development of new markets, products and services. These elements with maximal weight are fundamental for the planning of further activities in the textile industry.
Employees in textile companies have to be more agile, more flexible, and more capable to monitor market niches. In order to support this kind of activity, it is important to establish genuine internal cultures. Textile companies that want to operate more productively, improve their sustainability, operate in a modern way and successfully achieve strategic goals, have to change their culture.
So research and changes in organizational culture as well as the way to succeed in this, are great issues for other researchers.
The proposed model has only been implemented in textile companies in Serbia, where their management have found the proposed model satisfactory and implementable but described model can be implemented in many different fields of industry. Implementation of the obtained results enables the involvement of the Serbian industry abroad.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Investigations of stretch and recovery properties of knitted socks

Knitted fabrics are renowned for stretch properties which owe to their comfort properties such as formability, fitting to the human body and shape retention after wearing. Optimum stretch is basic requirement in knitted socks to support blood flow in legs and feet. This stretch is achieved with fabric structure type and material used in it. Different factors affect the stretch and recovery of sock, but most contributing factors are elastane percentage, main yarn material and finishing process type. Four different percentages of elastane in plaiting (4%, 6%, 8% and 10%), two main yarns materials (Cotton and Polyester/Cotton PC), and two finishing process types (Wash and bleach) were taken as level of input variables to study their effect on stretch and recovery. Stretch and recovery tests were performed on knitted sock tube. After testing, Minitab software was used for analysis of variance of obtained results using full factorial design. Significance of all factors and levels was analyzed. It was found that with the increase in elastane percentage stretch was decreased and recovery was increased. Cotton was found to have less stretch and more recovery percentage as compared to PC. Additionally it was observed that washing treatment produced significantly higher stretch and lesser recovery than bleaching. Similar trend was also observed in interaction plot indicating that all variables were dependent on each other.

Keywords: socks, elastane percentage, cotton, polyester/cotton PC, stretch, recovery, full factorial design

Analiza proprietăților de întindere și revenire din întindere ale șosetelor tricotate

Materialele textile tricotate sunt renumite pentru proprietățile de întindere, care confronă și proprietăți de confort, cum ar fi formabilitatea, potrivirea pe corpul uman și păstrarea formei după purtare. Întinderea optimă este o cerință de bază la șosetele tricotate pentru a susține fluxul de sânge în membrelor inferioare. Această întindere se obține prin structura tricotului și materiul principal utilizat. Diferiți factori influențează întinderea și revenirea din întindere a șosetei, dar cei mai importanți sunt procentul de elastan, materia principală a firului și tipul procesului de finisare. Patru procente diferite de elastan (4%, 6%, 8% și 10%), două materiale prime principale ale firului (bumbac și poliester/bumbac PC) și două tipuri de proceeede de finisare (spălare și albire) au reprezentat variabilele de intrare pentru a studia influența lor asupra întinderii și revenirii din întindere. Au fost efectuate teste de întindere și revenire din întindere pentru șosetele tricotate tubară. După testare, software-ul Minitab a fost utilizat pentru analiză variatiei rezultatelor obținute aplicând modelul factorial complet. Astfel, a fost analizată semnificația tuturor factorilor și nivelurilor. S-a constatat că odată cu creșterea procentului de elastan a scăzut nivelul de întindere, iar revenirea din întindere a crescut. S-a constatat că bumbacul prezintă un nivel mai redus de întindere și o revenire mai mare din întindere în comparație cu PC. În plus, s-a observat că tratamentul de spălare a produs o întindere semnificativ mai mare și o revenire din întindere mai mică decât albirea. O tendință similară a fost observată și în graficul de interacțiune care indică faptul că toate variabilele erau dependente unele față de altele.

Cuvinte-cheie: șosete, procent de elastan, bumbac, poliester/bumbac PC, întindere, revenire din întindere, model factorial complet

INTRODUCTION

Knitted fabrics provide excellent comfort properties. These fabrics are preferred in many kinds of clothing due to their superior properties. Knitted fabrics are produced on different machines with combinations of different type of stitches and color combinations to create different patterns and fabric types [1]. Knitted socks are designed to provide comfort, absorb and evaporate sweat, protect foot, warm/cool the foot or as a fashion. Parts of socks may be welt, leg, ankle, high heel, heel, foot, arch support, and toe. Types of yarns being used in sock are main yarn, plaiting yarn, elastic yarn/gripping yarn, motif yarn/pattern yarn, splicing yarn and technical yarn [2]. In elastic contents of yarn, a soft and flexible segment (polyester/polyether/polyols) is bonded with rigid and hard segments (urethane) and technically termed as segmented polyurethane. This composition provides the lasting and built in stretch to the fiber [3–4]. The stretch of a fabric can be defined as “the strain produced in a specimen of fabric on application of stress under specific conditions” (equation 1).

Fabric stretch % = \( \frac{\text{Increase in length of a specimen on tension}}{\text{Original length prior to tension force}} \times 100 \) (1)
The work recovery of the fabric can be defined as “ratio of the recovered elastic energy and the total tensile energy applied for the specific strain” (equation 2).

\[
\text{Fabric recovery } \% = \frac{\text{Tensile energy (unloading)}}{\text{Tensile energy loading}} \times 100
\]

Senthilkumar M. and Anbumani N. studied the effect of different extension levels on stretch and recovery properties of garment during body movements. They concluded that the spandex plaited cotton fabric showed higher elastic recovery as compared to core spun spandex with cotton fabrics [5]. Serkan Tezel et al. investigated the effect of elastane on properties of single jersey fabric developed with cotton and spandex. It was concluded that elastane significantly influenced the properties of fabric since spandex brands with higher tension give highest weight, high thickness and stitch density. The presence of spandex, however reduced the air permeability of the fabric as compared to 100% cotton fabric [6]. Burji M. et al. investigated that spandex back plaiting increases stretchability and elastic recovery of the fabric more than core cotton spun fabric and hence are more suitable for sportswear. It also exerts more pressure on body than core spun with yarn [7]. Bilal Qadir et al. concluded that the fabric stretchability and recovery after stretch increases with higher denier elastane in core-spun cotton yarn. They also concluded that increase in elastane draft ratio enhanced the stretch-ability and reduced the recovery after stretch [8]. Lukkassen D. et al. investigated the effect of polyester and nylon on properties of sportswear fabrics. They concluded that polyester and nylon showed exceptional, dimensional stability, optimum strength, high stretch and recovery properties. It was also found that these yarns had excellent abrasion resistance and resistance to dirt, decay and mould in sportswear [9]. Senthilkumar, and N. Anbumani, investigated stretch and recovery properties of the cotton/spandex knitted fabric. They found that with the increase of spandex linear density, stretch and recovery of the fabric increases. It was also studied that dynamic work recovery of the fabric at greige stage is higher which decreased after heat setting and bleaching but after compaction dynamic work recovery of the fabric was slightly increased [10]. Saber Ben Abdessalem et al. studied the relation between Lycra® consumption and fabric dimensional and elastic behaviour. In cotton Lycra® blend with increased tension on Lycra® yarn decreased the consumption of Lycra® and hence decreased the width of the fabric. Furthermore, the fabric recovery also decreased with the decrease in Lycra® consumption [11].

As per knowledge of this author, stretch and recovery behaviour of different knitted fabrics i.e. single jersey, rib, interlock, fleece had been studied earlier but no significant research has been carried out on socks to sort out the problem of uneven stretch and recovery keeping in view the elastane percentage and finishing process applications. Hence, this study provides better understanding of the effect of different variables on stretch and recovery properties of socks. In this research, different percentages of elastane and different finishing processes were applied on plain plaited knitted socks on a same gauge and their stretch and recovery properties have been studied. Objectives of this research are to investigate the effect of elastane percentage, main yarn type and finishing process type on stretch and recovery percentage in length and width of welt and foot by using Full Factorial Design method and analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical approaches.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

This study was focused to investigate the stretch and recovery properties of plaited knitted socks on the basis of the 70 D 24 filaments nylon covered elastane percentage (4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%) in core and the type of main yarns used were 20 Ne Cotton and 20 Ne Polyester/Cotton. Total sixteen samples were developed with combination of these yarns with washing and bleaching. Design of experiment is given in table 1. Full factorial experiments are the ones where investigation of the impact of greater than one factors over response is carried out. Also, the number of experiments geometrically increases with the increasing number of factors and levels [12–13]. Samples were developed on 14E knitting machine. In welt and foot elastic inlaid plaited and plain plaited fabric structures were developed respectively. Samples relaxed in the standard atmosphere of 20±2°C and 65±4% relative humidity for 24 hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for dry relaxation. Knitted fabric parameters were determined according to standard test methods. Welt length was adjusted at 3 cm and welt width was adjusted at 8 cm on knitting machine for all samples. Foot length and width was also adjusted on knitting machine for all samples at 17 and 10 cm respectively. All the knitting parameters were verified according to standard tests method ASTM D3887. Parameters of plain plated knitted fabric are given in table 2. Wash and bleach finishing processes were applied on these samples after conditioning and evaluation of parameters. After washing and bleaching, steam was applied for 20 minutes for tumble drying and re-conditioning was done at standard atmosphere of 20±2°C and 65±4% relative humidity for 24 hours for dry relaxation. Stretch and recovery percentage was measured according to ASTM D2594-99a standard test method. Percentage Stretch of welt and foot was calculated on stretch equipment (CETME specifically used for sock). CETME tester was used to determine dimensional changes. Specimens were fixed between two jaws in width direction and lever holding these jaws were dropped down manually at standard carriage weight of 4.65 Kgs. The results were analyzed by ANOVA with the help of Minitab software. Full factorial design was selected for data analysis. ANOVA was performed in order to determine the statistical significance of experimental factors i.e. effect of elastane percentage in plaiting yarn, fiber type in main yarn, type of finishing process against their response variables i.e stretch and recovery of socks parts, at 95% confidence level. Due to the 95% confidence interval, the parameters with P<0.05 values indicate that the effect of that parameter on the given experimental layout is statistically significant. Interaction plot also studied to find out dependency level of input variables.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Effect of input variables were studied on stretch and recovery properties of socks. After washing and bleaching, stretch and recovery percentage in welt width and foot width was calculated. Five specimens of each sample were taken for each measurement. Standard deviation and mean values of measurements were calculated. Effect of experimental variables on stretch and recovery is given in table 3.

Impact on stretch percentage of welt width

Effect of elastane in plaiting yarn was found with significant effect (p-value = 0.005) on stretch percentage of welt width. Main yarn type has a statistically significant (p-value = 0.022) effect with 95% confidence. Finishing process type i.e bleaching and

| Table 2 |
|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
| Course per unit area (cm⁻¹) | Wales per unit area (cm⁻¹) | Stitch density per unit area (cm⁻²) | Stitch length (mm) |
| 12.6 | 9.06 | 114.08 | 5.3 |
| | | | \( \frac{R_{k}}{R_{w}} \)| Tightness factor (Tex/SL) |
| | | | 1.39 | 10.25 |

| Table 3 |
|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
| Sample no. | Welt Stretch (%) | Foot Stretch (%) | Welt Recovery (%) | Foot Recovery (%) |
| | Mean | S.D | Mean | S.D | Mean | S.D | Mean | S.D |
| 1 | 209.38 | 0.44 | 142.50 | 0.00 | 86.75 | 0.20 | 85.14 | 0.10 |
| 2 | 206.25 | 2.21 | 140.20 | 0.45 | 89.15 | 0.16 | 91.03 | 0.13 |
| 3 | 202.75 | 2.85 | 135.90 | 1.24 | 92.65 | 0.12 | 91.86 | 0.12 |
| 4 | 200.63 | 2.25 | 138.00 | 1.17 | 94.53 | 0.16 | 92.74 | 0.12 |
| 5 | 212.50 | 0.88 | 150.40 | 0.55 | 82.00 | 0.25 | 80.09 | 0.15 |
| 6 | 208.88 | 2.52 | 147.50 | 0.35 | 83.39 | 0.17 | 81.19 | 0.09 |
| 7 | 208.00 | 1.90 | 145.00 | 0.00 | 86.31 | 0.19 | 84.68 | 0.06 |
| 8 | 206.13 | 1.79 | 140.20 | 0.45 | 87.76 | 0.19 | 86.05 | 0.12 |
| 9 | 192.75 | 1.37 | 110.00 | 0.71 | 85.24 | 0.15 | 84.50 | 1.37 |
| 10 | 190.63 | 0.44 | 115.00 | 0.71 | 89.09 | 0.18 | 87.25 | 2.93 |
| 11 | 189.00 | 2.01 | 110.00 | 0.71 | 93.16 | 0.17 | 89.75 | 0.44 |
| 12 | 188.25 | 3.57 | 100.20 | 0.84 | 95.91 | 0.19 | 92.15 | 1.79 |
| 13 | 193.25 | 0.68 | 117.60 | 0.22 | 83.60 | 0.18 | 85.25 | 0.56 |
| 14 | 190.00 | 2.93 | 112.50 | 0.35 | 87.08 | 0.23 | 88.23 | 1.90 |
| 15 | 187.88 | 3.41 | 110.40 | 0.55 | 89.79 | 0.12 | 90.20 | 0.68 |
| 16 | 187.75 | 0.56 | 102.50 | 0.35 | 93.22 | 0.12 | 94.20 | 0.44 |
washing has significant impact on stretch percentage of welt width of sock (p-value = 0.00). The degree of stretch depends on the amount and type of elastane incorporated for construction of the fabric [6]. In weft knitted structures, interlocking of loops can be pulled and stretched in different directions giving the knitted fabrics a higher degree of stretch. Low percentage of elastane contained more crimp per unit area as compared to higher percentage of elastane in covered yarn. High crimps in nylon yarn due to drafted elastane produced higher stretch in welt width. With application of load, high crimp yarn causes more increase in yarn length as compared to low crimp covered yarn. In nylon, where less elastane % is used as sheath leads to increase in tension of yarn, decreases the consumption of elastane. Due to this, width of the fabric decreases and stretch % increases [8]. That's why stretch of 4% elastane covered nylon socks is higher as compared to 6%, 8% and 10%. Slackier fabrics have higher stretch as compared to denser fabric. A Mukhopadhyay et.al.in their research concluded that, fabric made with elastane covered yarn, the immediate recovery, extension and resiliency are higher but delayed recovery and permanent set are lower than those of 100% spun or filament yarn fabrics [15]. In bleaching the stretch of fabric was reduced due to increase in stitch density as shown in figure 1. Cotton leads high shrinkage as compare to polyester/cotton yarn. The stretch percentage was decreased due to compactness of cotton main yarn as compared to polyester/cotton yarn. In 100% of cotton yarns, fiber-to-fiber frictions are superior to fiber-to-fiber friction in cotton and polyester in PCs that reduce stretching.

Impact on stretch percentage of foot width
Effect of elastane in plaiting yarn was found having significant effect (p-value = 0.039) on stretch percentage of foot width. Main yarn type has a statistically significant (p-value = 0.048) effect with 95% confidence. Finishing processing type, bleaching and washing has significant impact on stretch percentage of foot width of sock (p-value = 0.00). Elastane fibers consist of soft (flexible) segments bonded together with hard segments giving the fiber a built-in stretch. In weft knitted structures, the yarns follow a meandering path forming systematic loops above and below the mean path of the yarn systematically. These interlocking of loops can be pulled and stretched in different directions giving the knitted fabrics a higher degree of stretch. Nylon covering with low percentage of elastane contained high crimp; these crimps increased the stretch percentage of foot width. In the nylon elastane, the increased tension in the elastane yarn decreases the elastane consumption and, therefore, decreases the width of the fabric and increases the stretch [8]. That is why the stretch of 4% elastane covered knitted nylon socks is higher compared to 6%, 8% and 10%. Higher percentage carry small crimps on nylon that's why higher percentages of elastane in covered yarn has less stretch percentage as shown in figure 2. Washed sample showed higher stretch percentage due to less shrinkage percentage as compared to bleached samples. Shrinkage percentage in cotton samples was higher as compare to PC, PC socks also carried higher stretch as compared 100% cotton respectively due to slacker knitted fabrics less compactness. In 100 % cotton yarn fibre to fibre frictions are higher as compare to fibre to fibre friction of cotton and polyester in PC which reduces stretch.

**Fig. 1. Main effect plot for stretch in welt width**

**Fig. 2. Main effect plot for foot width**

**Impact on recovery percentage of welt width**
Effect of elastane in plaiting yarn was found with significant effect of (p-value = 0.00) on recovery percentage of welt width. Main yarn type has a statistically significant (p-value = 0.00) effect with 95% confidence. Finishing processing type, bleaching and washing has significant impact on recovery percentage of welt width of sock (p-value = 0.00). The recovery percentage increased with increase in elastane percentage as shown in figure 3. This is due to presence of highly elastic yarn offering less frictional contact between interlocking points of loops. Higher the compactness of fabric more will be its ability to generate and maintain pressure. Loops will tend to revert to its original shape and position as soon as the mechanical stresses were removed from fabric. This may be due to decrease in tenacity of elastane. In elastane covered with nylon, the increased tension in the elastane thread reduces the consumption of elastane and, therefore, the width of the fabric reduces and the recovery of the fabric also decreases with the decrease in elastane consumption. When the extension ratio increases, the plastic extension increases.
and elasticity decreases and, as a result, elastic recovery decreases [14]. Cotton shows higher recovery percentage as compared to polyester/cotton due to jamming of loops. Higher shrinkage reduces area of fabric which recovered easily as compare to slack fabrics. That’s why recovery of cotton and bleached fabrics were higher as compared to PC and washed samples respectively. Dynamic work recovery of the fabric at grey stage is higher which decreased after heat setting and bleaching but after compaction dynamic work recovery of the fabric found to be increased somewhat [16]. Bleaching showed higher recovery percentage as compared to washing due to interlocking of loops during bleaching process as shown in figure 3.

Impact on recovery percentage of foot width

Effect of elastane in plaiting yarn on recovery percentage of foot width was found significant (p-value = 0.007). Main yarn type has a statistically significant (p-value = 0.010) effect with 95% confidence. Finishing processing type, bleaching and washing has significant impact on recovery percentage of foot width of sock (p-value = 0.021). In nylon covered elastane with increased tension on elastane yarn decreases the consumption of elastane and hence decreases the width of the fabric and fabric recovery also decreases with decrease in elastane consumption. When the extension ratio increases the plastic extension increases and the elastic one decreases and consequently the elastic recovery decreases [14]. Fabric compactness increased with increase in stitch density of fabric. Higher the compactness of fabric more will be its ability to generate and maintain pressure. Greater shrinkage reduces the area of easily recoverable as compared to slack fabrics. Therefore recovery of cotton and bleached fabrics was higher than that of PC and washed samples. The dynamic recovery of the work of the fabric in the gray stage is greater, which decreased after the thermal setting and the discoloration, but after the compaction, the dynamic recovery of the work of the fabric increased a bit [16]. Recovery percentage of foot width was increased in bleached due to higher retracting force of fabric loops towards recovery due to higher stitch density as shown in figure 4.

![Fig. 3. Main effect plot for welt width](image1)

![Fig. 4. Main effect plot for foot width](image2)

**CONCLUSION**

It was found that with the increase in elastane percentage, stretch was decreased in welt and foot. Cotton was found to have less stretch as compared to PC. Additionally it was observed that washing treatment produced significantly higher stretch than bleaching. In stretch percentage all variables are dependent on each other. The recovery percentage increased with increase in elastane percentage in both welt and foot. Cotton has higher recovery percentage as compared to PC and bleaching process showed higher recovery percentage as compared to washing. It was also observed in interaction plot that all variables are dependent on each other.
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Food and drink are some of the greatest traditions and pleasures of our society. Today we have access to an impressive variety and quality of food and drinks. The food sector is an indelible part of the social, economic and cultural edifice of Europe. But, like most progresses, this comes with challenges. The European food and drink industry want to play its role as an active partner in addressing these challenges to ensure that Europe continues to have the highest quality and safest food in the world, taking care of the environment [1].

Food quality and safety have become consumers rights, with direct effects on quality of life, and issues focused on product quality and safety are the focus of the bodies set up to protect consumers interests.

Textile packaging – the connection between science and health

According to the Report presented in the ONU Program for Development there are eight dimensions of international security (collective security) and national security: economic-social security, food security, environmental security, community security, personal security, political security and individual security, to which demographic security and military security could be added. Although there have been concerns about the nutrition status of the population since ancient times, it was only in the middle of the last century that the scientific and institutional bases of contemporary food and nutrition policies were laid.

Food and nutrition policies are represented by a series of objectives, priorities, norms and decisions adopted by the invested factors and institutions with the competences necessary to ensure to the entire population the economic and social conditions for a good state of individual and public health.

Packaging has become one of the most important functions of a product, of a commodity on the market. The packaging is part of the Food Contact Materials (FCMs) group, which should not affect the health of consumers or alter the quality of the products. The breadth and complexity of the socio-economic context in the food contact sector requires finding additional ways to adapt.

In this context, the textile sector, respectively the field of technical textiles, through the potential of functionalities, can make a special contribution to achieving a level of coherence between the field of functionalized materials intended for food packaging – environment – consumer health – free movement of products – efficient functioning of the internal market.

Keywords: textile packaging, legislation, functions, requirements, principles

Ambalaje textile – legatura dintre ştiinţă şi sănătate

În conformitate cu Raportul prezentat în cadrul Programului ONU pentru Dezvoltare există 8 dimensiuni ale securităţii internaţionale (securitatea colectiva) şi securităţii naţionale: securitatea economico-socială, securitatea alimentară, securitatea mediului, securitatea comunităţii, securitatea personală, securitatea politică şi securitatea individuală, la care s-ar mai putea adăuga securitatea demografică şi securitatea militară. Cu toate că au existat preocupări pentru starea de nutriţie a populaţiei încă din cele mai vechi timpuri, abia spre mijlocul secolului trecut s-au pus bazele ştiinţifice şi instituţionale ale politicilor alimentare şi nutriţionale contemporane.

Politici alimentare şi nutriţionale sunt reprezentate de o serie de obiective, prioriţi, norme şi decizii adoptate de factorii şi instituţiile investite cu competenţele necesare pentru a asigura întreaga populaţie condiţiile economico-sociale pentru o stare bună a sănătăţii individuale şi publice.

Ambalarea a devenit una dintre cele mai importante funcţii ale unui produs, a mărfurilor pe piaţă. Ambalajele fac parte din grupa Food Contact Materials (FCMs), care trebuie să nu afecteze sănătatea consumatorilor sau să modifiche calitatea produselor.

Ampluarea şi complexitatea contextului socio-economic din sectorul materialelor destinate contactului cu alimentele impune găsirea unor modalităţi suplimentare pentru a se adapta.

În acest context sectorul textil, respectiv domeniul textielor tehnice, prin potenţialul funcţionalităţilor, poate avea o contribuţie deosebită la atingerea unui nivel de coerenţă între domeniul materialelor funcţionalizate destinate ambalării alimentelor – mediu – sănătatea consumatorilor – libera circulaţie a produselor – eficientă funcţionare a pieţei interne.

Cuvinte cheie: ambalaje textile, legislaţie, funcţii, cerinţe, principii
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At the European level:

- Food is a fresh or processed product, with nutritional value, used as nutrition.
- Food security aims to ensure the self-sufficiency, respectively the sufficiency of food products for some target entities (areas, countries, groups of countries), with the help of food aid tools, donations, projects, programs etc.

Food security has different meanings in the literature [2]:

- Aims to ensure access for everyone to a healthy food.
- Aims to ensure food availability.
- Ensures and respects the right of every person to feed and the desire to have a healthy diet.
- It is a basic component of the social, economic stability and, explicitly, of the national security of a state (either with or without agricultural potential).

Food safety refers in particular to the safety of food-stuffs, with an emphasis on reducing, eliminating and avoiding the risks that food could pose to human and animal health.

Food safety – a component of food security – is a parameter that concerns the consumer and in its assurance all the component parts involved in the production, processing, transport and distribution of food are involved.

According to Codex Alimentarius, Food Book – a collection of internationally recognized standards, codes of good practice, food guides and recommendations, food production and food safety) food safety is “the guarantee that food will not harm consumers when they are prepared and/or consumed in accordance with the specifications regarding the use method” (table 1) [3].

For a food product – unprocessed, partially processed, totally processed or newly created – to be safe, it must meet three conditions, namely [4–6] (table 2).

---

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMISSION OF CODEX ALIMENTARIUS – PURPOSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer health protection, ensuring honest practices in food trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote the coordination of works, ensuring honest practices regarding food trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining priorities and initiating guides for the preparation of draft standards through, and with the help of appropriate organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finalizing the elaborated standards and publishing them in Codex Alimentarius, improving the standards after the appropriate review in the light of progress.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITIONS THAT ENSURES FOOD SAFETY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hygienic quality (sanitation, safety)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To have nutritional and energetic value</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food nutrients must be available to the body</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The “packaging” strategy in the field is an important side for the sustainability of the producers and influences both the corporate objectives, the individual objectives of the departments, as well as the general objectives of the industry to which the respective producer belongs (figure 1).

The packaging offers a lot of information about the product itself from the technical point of view, of the image, but also about the content of the product. The packaging must fulfil six functions, namely: unique, functional, safe, easy to remove, to promote the benefits of the products and to strengthen the brand (figure 2).

The packaging is part of the Food Contact Materials (FCMs) group, which should not affect the health of consumers or alter the quality of the products. According to the specialized literature, the materials intended for contact with food have been presented in different marketing contexts:

• as marketing instruments mix-Seven P = Product, Prices, Promotion, Place, Packaging, Positioning, People;
• as a link element between production, price, distribution, promotion;
• as a way of expressing the functions and values of packaging in relation to the needs and requirements of consumers;
• as an element in the context of the strategy of a product;
• as a component part of a promotion strategy;
• as a source of emotions and experience for consumers;
• as an education and information platform for consumers.

Packaging and goods form a system that generates interdependent relationships that are established between the component elements of the system. The packaging will physically protect the product and will also act as a barrier against microbiological or chemical contamination, the packaging itself should not be a source of contamination of the packaged product.

Materials intended for contact with food must meet a variety of requirements. Most importantly, they must be non-toxic and chemical resistant to legal requirements. In addition, it must have a low permeability to gases, vapours and liquids, resistance to perforation, some transparency, low costs, good processability and biodegradation capacity.

The current trends noted in the conception of packaging and packaging methods are:

• reducing the consumption of raw materials, materials and energy;
• increasing the preservation life of the products;
• enhancing the performance of the packaging by combining the manufacturing materials;
• facilitating the reintegration of packaging in the post-consumption stage into the environment.

**TEXTILE PACKAGING – REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE**

The materials intended for contact with food can be considered as standalone products or as part of a different product, their importance is reflected both in the performance of the functions and in the decision-making process regarding the purchase by consumers.

The magnitude and complexity of the socio-economic context in the food contact sector requires finding additional ways to adapt. In this context, the textile sector, respectively the field of technical textiles, through the potential of the functionalities, can make a special contribution to achieving a level of coherence between the field of functionalized materials destined for food packaging – environment – consumer health – free movement of products – efficient functioning of the internal market.

Technical textiles, a modern concept in the textile field, can be defined generically: industrial textiles/functional textiles/hi-tech textiles/textiles of the future, and are considered as change factors for all economic, social and infrastructure fields and are characterized by:

• Alternative materials: lightweight, flexible, soft (multi/inter) functional, durable.
• A wide range of raw materials: processes, products and applications.
• New technologies: flexible, continuous, versatile.
• Reliable, multifunctional, cost-effective, functional components, parts of larger systems and technological solutions oriented towards the user.
• Positive trend to increase the consumption of unconventional textile structures.
The global technical textiles market is expected to grow from $176.83 billion in 2018 to $220.37 billion by 2022 with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.89% [9]. Among the factors that determine this growth, we can mention:

• New areas of application;
• Modifying consumer requirements;
• The multifunctional character of the technical textile properties;
• New government regulations;
• Climate change and global warming.

The group of technical textiles “PACKTECH”, the important branch of the group of technical textiles, includes all packaging materials for industrial, agricultural, consumer goods and other products and can be defined by the formula [10].

\[ \text{Packaging} = \frac{\text{Functions}}{\text{Costs}} \times \text{Service} \quad (1) \]

The food packaging market is projected to reach a value of $305,955.1 Million by 2019 and Asia-Pacific market is projected to grow at the highest CAGR during forecasted period (figure 3).

The textile materials for packaging consumer products mainly include [12]:

• Flexible Intermediate Bulk Containers big bags (FIBC).
• Laundry bags and other bulk packaging products.
• Sacks for storage, etc.
• Twine and string for tying packages, etc. (excludes agricultural applications).
• Non-paper tea bags and coffee filters.
• Food soaker pads.
• Net packaging for storing, packing, transporting, retailing foodstuffs, toys.
• Soft luggage.

Products included in this category can be made from fabrics or unconventional textiles – non-wovens of natural fibers (cotton, organic cotton, jute, hemp, wool) or chemical fibers/yarns (polypropylene, HDPE polyethylene).

Woven sacks (except FIBC) represent about 50% of the consumption of technical textiles within Packtech, followed by bags with a share of about 30% [10].
storage of the products as well as the information of the consumers (table 4) [16–18].

In April 2019 the groups [19] from the civil society published 5 principles that the EU must take into account in the field evaluation activity, respectively:

- a high degree of protection of human health;
- special attention to the presence of chemicals in materials and articles that come into contact with food;
- an effective implementation;
- application of the concept of circular economy;
- transparency and participation.

Currently, Romania is in an important moment when it must adopt a strategic position towards the challenges and opportunities of wide scope. In this respect, Romania must maximize the favourable global and European trends, as well as its own competitive advantages.

In this context, the textile sector, respectively the field of technical textiles, through the potential of functionalities, can make a special contribution to achieving a level of coherence between the field of functionalized materials intended for food packaging – environment – consumer health – free movement of products – efficient functioning of the internal market.

CONCLUSIONS

- The packaging must be studied both as a product – packaging system and as a distinct part which is often the determining factor in the decision to purchase the product. Product analysis in relation to the environment/man/equipment is very useful for new products.
- When choosing the materials that underlie the production of packaging in general, and textiles in particular, a basic criterion is to ensure the requirements of the product protection function, respectively:
  – Protection against physical factors, of which it is worth mentioning the light protection that can cause discoloration and degradation of the goods (photochemical reactions, colour alteration, loss of vitamins).
  – Chemical protection refers to the protection of products against certain aggressive chemicals. For this purpose the packaging plays the role of barrier: in the transfer of gas from the outside to the inside of the packaging; against volatile substances, which may cause alteration of the organoleptic properties of the products; at the transfer of gases from the inside to the outside, in order to avoid losing the specific flavours of the product; dehydration of the product; the loss of the gaseous mixture that was introduced inside the package in order to preserve the product.
  – Protection against biological factors: avoiding contamination of products; limiting the gas exchanges susceptible to the appearance and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FCM type</th>
<th>General measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>Regulation (EC) no. 1935/2004 Harmonized EU legal framework that sets out the general principles on the safety and inertia of all FCMs. Principles: • not to release their constituents in food products to an extent harmful to human health; • not to produce an unacceptable change in the composition, taste and smell of food; Requirements: • special rules for active and intelligent materials (they are not inert by their design); • competencies to adopt additional EU measures for some specific materials (for example, for plastics); • the procedure for conducting safety assessments for substances used in the manufacture of FCMs, which involves the European Food Safety Authority; • labelling rules, including an indication of use (e.g. a coffee machine, a bottle of wine or a tablespoon) or by reproducing the symbol; • compliance documentation and traceability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Regulation (EC) No 1935/2004 [14]
The objectives of the testing activity of the textile materials are: evaluation of the basic and functional characteristics of the product and the prediction of the performances during the use. The information obtained can be used in the research-development activity, the selection of the raw material base, the development of processes, control activities, quality control, production testing, product failure analysis, comparing tests, compliance with legal regulations.

The new textile materials, which bring functionalities and superior levels of performance in the field of packaging, are based on: innovative technologies, natural organic fibers, recyclable, biodegradable, unconventional mixtures of natural fibers, structural eco-design methods, up-cycling techniques, active elements (traceability devices, indicators, sensors).

Smart (active and intelligent) textile materials for food contact can and should change the quality of life, and just as all materials must be a source of sustainability, be recyclable, ensure safety and quality, take into account the consumer experience, to provide as much information as possible, to contribute to the reduction of food waste, to be connected with the respective brands.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The functions of packages</th>
<th>Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product preservation and protection function</strong></td>
<td>The protection function is summarized in three particular aspects as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• protecting the product from the action of internal and external factors;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• protecting the environment against the toxic nature of some products;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• intact preservation of the quality of the goods at the direct product-packaging contact (avoiding the negative influence by the packaging of the product quality);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• physical factors: mechanical actions, light, temperature, pressure;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• chemical and physico-chemical factors: air, water, oxygen vapor, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• biological factors: (microorganisms, insects etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The handling, transport and storage/rationalization function</strong></td>
<td>When choosing the material from which the packaging is made, the following is taken into account:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– the nature of the product to be packed (aggregation state, physico-chemical and biological properties);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– own chemistry (choosing packaging materials that are chemically inert to the product and the environment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The function of information and sales promotion</strong></td>
<td>Rationalization and promotion of typical, modular packaging to facilitate the operations of handling, transport and storage, the use of depreciation and fixing materials, are aspects that demonstrate the rationalization function:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• handling the product by shape, volume;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• adapting the packaging to the norms and the specific means of transport;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• taking over the pressure during the stacking operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The packaging has an important communication function when presenting and selling the products, since most of the products sold packaged it is obvious that the packaging also has a dual role of promoting the sale and carrying the information to the consumer. The packaging represents an interface with which the consumer comes in direct contact, which is why the packaging has to be thought out to attract the buyers and to trigger the act of purchase, the packaging has also been called the ‘silent seller’ of the product. The elements that contribute to the fulfilment of the function of promoting the sales and informing the consumer that they have the packages are: the way of manufacture, the system of marking and labelling, but especially the aesthetics of the packaging, that is to say the elements regarding the form, the colour and the harmony, the graphics of the packaging. These elements need to be harmonized to attract the attention of the buyer. The packaging must ensure a positive visual impact. Thus, in order to have the chance to be bought by the consumer, a product must first be seen and be able to be identified from all the products on the shelf:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the product-consumer interface;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identifying and presenting the product, informing the buyers, creating a positive attitude towards the product, changes in the mind-set and habits of the buyer, communicating with the customer;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identifying the product and its brand, presenting the characteristics and conditions of use;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• creating a favourable image of the product.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Development of free fluorine and formaldehyde oil and water repellent finishes for cotton fabrics through polymerization of bio-based stearic acid with carboxylic acids

This research is an attempt to develop nontoxic and sustainable oil and water repellent which is fluorine and formaldehyde free. For this purpose, stearic acid was polymerized with formaldehyde free cross-linkers, such as maleic acid and acrylic acid. Sodium hypophosphite was used as a catalyst and triethanolamine as an enhancer during the polymerization. Polymerization conditions were optimized such as temperature, time and atmosphere. The prepared recipes were then applied onto the cotton fabrics. The obtained results reveal that the finished cotton fabrics achieves good oil and water repellency, crease resistance, soil resistance, and antimicrobial properties. In addition, the surface of finished cotton fabrics was characterized via SEM, EDX, FTIR, XRD, and TGA.

Keywords: oil and water repellency, maleic acid, acrylic acid, functional textile, eco-friendly.

Dezvoltarea de finisări oleofobe și hidrofobe fără fluor și formaldehidă prin polimerizarea acidului stearic bio cu acizi carboxilici pentru țesături din bumbac

Acest studiu este o încercare de obținere a finisărilor hidrofobe și oleofobe non-toxice și durabile, care nu conțin fluor și formaldehidă. În acest scop, acidul stearic a fost polimerizat cu agenți de reticulare fără formaldehidă, precum acid maleic și acid acrilic. Hipofosfitul de sodiu a fost utilizat în calitate de catalizator, iar trietanolamina ca agent de intensificare în timpul polimerizării. Condițiile de polimerizare au fost optimize, din punctul de vedere al temperaturii, duratei și atmosferei. Rețetele preparate au fost apoi aplicate pe țesături din bumbac. Rezultatele au arătat faptul că țesăturile din bumbac finisate sunt hidrofobe și oleofobe, prezintă rezistență la șișonare, rezistență la murdărie și proprietăți antimicrobiene. În plus, suprafețele țesăturilor din bumbac finisate au fost caracterizate utilizând SEM, EDX, FTIR, XRD și TGA.

Cuvinte-cheie: hidrofob și oleofob, acid maleic, acid acrilic, material textil funcțional, ecologic

INTRODUCTION

Cotton is one of the most abundantly available fibrous biomass materials and has been extensively used in many textile areas, as it exhibits various attractive properties [1] such as hydrophilicity, wearing comfort, breathability [2] and good mechanical strength [3]. However, it lacks oil and water repellency. To meet the demand of customers several chemical finishes are available in the market. These chemical finishes can impart function properties to the cotton fabric such as flame retardancy [4–5], ultraviolet protection [6], antibacterial activity [7], corrosion inhibition, crease recovery [8], self-cleaning properties [9], as well as water and oil repellency [10]. In order to make cotton fabric oil and water repellent its surface energy should be lower by application of chemical finishes such as silicone repellents [11], fluorocarbon-based repellents [12], paraffin repellents [13] and polyurethanes-based repellents [14]. Most of these finishes are either expensive, noxious, non-durable or less efficient. Among them, fluorocarbon finishes based on C8 chemistry are most attractive as they significantly lower the surface energy of the cotton fabric (≤ 18 dynes/cm) to impart excellent oil and water repellency [15]. However, due to their adverse effect on the environment and potential toxic effect on human, there is an urgent need for fluorine-free oil and water repellent alternative. Moreover, C8 based perflourinated and polyfluorinated chemicals (PFCs) are part of 11 priority chemicals that are banned to use internationally in the textile and leather process industry [16]. Nowadays, emergent research is focused on non-fluorine, eco-friendly oleophobic and hydrophobic finishes. An alternative to fluorinated compounds is long alkyl chain compounds [17]. Use of stearic acid to impart hydrophobicity has been reported in the literature. Stearic acid is an ecological, long-chain fatty acid which is used as a water repellent finish. Despite this, it lacks durability as well as higher concentration is required for effective results. In addition, it only repels water but not oil. Stearic acid is also used to
impert hydrophobicity to cotton and non-cotton fabric as reported in literature. Cotton fabric can be made more hydrophobic by treating it with titanium dioxide [18], silica nanoparticles [19], and zinc hydroxide [20] followed by dipping in stearic acid solution. However, the washing durability of the coating was not good. Hydrophobicity of non-cotton fabric such as jute fibers [21] and polyester fabric [22], can also be increased by stearic acid modification process. However, the researchers did not present the durability of coating in terms of washing. Hydrophilic behavior of recycled jute fiber treated with TiO₂ solutions has been shifted to hydrophobic by immersing it in stearic acid solution. There was also increase in the contact angle of the treated fabric [23]. However, stearic acid is nondurable and exhibit only water repellency.

To enhance the functional properties, durability and performance of cotton, different techniques have been introduced. Crosslinking of cellulose, with certain compounds through a chemical reaction to bridge cellulose chain for effective performance and durability is one of them [24]. Depending on chemical structure, crosslinkers are further classified as formaldehyde-based and formaldehyde-free crosslinkers. Formaldehyde-based crosslinkers dominated in past as they provide outstanding wrinkle resistance at low price but on the other hand, they reduce fabric strength, increases stiffness and release formaldehyde which is a lethal compound for human as it is now declared as confirmed carcinogenic [25]. Therefore, formaldehyde-free cross-linkers like polycarboxylic acids (PCAs) are getting more popular as they can increase washing durability and wrinkle resistance of cotton fabric without involving formaldehyde [26]. The reaction mechanism of crosslinking of PCAs with cotton is carried out in two steps: dehydration of two adjacent carboxyl groups forms cyclic anhydride, and then esterification reaction takes place between cellulose and intermediate anhydride to form ester bond [27-28].

Among all effective PCAs, BTCA is one of the most effective crosslinkers for cotton but it causes considerable damage to mechanical properties of cotton fabric and it is very expensive [29]. Citric acid is a bio-based cross-linker and it has been reported to crosslink cotton fabric [30] but its application is inhibited due to its yellowing effect [31]. Therefore, the use of cost-effective polycarboxylic acids such as maleic acid (dicarboxylic acid) [32] and monocarboxylic acid such as acrylic acid has also been reported in the literature [33]. However, carboxylic acid does not impart any oil and water repellency on their own. Therefore, in this research stearic acid was polymerized with maleic acid and acrylic acid, in the presence of catalyst SHP and triethanolamine TEA under various polymerization conditions, temperature and time. The newly developed finish recipes were applied onto the cotton fabric and treated fabric performance were also assessed.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
Scoured, bleached and 100% pure cotton fabric was used without any other finishing processes. Lab grade stearic acid (SA), maleic acid (MA), acrylic acid (AA), sodium hypophosphite monohydrate (SHP), triethanolamine (TEA) and Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Lab grade distilled water was used as a solvent. All chemicals were used directly without any further purification.

Chemical and fabric preparation
The polymerization reaction was carried out in a temperature and time-controlled polymerization reactor coupled with a stirrer and vacuum pump. A measured amount of fluorine-free water repellent monomer; stearic acid along with non-toxic and formaldehyde-free crosslinker such as maleic acid and acrylic acid in the presence of catalyst SHP and enhancer TEA were fed to the polymerization reactor. Optimization of the operation parameter was carried out. Finally, the reaction was carried out at optimum condition of 160°C for 3 hours in vacuum conditions for maleic acid and at 200°C for 2 hours for acrylic acid. The obtained recipes were diluted with Isopropyl alcohol and water in two different beakers. The pad-dry-cure method was used to apply finishes onto the fabric. Two roll laboratory paddler with 70% pick up was used to apply the recipe onto the fabric. After that, cotton fabric was dried at 100°C for 180 seconds and cured at 180°C for 120 seconds. Prior to any testing, conditioning of all test sample was carried out for 24 hours at 20 ± 5°C and 65% of relative humidity.

Evaluation of fabric properties
AATCC and ISO test standard methods were used to evaluate the easy-care properties of the treated fabric. For water repellency, AATCC Test Method 193 and AATCC Test Method 22 was used. For oil repellency, AATCC Test Method 118 was employed. To find the crease recovery angle and soil resistance of treated fabric, AATCC Test Method 66-2003 and AATCC Test Method 130 were used respectively. AATCC Test Method 147 was used to investigate the antibacterial properties of the fabric. British Standard BS EN ISO 13934-1 and British Standard BS EN ISO 4674 were used to determine tensile strength and tear strength of coated fabric respectively. To probe air permeability and shrinkage of treated fabric, British Standard BS EN ISO 9237 and AATCC Test Method 135 were performed respectively. The durability of the coating was inspected by washing method ISO 105-C10:2006.

CHARACTERIZATION TO VALIDATE THE RESULTS

Contact angle
DSA 30 was used to find wet contact angle (WCA) of modified and un-modified cotton fabric. A camera was attached with a computer interface to capture
and assess the shape and contact angle of drop placed on the fabric. The contact angle of control fabric and the treated fabric was measured.

**FTIR analysis**

FTIR spectroscopy technique was employed to determine the degree of ester crosslinking between cellulose/stearic acid/maleic acid and cellulose/stearic acid/acrylic acid. FTIR spectrum was recorded with a scan range of 500–2500 cm⁻¹ and a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹.

**Thermogravimetric analysis**

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of samples was performed to record the mass loss during heating from 25°C to 600°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min. A NETZSCH TG 209F1 Libra (Germany) evolution analyzer was used. The sample mass of 3–5 mg was placed in an alumina crucible in the presence of air.

**X-ray diffraction**

The diffractogram of the samples was recorded using X’Pert Pro diffractometer (Netherlands) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1540 nm) and a generator was running at 45 kV and 40 mA. One of the most important characteristics of cellulose that contribute to its chemical, physical and mechanical properties is its crystallinity. XRD is an analytical technique that provides information on the molecular structure of the finished fabric by measuring the crystallinity index of the samples. Segal crystallinity index was calculated based on the area of amorphous cellulose peak \( A_{AM} \) and the total area of all peaks \( A_{TOT} \) of diffractogram [34].

\[
CI\% = 1 - \frac{A_{AM}}{A_{TOT}} \quad (1)
\]

**SEM analysis**

The morphology of cotton fabric before and after application of polymer onto the fabric was observed by scanning electron microscope.

**Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX)**

Elemental analysis of treated and untreated cotton fabric was carried out by EDX analysis with beam’s energy at 5 keV. Contents of carbon, oxygen, and fluorine on the cotton fabric surface were determined by EDX.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this research, a long-chain fatty acid, stearic acid is polymerized with crosslinkers such as maleic acid and acrylic acid to impart hydrophilicity and oleophobicity to the cotton fabric. The behavior of stearic acid as oil and water repellent was observed by applying it on the cotton fabric without any polymerization. The solution of stearic acid was made in water and an organic solvent Isopropyl alcohol. Stearic acid was only fairly soluble in water at a higher temperature range from 80 to 90°C with zero oil and water repellency rating. However, water repellency rating of “2” was achieved when 15% of stearic acid was dissolved in Isopropyl alcohol, as shown in table 1. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Oil and water repellent</th>
<th>Cross-linker</th>
<th>Catalyst (SHP)</th>
<th>Enhancer (TEA)</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Water repellency rating</th>
<th>Oil repellency rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recipe A1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 (Nuva-3585)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>1% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>3% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>5% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3% MA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3% MA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3% AA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3% AA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>1% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>3% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13</td>
<td>5% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14</td>
<td>15% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15</td>
<td>25% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16</td>
<td>30% SA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17</td>
<td>3% SA</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18</td>
<td>3% SA</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increased concentration of stearic acid to 25% results in a higher rating of “3” for water repellency. Further increase in the concentration of stearic acid does not affect water repellency rating. The solution of maleic acid and acrylic acid in water and Isopropyl alcohol showed zero oil and water repellency rating. It clearly indicates that carboxylic acid on their own cannot impart any oil and water repellency.

**Effect of operational parameters on oil and water repellency rating**

**Effect of the selection of monomers on water and oil repellency rating**

Combination of stearic acid with crosslinker maleic acid or acrylic acid in the presence of catalyst SHP and enhancer TEA under vacuum conditions exhibit water repellency rating of 4 and 3 respectively as shown in table 2. Monomers were selected by performing number of experiments in vacuum condition. Results related to dosage of stearic acid, polymerization time and temperature are described in the figures 1–3. Vacuum condition exhibited superior results as compared to atmospheric conditions due to lesser side reactions and by-products as shown in table 3. There is an improvement of one rating of water repellency when polymerization was carried out between stearic acid and either maleic acid or acrylic acid under vacuum and non-vacuum conditions.

**Effect of dosage of stearic acid on water and oil repellency rating**

The concentration of stearic acid has a vital effect on water and oil repellency rating. At different concentrations of stearic acid; 11%, 16%, 25 %, and 50%, experiments were performed to find out the optimum value. Figure 1 clearly depicted that with an increase in dosage of stearic acid up to 25%, water and oil repellency rating was also increased for maleic acid for both solvents; water and Isopropyl alcohol. However, at very higher concentration of 50%, the trend remained straight due to saturation effect. For acrylic acid, the same trend as that of maleic acid had been observed for water repellency rating but it exhibits zero rating for oil repellency for both solvents.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Oil and water repellent (SA %)</th>
<th>Cross-linker (%)</th>
<th>Catalyst (SHP %)</th>
<th>Enhancer (TEA %)</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Polymerization temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Water repellency rating</th>
<th>Oil repellency rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Oil and water repellent (SA %)</th>
<th>Cross-linker (%)</th>
<th>Catalyst (SHP %)</th>
<th>Enhancer (TEA %)</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Polymerization temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Water repellency rating</th>
<th>Oil repellency rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 (atm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 (atm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 (vac)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 (vac)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% MA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 (atm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 (atm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 (vacc)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 (vacc)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5% AA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA-H₂O</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Effect of temperature on water and oil repellency rating

Figure 2 reflects the influence of temperature on the oil and water repellency rating. It exhibits that as the temperature of reaction raised, water and oil repellency rating increased firstly and then decreased. At lower temperature range, crosslinking efficiency of monomers were low. Literature reports that carboxylic acid esterification reaction starts around 150 °C and it was also reported that greater the temperature better will be the esterification. In our experimentation we also observed that after 150 °C repellency rating was improved. The optimum value was observed at a temperature of 160 °C for a combination of stearic acid and maleic acid and 200 °C for a combination of stearic acid and acrylic acid.

It is important to note that at the temperature of 100 °C, very less amount of solid melted and it was difficult to apply recipe onto the fabric. As the polymerization temperature further increased after 200 °C, a viscous liquid was formed that makes the fabric very sticky thus decreasing the repellency rating. After the further increase in temperature above 200 °C up to 450 °C, excessive evaporation started and due to this, the polymerization reactor pressure was also increased and resulted in decreased oil and water repellency rating.

Effect of time on water and oil repellency rating

Figure 3 exhibited that water and oil repellency rating was first increased and then curve remained constant as the reaction time increased. At the initial stage of the polymerization reaction, more crosslinking occurred between monomers and conversion ratio of monomers to polymer continued to increase. So, water and oil repellency rating increased with the increase of time. The optimum time of polymerization reaction was found to be 3 hours for stearic acid and maleic acid while it is 2 hours for stearic acid and acrylic acid. It is mainly due to the fact that rate of reaction between stearic acid and acrylic acid was high due to the presence of a vinyl group. Nevertheless, at a very prolonged time of 5 hours, water and oil repellency rating remained constant.
Water and oil repellency

Commercial recipe of Nuva 3585, a C6 based fluoro-carbon exhibits water repellency rating of 7 before any wash and it was reduced to 3 after 20 washes for an un-pressed sample. Nevertheless, in case of oil repellency, the fluorocarbon achieved a rating of 2 for the pressed sample after 20 washes. Sample A15, which contain alone stearic acid exhibit water repellency rating of 3 before any wash, but it became wet after 5 washes. Therefore, it can be concluded that stearic acid can only impart water repellency.

Functional properties of the finished fabric

Use of cotton fabric in various household and industrial application makes the cotton fabric among one of the most widely used fabrics. To assess the diverse application of newly developed recipes, various easy-care and performance properties were evaluated after application of finishes.

Spray test

Spray test was performed to measure the ability of the cotton fabric to repel water. Hydroxyl group present in cellulose are responsible for its water absorbency. After application of the newly developed recipes the spray rating of the treated fabric was improved. Table 4 shows that sample E6, E7, E8, and E9 were rated 70 by comparing with spotted patterns on the standard spray test rating chat. Benchmark sample A2 also rated 70 at rating chart. However, spray test rating for control fabric, sample A15, A7, and A9 was 0.

Crease recovery angle (CRA)

Crease recovery of the cotton fabric is one of the most important property which the apparel industry is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Spray test rating</th>
<th>Contact angle (degree)</th>
<th>Air permeability retention (%)</th>
<th>Soil release rating</th>
<th>CRA (W+F) (degree)</th>
<th>Shrinkage (%)</th>
<th>Tensile strength retention (%)</th>
<th>Tear strength retention (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 (Control Fabric)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 (Nuva-3585)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15 (SA)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7 (MA)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9 (AA)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6 (SA+MA+SHP+TEA+IPA)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7 (SA+MA+SHP+TEA+IPA+H₂O)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8 (SA+AA+SHP+TEA+IPA)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9 ((SA+AA+SHP+TEA+IPA+H₂O)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
looking for. Cotton fabric lacks crease resistance due to the amorphous region and weak hydrogen bonding between the chains. The crease recovery behaviour of the cotton fabric can be improved by the formation of a covalent bond with crosslinking agents. Table 4 shows the crease recovery behaviour of the treated and untreated cotton fabric. CRA has a higher value of 191° and 185° for maleic acid and acrylic acid respectively due to the esterification reaction between the cotton fabric and carboxylic acids. Maleic acid has higher CRA as it has two carboxylic acid groups as compared to one carboxylic group of acrylic acid. Similarly, recipes E6, E7, E8, and E9 show better crease recovery as compared to untreated cotton fabric. The commercial bench mark sample of A2 exhibited lower CRA as compared to optimized recipes of maleic acid and acrylic acid. It is quite obvious as maleic acid and acrylic acid are cross-linkers, therefore, impart superior crease recovery properties as compared to commercial oil and water repellent recipes.

Air permeability

Passage of air through cotton fabric is related to another important property which is known as air permeability. It is basically related to the comfort of clothes. The air permeability of the control fabric is set as 100%. As finishes were applied onto cotton fabric, the passage of air through treated fabric decreases to a certain low value as presented in table 4. The reduced value of air permeability for recipe E6 was 78% and for recipe E8 it was 82%. However, the commercial recipe of A2 exhibited the least air permeability of 71%.

Soil release

Table 4 shows that soil release of grade 1 was obtained by control fabric and it has been increased to grade 4 for samples E6, E7, E8 and E9 due to the presence of the carboxylic acid group. Soil release rating of 3 was achieved by using the benchmark commercial recipe of A2. Stearic acid and acrylic acid exhibited the soil release grade of 3 whereas maleic acid has demonstrated a grade of 4. It is mainly due to the reason that maleic acid has two carboxylic acid groups consequently it can repel the negatively charged soils in a better way.

Strength

Tensile and tear strength retention of untreated cotton fabric was considered as 100%. Typically, cross-linkers impart loss in strength due to crosslinking at the intermolecular and intramolecular level. Therefore, stress distribution among all molecules is not equal and load withstanding capacity is reduced. Samples treated with maleic acid imparted slightly more reduction in tensile and tear strength retention as compared to maleic acid. It is mainly due to greater cross-linking of maleic acid in comparison with acrylic acid recipes, table 4.

Shrinkage

Shrinkage is associated with a change in the dimension of cotton fabric in warp and weft direction after washing. After the application of the newly synthesized finishes, shrinkage test was performed. Cotton fabric treated with acrylic acid exhibit more shrinkage in warp direction having a value of 3.7% as compared to maleic acid having a value of 3.2%. Again, maleic acid being the better cross-linker will lead to lesser shrinkage as compared to acrylic acid. Sample E6 and E7 both have shrinkage value of 3.1% in warp direction which was less as compared to the cotton fabric which stands at a value of 4% in warp direction as shown in table 4. Shrinkage of the commercial recipe A2 is more than the newly developed recipes.

FTIR analysis

The strong peaks of carbonyl stretching and ester bond formation between stearic acid, maleic acid and cellulose (E6) as well as stearic acid, acrylic acid with cellulose (E8) appeared at 1703 cm⁻¹ and 1730 and cm⁻¹ respectively as depicted in figure 4. Whereas the peak at 1156 cm⁻¹ and 1152 cm⁻¹ corresponds to C-O stretching for sample E6 and E8 respectively. These peaks confirmed the ester linkages between recipes and cellulose. However, these ester peaks were not present for control fabric as well as for samples A9 and A7.

TGA analysis

To evaluate the thermal stability of control fabric and treated ones, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed. Figure 5 shows the TGA curves for control fabric and fabric treated with maleic acid, and fabric treated with acrylic acid respectively. Mass loss of
thermogram was divided into three regions. In the first region, the dehydration of polymer takes place and the mass loss rate is less than 5%. In the second region, mass loss was due to decomposition caused by pyrolysis and in the last region, there was the conversion of remaining material to carbon residue. The melting point of cellulose is in the range of 260–270°C. So, in TGA analysis pyrolysis of cotton fabric starts at 265°C. Maleic acid have the melting point of 135°C. Therefore, cotton fabric treated with E6, E7, E8 and E9 start decomposing at 261, 219, 262 and 264 respectively.

**XRD analysis**

Cellulose showed its diffraction peaks at 2θ = 15.2° and 22.9° corresponding to 101 and 002 diffraction planes, respectively. Miller indices were used to label the peaks. Segal crystallinity index was estimated in two steps. In the first step, the subtraction of the background signal was carried out and then height ratio is considered between crystalline peak intensity and total intensity. The high degree of crystallinity was achieved with a more regular chain of finished cotton fabric and larger crystalline area. Figure 6 show the diffractogram for untreated cotton fabric and cotton fabric treated with maleic acid and acrylic acid. No considerable difference was noticed between all spectrums. Finished fabric treated with maleic acid has high crystallinity index due to the presence of two carboxylic acid groups that will form a more regular chain and better water and oil repellency as compared to acrylic acid (table 5).

**SEM analysis**

The surface morphology of raw cotton, stearic acid-maleic acid-cotton and stearic acid-acrylic acid-cotton samples were studied by scanning electron microscope analysis. Figure 7 present that untreated cotton fabric surface has no coating and it was plain and smooth. However, the newly synthesized finishes E6 and E8 coating can be clearly observed on the surface of cotton fabric.

**EDX analysis**

Commercial recipe of A2, a C6 based fluorocarbon indicates the fluorine peak at an energy level of 0.677 KeV showing counts of 91. EDX spectrum of samples A1, A15, A7, A9, E6, E7, E8 and E9 exhibited no peak for fluorine showing that control fabric and newly synthesized recipes were free of fluorinated compounds. Highest counts of carbon 669 and oxygen 550 elements can be observed in E6 having maleic acid diluted with isopropyl alcohol due to the presence of more carboxyl groups. Figure 8 showed the EDX spectrum of control fabric compared with cotton fabric coated with newly synthesized fluorine-free recipes.

**Contact angle**

Since the cotton fabric is hydrophilic in nature, therefore, water droplet placed on it is spread immediately as shown in figure 9. a. Modified cotton fabric with stearic acid showed contact angle of 101°, as stearic acid (A15) lowers the surface energy of treated cotton fabric but the coating was non-durable.
Fig. 7. SEM analysis of: a – control fabric; b – coated fabric with E8; c – coated with E6 recipes

Fig. 8. EDX spectrum for control cotton fabric and modified cotton fabric with maleic acid and acrylic acid

Fig. 9. Contact angles of: a – control fabric; b – A2 (bench mark); c – A15 (stearic acid); d – A7 (maleic acid); e – A9 (Acrylic acid); f – E6; g – E7; h – E8; i – E9
Crosslinkers such as maleic acid (A7) and acrylic acid (A9) showed 0° contact angle when applied alone on cotton fabric. Sample E6, E7 showed contact angle 142° and 139° respectively due to a combination of stearic acid with maleic acid.

Incorporation of cross-linker such as maleic acid with stearic acid increases washing durability of the coating as well as contact angle as shown in table 4. Polymerization of acrylic acid with stearic acid (E8, E9) also improves washing durability of coating and contact angle. However, better and comparable results with benchmark having a contact angle of 145° were obtained with maleic acid due to the presence of two carboxylic groups. The contact angle of sample E8 and E9 was 136° and 134° respectively.

Antimicrobial potential

Table 6 shows the antibacterial activity of different sample again E. coli and S. aureus. Raw cotton showed no antibacterial resistance, however, cotton fabric modified with maleic acid and acrylic acid exhibited antibacterial performances. Sample E6 exhibit better antimicrobial properties against gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria as compared to E8 due to the presence of two carboxylic acid groups.

| Inhibition Zone of Sample E6 and E8 for E. coli and S. aureus Bacteria |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Samples             | Inhibition zone (cm) | E. coli | S. aureus |
| A1 (control fabric) | 0                    | 0        | 0        |
| E6 (SA+MA+IPA)      | 0.23                 | 0.18     |          |
| E8 (SA+AA+IPA)      | 0.17                 | 0.16     |          |

CONCLUSIONS

The presented cross-linkers maleic acid and acrylic acid along with stearic acid yielded a successful synthesis of fluorine and formaldehyde-free oil and water repellent for cotton fabric. The newly polymerized recipes application onto the cotton fabric lead to improved crease-resistance, antimicrobial properties, soil release properties, contact angle and oil and water repellency up to 20 washes. Polymerization conditions such as time, temperature and dosage of monomer were optimized. Best results were achieved when 25% of stearic acid was polymerized with 7% of maleic acid in the presence of catalyst SHP and enhancer TEA. Combination of stearic acid with maleic acid yielded water repellency rating of 4 and oil repellency rating of 1 before any wash and it attained a value of 3 and 1 respectively after 20 washes. Stearic acid with acrylic acid attained water and oil repellency rating of 4 and 1 prior to any wash, however after 20 washes both of these ratings reduced to 2 and zero respectively. The contact angle of modified cotton samples E6 and E8 was increased to 142° and 136° respectively due to a combination of stearic acid with maleic acid and acrylic acid respectively. Ester bond formation was confirmed by FTIR analysis. EDX analysis confirmed the absence of fluorine in the newly synthesized recipes. SEM affirms the coating of newly developed polymer onto the cotton fabric. Therefore, newly developed and optimized recipes can give a good alternative to the current toxic fluorine and formaldehyde-based oil and water repellents.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Characterization of fabrics coated with doped TiO$_2$-graphene

This study presents the results of laboratory experiments to prepare cotton woven fabrics with photocatalytic properties. The fabric was treated with TiO$_2$ – Fe(1%) – N + 2% graphene by exhaustion followed by a fluorocarbon polymer treatment. The fabric was analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscope coupled with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM/EDAX), Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), Contact Angle measurement, physical properties (weight, thickness, breaking strength, elongation, air/water permeability, electrical resistance). The photocatalytic activity was determined initially and after 5 washings by measuring the trichromatic coordinates of the treated fabrics stained with methylene blue and exposed to UV and visible light on a Hunterlab UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The results demonstrate a uniform deposition of doped TiO$_2$-graphene particles on material surface. The thermal stability of the coated cotton fabric is practically unmodified in comparison with blank cotton fabric. The decrease of the surface resistivity demonstrates the deposition of graphene layer, known for its good electrical conductivity. The wetting capacity of initial hydrophilic cotton fabric is dramatically modified, the fabric becoming hydrophobic after treatment. The photocatalytic efficiency is higher under visible light than under UV-radiation due to the TiO$_2$ doping and decoration with graphene, which extend the light absorption from UV to visible range. The good photocatalytic activity under visible light is maintained after 5 washing cycles.

**Keywords:** doped TiO$_2$-graphene, photocatalytic textiles, cotton fabrics, physical properties

Caracterizarea țesăturilor acoperite cu TiO$_2$-grafen dopat

Studiul prezintă rezultatele experimentelor de laborator pentru obținerea țesăturilor din bumbac cu proprietăți fotocatalitice. Țesătura a fost tratată cu TiO$_2$ – Fe(1%) – N + 2% grafen, prin consumare, urmată de un tratament cu polimer de fluorocarbon. Țesătura a fost analizată prin Microscopic Electronică de Baleiea cuplată cu Spectroscopic de Raze X cu dispersie de energie (SEM/EDAX), Calorimetrie de Scanare Diferențială (DSC), măsurarea unghielui de contact și determinarea valorilor caracteristicilor fizico-mecanice (masă, grosime, rezistență la rupere, alunire la rupere, permeabilitate la aer/apă, rezistență electrică). Activitatea fotocatalitică a fost determinată inițial și după 5 spălări prin măsurarea coordonatelor tricromatic ale țesăturilor tratate, pătate cu albastru de metilen și expuse la UV și lumina vizibilă, pe un spectrofotometru UV-Vis Hunterlab. Rezultatele demonstrează o depunere uniformă a particulelor de TiO$_2$-grafen dopat pe suprafața țesăturii. Stabilitatea termică a țesăturii din bumbac acoperite este practic nedeficită, comparativ cu țesătura din bumbac netratată. Scăderea rezistenței de suprafață demonstrează depunerea unui strat de grafen, cunoscut pentru conductibilitatea electrică bună. Capacitatea de umectare inițială a țesăturii din bumbac este dramatic modificată, aceasta devenind hidrofobă după tratare. Eficiența fotocatalitică este mai mare în lumina vizibilă, decât în radiație UV, datorită dopării TiO$_2$ și acoperii cu grafen, care extind absorbtia lumii din domeniul UV în domeniul vizibil. Activitatea fotocatalitică sub lumina vizibilă se menține și după 5 cicli de spălare.

Cuvinte-cheie: TiO$_2$-grafen dopat, textile fotocatalitice, țesături din bumbac, proprietăți fizice

INTRODUCTION

Titanium dioxide was intensively investigated to prepare textiles with new functionalities such as self-cleaning, hydrophilicity, antibacterial, UV-protection, etc. [1–3]. As it is well known, the major drawback of TiO$_2$ is the efficiency only under UV light ($\lambda<387$ nm) due its large band gap of 3.2 eV [4]. To extend the absorption under visible light, TiO$_2$ was doped with metals, non-metals and recently with carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, graphene [5]. The composition TiO$_2$-graphene has an improved photocatalytic efficiency due to the fast transfer electrons from the conduction band of TiO$_2$ to graphene sheets, suppressing the recombination of the formed electron-hole pair formed and, therefore increasing the lifetime of the pair and generation of a higher number of active species involved in photo-degradation. More than that, graphene having a huge surface area, allow a better contact with the contaminants, which are absorbed and decomposed by the generated radicals [6].
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While almost all the researches are directed to analyses the functional properties, few of them investigate the physical modifications of the treated fabrics. The present study is focused on the physical properties and photocatalytic activity of the cotton woven material coated with doped TiO₂-graphene composite.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Materials**

The following materials were used for the experiments: 100% cotton woven fabric which characteristics are shown in the table 1; TiO₂ – Fe(1%) – N + 2% graphene (average diameter: 17.8 nm) hydrothermal synthesized by National Institute of Materials Physics, Romania; sodium dodecylhydrosulphate (DHS); poly(ethylenebenzensulfonic) acid (PBS); Nuva® 4200 liq.(perfluorocarbon polymer).

**Methods**

The fabric was introduced into 0.49g/L doped TiO₂-graphene dispersion prepared by sonication 0.5 g TiO₂ – Fe(1%) – N + 2% GO powder in 1000 mL solution containing 0.19 g DHS, 15mL ethanol and 0.6 mL PBS for 3 hours at 30°C. The fabric was immersed in the above prepared dispersion, maintained at 40°C for 30 minutes and then, dried at 100°C for 2 minutes. The fabric so treated was named S6G. The dried fabric is immersed in 20 g/L Nuva® 4200 liq., at pH 5, dried at 110°C, and thermofixed at 170°C for 40 seconds. The fabric was abbreviated S6.

**Characterization**

The fabric morphology and chemical composition of deposited layers were investigated by scanning electron microscopy coupled with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM/EDAX, Quanta 200, FEI, Netherlands). The wetting capacity was determined by measuring the contact angles with a 5 µl distilled water droplet on a VCA Optima (AST Products Inc., USA) instrument. The results are the average of 5–10 measurements in different points on the samples surface. The thermal properties of the coated fabric were measured on DSC (Pyris Diamond, Perkin Elmer, USA) instrument, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. and using 10mL/min. air as a purging gas. The electrical resistivity was measured with PRS 801 digital multi-meter (Prostat Corporation, USA), according standard SR EN 1149-1: 2006, at 19.5°C and 35.1% relative humidity. The physical properties of the fabrics (weight, thickness, breaking strength, elongation, air/water permeability) were analyzed according to specific ISO standards. The photocatalytic efficiency of the untreated and treated materials was evaluated by measuring the trichromatic coordinates of materials stained with methylene blue and the exposed at UV and visible light on Hunterlab spectrophotometer, with CIELAB 1976 color space and D65-light source. The nanoparticles adherence on the fabric surface and efficiency to washing was investigated by subjecting the fabric to 5 washing cycles, staining with methylene blue, exposing to visible light and evaluation of the color changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Blank</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (g/m²)</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>SR EN 12127:2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>SR EN ISO 5084:2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water vapor permeability (%)</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>STAS 9005:1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air permeability at 100Pa (Lm⁻²s⁻¹)</td>
<td>75.66</td>
<td>75.92</td>
<td>SR EN ISO 9237:1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric density (number of yarns/10 cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking force (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>1051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking elongation (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>SR EN ISO 13934-1/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>15.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface resistivity (× 10¹³ Ωsq)</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>SR EN 1149-1: 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume resistivity (× 10¹⁴ Ωcm)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact angle, left/right (degrees)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>146.16</td>
<td>Sessile drop method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface morphology investigation of coated fabric by SEM

The SEM images of fabric untreated and treated with TiO$_2$ – Fe(1%) – N + 2% graphene are shown in figure 1.

The SEM images of the materials untreated (figure 1, a) and treated with DHS & PBS (figure 1, b) show a clean, smooth surface. The fluorocarbon polymers, NUVA4200 liq., form a thick layer on the fibers surface. On the surface of the S6G fibers (figure 1, d) the polymer layer (PBS) is observed on which random particles of 221.6 nm, 265.2 nm, 257.6 nm, 495.4 nm are dispersed. It is possible that the sheets present on certain fibers are graphene because the particles attached to doped TiO$_2$ are seen on their edges. After treatment with fluorocarbon polymer, on the fibers surface (figure 1, e) a small number of particles (72.9 nm, 262.7 nm, 364.3 nm) are observed due to their inclusion in the thick polymer layer.

EDAX quantification of the elements on the treated cotton fabric

The spectra and chemical composition of nanoparticles present on the fabric coated with TiO$_2$ – Fe (1%) – N + 2% graphene are shown in the figure 2 and table 2.

The results demonstrate the presence of Ti as major element on the coated fabrics, in larger amount on the sample S6G than on sample S6. After the treatment with NUVA 4200, almost 62% Ti is removed due to the low adherence of particles on the fabric surface.

DSC analysis of the coated fabrics

The thermal behavior of the coated samples is shown in the figure 3 and table 3. The TiO$_2$-graphene composite powder shows an exothermic peak at 256°C, associated with thermal decomposition and oxidation of organic matter resulting from the doped TiO$_2$ synthesis process. Iron doping causes the exothermic point to drop, which is higher as the amount of iron is higher. Thus, studies [10] have shown that TiO$_2$ doped with 1% Fe shows an exothermic peak at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Untreated fabric</th>
<th>Treated with DHS and PBS</th>
<th>Treated with N Nuva 4200 liq.</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S6G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>Wt (%)</td>
<td>At (%)</td>
<td>Wt (%)</td>
<td>At (%)</td>
<td>Wt (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>52.99</td>
<td>46.75</td>
<td>53.91</td>
<td>43.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>47.01</td>
<td>53.25</td>
<td>46.09</td>
<td>51.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiK</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
223°C. If the dopant is nitrogen, the exothermic point is shifted to higher values, respectively 274°C [11] attributed to the evaporation of solvent, the N precursor and its derivatives. Graphene, which, theoretically has two peaks between 200–300°C (decomposition of oxygen-containing groups) and 550–650°C (oxidation of carbon residues), also contributes to the temperature change. The untreated cotton fabric has an exothermic peak (360.17°C) attributed to cellulose decomposition [12]. After treatment with doped TiO₂-graphene, the temperature drops by 4–6°C demonstrating that treatment does not essentially influence the thermal behavior of cotton.

**The physical-mechanical characteristics**

The physical-mechanical properties of the initial and treated fabrics are shown in the table 1. Except the weight, all the physical characteristics analyzed show slightly modifications. The results demonstrate an increase of thickness (11.79%), fabric density on warp (1.45%), breaking force (48% on warp and 8.72% on weft) and elongation at breaking (33.77%). The water vapor and air permeability are slightly changed, increasing by 8.5% and respectively 0.35%. Instead, the surface and volume resistivity are decreased, mainly due to graphene.

The initial cotton fabric is highly hydrophilic, the water being absorbed instantaneously. Also, the fabric treated with doped TiO₂-graphene is hydrophilic, probably due to the high content of TiO₂ deposited on the material surface. After coating with fluorocarbon polymer, the material becomes hydrophobic, due to the polymer, specially used to provide oil and water repellency to the textile materials.

**The evaluation of photocatalytic effect**

The aspect and the color changes of the materials stained with methylene blue under visible and UV light are shown in the tables 4–7. As it can be seen, methylene blue suffers a very slight photo-degradation on the untreated material after 8 hours of exposure to UV light. Instead, the

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Blank</th>
<th>TiO₂-Fe (1%) -N +2% G powder</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S6G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (mg)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. max. (°C)</td>
<td>360.17</td>
<td>256.83</td>
<td>354.51</td>
<td>356.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔH (J/g)</td>
<td>−1726.795</td>
<td>−99.2303</td>
<td>−1833.5558</td>
<td>−1711.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset t (°C)</td>
<td>336.86</td>
<td>229.68</td>
<td>315.36</td>
<td>331.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final t (°C)</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
notes on gray scale demonstrate a more intense photo-degradation of methylene blue existing on the treated fabrics (S6 and S6G).

According to the value of light and color differences (dE*), the fabric coated with TiO$_2$-graphene and fluorocarbon polymer (S6G) is more strongly photodegraded than the material treated with only TiO$_2$-graphene.

Under the visible light, the most intensive degradation is shown by the fabric S6 due to the deposited photo-catalyst on the material surface. According to dL* and dE* values, the sample S6G is less degraded than the blank. The results could be influenced by the black color of graphene and the lower amount of TiO$_2$ present on the material surface.

### Evaluation of the photocatalytic effect after washing

The durability of the photocatalytic efficiency was tested by subjecting the materials to 5 washing cycles under the following conditions. Trichromatic coordinates of the washed fabrics exposed to UV and visible are shown in tables 8–10. After 5 washings and exposure to UV light, the color fading of methylene blue on both fabrics is very low, as it could be seen from the notes on gray scale, which is similar for treated and untreated fabric.
higher dL* value of sample S6 indicates a higher degradation of dye on the treated material. After 5 washings, the photocatalytic efficiency is lost, probably due to the removal of TiO₂-graphene.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The SEM/EDAX analyses confirm the deposition of TiO₂-graphene on fabrics. The treated fabrics show a more intensive photo-degradation under visible light than under UV light. The photocatalytic effects were preserved after five washing cycles, demonstrating the capacity of polymer to fix the particles on the fabric surface. The genuine characteristics of the textile materials are not significantly modified by the chosen treatment method.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Researches on the use of textile materials for protection against soil erosion

Erosion of sandy soil due to wind action is a global ecological problem with major implications both in the field of agriculture and in the socio-economic sphere. Erosion and sand transport have a negative effect both in the “active area” in which it occurs and outside it, not being a strictly defined phenomenon. The present paper deals with the problems due to the erosion of soils by wind, and the way of diminishing this phenomenon by using some protective textile screens placed transversely to the wind direction. The aim of the paper is to provide numerical contributions on wind interaction with permeable soil protection obstacles. For concrete data, a number of numerical simulations of the air flow in the atmospheric boundary layer area was carried out, in the presence of a wind barrier having different degrees of permeability, depending on the textile used, for the determination of the speed upstream and downstream of the obstacle. The program used for the numerical simulation is ANSYS Fluent™, a computational fluid dynamics software that uses a variety of equations for the modelling of fluid flow. The results obtained will be used as a basis for further research, based on scaled textile barriers models for physical experiments in the aerodynamic tunnel.

Keywords: environmental protection, wind soil erosion, protection textile screens, numerical simulations, turbulent k-ε model

Cercetări privind folosirea materialelor textile pentru protecţia împotriva eroziunii solului

Erozia solului nisipoasă, din cauza acţiunii vântului, reprezintă o problemă ecologică globală cu implicaţii majore atât în domeniul agriculturii, cât şi în sfera socio-economică. Erozia și transportul nisipului au un efect negativ atât în „zona activă”, în care are loc, cât și în afara acesteia, nefiind un fenomen strict definit. Lucrarea de faţă tratează problemele cauzate de eroziunea solurilor de către vânturi şi modul de diminuare al acestui fenomen, prin utilizarea de ecrane textile de protecţie plasate transversal pe direcţia vântului. Scopul lucrării este de a oferi contribuţii numerice asupra interacţiunii vântului cu obstacolele permeabile de protecţie ale solului. Pentru date concrete, a fost efectuat un număr de simulări numerice ale fluxului de aer în zona stratului de delimitare atmosferică, în prezenţa unei bariere de vânt cu diferite grade de permeabilitate, în funcţie de materialul textil folosit, pentru determinarea vitezei în amonte şi în aval de obstacol. Programul folosit pentru simulare numerică este ANSYS Fluent™, un software de dinamică computaţională a fluidelor, care utilizează o varietate de ecuaţii pentru modelarea fluxului de fluidă. Rezultatele obţinute vor fi utilizate ca bază pentru cercetări ulterioare, folosind modele scale de bariere textile, pentru experimente fizice în tunelul aerodinamic.

Cuvinte-cheie: protecția mediului, eroziune sol cauzată de vânt, ecrane textile de protecție, simulații numerice, model k-ε turbulent

INTRODUCTION

Soil degradation constitutes a grave environmental global issue, taking into account numerous negative implications ecologically and socio-economically. One of the causes of soil degradation is wind erosion. This phenomenon is growing in areas lacking tall vegetation, such as forests, especially in the fields of agriculture where soil degradation has a devastating impact on crops. The vegetal soil is gradually removed by wind erosion, leaving the land untouched and unproductive, the plants being unable to develop their roots, thus generating a decrease in the production of cereal and vegetable plants. Another effect caused by wind erosion is the rise of dust clouds. This phenomenon, once developed in populated areas, has a detrimental impact on the health of the human body due to inhalation of dust particles by humans. These non-organic particles once inhaled can cause lung problems and also other organs, such as the brain or the liver when the smaller particles are dissolved in the blood stream. Dust clouds can also affect air or road transportation, because particles suspended in the vicinity of an airport or motorway can make visibility more difficult and sometimes even make vehicles unable to move due to damage to their engines or their fuselage. Erosion has a negative socio-economic impact on the area affected by this phenomenon, which leads to the need to conduct different studies to establish some methods of controlling its effect. A method to avoid or mitigate negative effects is related to the use of protection barriers that play an essential role in
establishing and maintaining ecological and socio-economic equilibrium in the region. They have a key role in combating soil erosion, fixing sandy soils, protecting against mechanical damage to crops (by deflation), regulating soil moisture (by retaining snow in winter which is an essential spring moisture intake), stopping/reducing clogging local hydro-technical installations etc. [1–5]. Another method of limiting and even eliminating the effects of wind erosion of land is the one studied in this article and refers to the use of textile barriers placed perpendicular to the direction of the wind in order to reduce its intensity.

Numerical simulation

Objective

Wind erosion takes place through the entrainment of fine particles by the wind, these being transported, depending on their size and the intensity of the wind, by rolling, saltation or suspension, the latter being encountered in case of dust clouds. In order to eliminate the phenomenon, it is proposed to raise textile barriers in the wind direction in order to reduce the wind speed downstream of them, thus protecting the area of interest and diminishing the transport of the particles. Thus, for the numerical simulation in the present paper a calculation model will be made with the help of the ANSYS Fluent™ finite element calculation program which will track how the wind velocity is reduced downstream of the obstacle made of textile material at certain distances predetermined and for varying degrees of permeability. The results of the numerical tests will be presented synthetically in a table then in graphical form to highlight the way in which the wind speed is downgraded downstream of the permeable obstacle.

Textile materials used in the tests

To achieve the numerical experiment, five polypropylene (PE) textiles were proposed that are usually used in the medical field, each having a certain porosity and specific weight [6–7]. The porosity of the materials varies between 58% and 78% and can be found in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Weight (g/cm²)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gynemesh PS</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraPro</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartMesh</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novasilk</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymure</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the boundary condition of the obstacle we used the “porous jump” option using the equation:

\[
\Delta p = -\frac{\mu}{\alpha} v + C_2 \frac{1}{2} \rho v^2 \Delta m
\]

(1)

where: \(\mu\) is the viscosity of the fluid (air), \(\alpha\) – obstacle permeability (porosity), \(C_2\) – pressure loss coefficient, \(v\) – the velocity of the air flow perpendicular to the obstacle direction, \(\rho\) – density of the fluid (air) and \(\Delta m\) – the thickness of the porous obstacle.

The porous thin media has a finite thickness on which the pressure loss is produced, due to a combination of Darcy’s law and an additional term of loss of inertia. As a result of the discretization (meshing) of the flow domain for the model, 297404 cells and 298701 nodes were produced (figure 2).
After setting the mesh geometric model, and after setting the boundary conditions, we went to the next stage, namely the numerical calculations for each type of textile barrier used and its porosity and its effect upon the air velocity field.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The results of the simulations can be seen in the below images, which contain a graphic for the wind velocity field for the x direction (the air flow direction), for reference, for the barrier porosity \( p = 0\% \) (figure 3), a graphic for the wind velocity field for \( p = 64\% \) (figure 4), a table with the values of the average speed for certain predetermined heights in the model, and a series of graphs with the comparison of the results obtained for different porosity of the materials and their influence over the wind velocity field.

![Fig. 3. The contour for the velocity field on x direction, for barrier porosity \( p=0\% \)](image)

![Fig. 4. The contour for the velocity field on x direction, for barrier porosity \( p=64\% \)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height (mm)</th>
<th>( x = 0.25H )</th>
<th>( x = 0.50H )</th>
<th>( x = 1H )</th>
<th>( x = 1.5H )</th>
<th>( x = 2H )</th>
<th>( x = 4H )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>14.70</td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>16.86</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>20.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>47.92</td>
<td>49.86</td>
<td>48.57</td>
<td>46.12</td>
<td>47.71</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>23.09</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>23.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>23.09</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>23.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>23.09</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>23.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

---
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After all the numerical simulations for the five types of textile materials used, a centralized table was created to highlight the results of the mathematical tests taken to reduce the effects of wind erosion in the areas affected by them using permeable protective barriers of textile material.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Antibacterial properties of wool fabrics treated with 8-hydroxyquinoline and boron compounds

In this study, antibacterial properties of wool fabrics treated with 8-hydroxyquinoline (8HQ) and boron compounds were investigated against E. coli, B. subtilis, S. aureus and P. aeruginosa. Experimental group consisted of wool fabrics treated with 8HQ, boric acid (BA) and borax (BX) at 10 g/L concentration for each using the exhaust process. Control group consisted of untreated and silver nitrate treated wool fabrics. Treatments were performed using meta- and pre-mordanting methods and homogenous distribution of treatment chemicals were confirmed with SEM and EDX images. Wool samples treated with a solution containing 8HQ+BX (10 g/L each) and 8HQ+BA+BX (10 g/L each) showed the highest level of antibacterial activity. Antibacterial activity decreased analogous with the decrease in 8HQ concentration however it was still present at the lowest concentration of 1 g/L for E. coli, B. subtilis and S. aureus. But at least 5g/L concentration of 8HQ was required for antibacterial activity against all four tested bacteria. Antibacterial properties decreased after 5 cycles of washing but did not completely disappear. These antibacterial wool products look promising for the medical fields because of their strong effects against bacteria which grow in wounds and cause nosocomial infections. In addition, using the meta-mordanting method was more effective in terms of saving energy, water and time compared to the pre-mordanting method.

Keywords: antibacterial, boric acid, borax, wool, 8-hydroxyquinoline

Proprietățile antibacteriene ale țesăturilor din lână tratațe cu 8-hidroxicinolină și compuși ai borului

În acest studiu, proprietățile antibacteriene ale țesăturilor din lână tratațe cu 8-hidroxicinolină (8HQ) și compușii ai borului au fost investigate împotriva E. coli, B. subtilis, S. aureus și P. aeruginosa. Grupul experimental a constat în țesături din lână tratațe cu 8HQ, acid boric (BA) și borax (BX) la o concentrație de 10 g/L pentru fiecare folosindu-se procesul de epuizare. Grupul de control a fost format din țesături din lână netratate și, respectiv, tratațe cu nitrat de argint. Tratamentele au fost efectuate folosind metode de meta- și pre-mordansare, iar distribuția omogenă a substanțelor chimice de tratament a fost confirmată cu imagini SEM și EDX. Epruvetele din lână tratațe cu o soluție conținând 8HQ + BX (10 g/L fiecare) și 8HQ + BA + BX (10 g/L fiecare) au prezentat cel mai înalt nivel de activitate antibacteriană. Activitatea antibacteriană a scăzut odată cu scăderea concentrației de 8HQ, cu toate acestea a fost prezentă și la cea mai mică concentrație de 1 g/L pentru E. coli, B. subtilis și S. aureus. Dar, concentrația de cel puțin 5 g/L 8HQ a fost necesară pentru activitatea antibacteriană împotriva tuturor celor patru bacterii testate. Proprietățile antibacteriene au scăzut după 5 cicluri de spălare, dar nu au disparut complet. Produsele din lână cu proprietăți antibacteriene sunt promițătoare pentru domeniu medical datorită efectelor lor puternice împotriva bacteriilor, care se găsesc în râni și cauzează infecții nosocomiale. În plus, utilizarea metodei de meta-mordansare a fost mai eficientă în ceea ce privește economisirea de energie, apă și timp, comparativ cu metoda de pre-mordansare.

Cuvinte-cheie: antibacterian, acid boric, borax, lână, 8-hidroxicinolină

INTRODUCTION

8-Hydroxyquinoline is a small planar molecule with a lipophilic effect and a metal chelating ability. 8HQ is used in textile, wood, and paper industries because of its fungicide, insecticides, antibacterial and antimicrobial properties [1]. It is very effective against infection-causing pathogens and several bacteria [2]. 8HQ and its derivatives also have important properties that is useful in pharmacological and medicinal field acting as anti-neurodegenerative, anticancer, antioxidative, anti-inflammatory and anti-HIV agents. Because of the proximity of the hydroxyl group to the heterocyclic nitrogen, 8HQ forms stable chelate complexes with various metal cations such as Cu^{2+}, Mn^{2+}, Mg^{2+}, Fe^{3+}, Al^{3+}, Zn^{2+} [3–4]. Antibacterial effect of 8HQ enhances when it makes complex with metal ions [5–6]. However, there is concerns about heavy metal ions associated with environment and health, so there is a need for more eco-friendly alternative for chelation with 8HQ. There are about 230 varieties of boron compounds in nature and they are being used for many years [7–8]. Some boron compounds show antifungal and antibacterial activities [9–10]. In addition, due to the presence of reduction, bleaching and flammability properties, they are frequently used in glass, ceramics, agriculture and textile sectors. Boron compounds are used in industry instead of many harmful substances because of their environmentally friendly characteristics [11–12]. Therefore, usage and importance...
of boron compounds in high-tech production are increasing day by day.
Wool fiber has a similar protein composition of the human skin surface [13]. It has been estimated that wool contains more than 170 different proteins. The proteins in wool are composed of amino acids, which show similar chemical properties to 8HQ, especially in terms of chelate formation. Therefore, wool fiber, one of the natural textile fibers, was preferred for this research to be complexed with 8HQ.
Aim of this research was to investigate the antibacterial properties of 8HQ treated wool fabrics for medical textile industry. Boric acid and borax were chosen as eco-friendly complexation agents to increase the antibacterial effect of the 8HQ.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Materials
For this study, silver nitrate, 8-hydroxyquinoline (8HQ), boric acid (BA), borax (BX) and nitric acid were supplied from Merck, Germany. 100% wool fabric was purchased from Yunsar, Turkey (166 g/m², 23 warp ends/cm, 24 weft ends/cm). Biosoan DEN1 model McFarland densitometer was used for estimating bacterial concentration. TERMAL B21606E model machine was used for washing of the samples. Morphological measurements and determination of elemental composition of the materials’ surfaces were examined using FEI QUANTA FEG 250 model scanning electron microscope with EDX module.

Bacterial strains and culture media
Main cultures of *Escherichia coli* ATCC 35218, *Bacillus subtilis* ATCC 6633, *Staphylococcus aureus* ATCC 25293 and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* ATCC 27853 were supplied from Microbiologics. Nutrient broth and nutrient agar (for *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* strains) and Trypticase Soy Broth and Trypticase Soy Agar (used for *S. aureus* and *P. aeruginosa* strains) culture media were obtained from Hi-media.

Methods
Application of antibacterial agents on wool samples
After scouring with non-ionic detergent (0.5%, w/v) in the bath with F:L (fabric to liquor ratio, w/v) 1:15 for 30 min at 60°C, the wool fabric samples were treated with various chemicals (table 1) in accordance with the mordanting methods below. Several treatment solutions (baths) were prepared by dissolution of chemicals (table 1) in deionized water under magnetic stirring at room temperature. Silver treated, 8HQ treated and untreated wool samples were prepared for comparison.

“Mordanting” is a term commonly used in textile dyeing. A mordant is a chemical binding agent that adheres well to both fibers and dyes. The substances used for this purpose are called mordant substances. Classically defined, mordants are usually water-soluble metal salts and materials exhibiting weak acid or base properties. Wool is an example of natural textile materials that can form insoluble chelate complexes with various mordants including heavy metals [14].

Antimicrobial agents were applied on the fabrics using mordanting methods. Two baths were used in the pre-mordanting method [15], where fabrics were treated with 8HQ solution (1–10 g/L) at the first bath, then with boron compounds (10 g/L) at the second bath. At the meta-mordanting method, samples were treated in a single bath containing all the chemicals simultaneously. For each bath, the treatments were performed at 60°C for 30 minutes with a F:L (weight of Fabric to volume of Liquor) of 1:20.

After the mordanting operations, treated woolen samples were washed with tap water in order to remove non-bonded chemical particles.

Determination of antibacterial activity

ISO 20645:2004 method was mimicked to determine the antibacterial activity of wool samples [16]. Two-layered soft agar plates were prepared by adding 7.5 g/L Agar into the broth media, which were Nutrient Broth for *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* strains, Trypticase Soy Broth for *S. aureus* and *P. aeruginosa*. The lower layer was 10 ml without any bacteria. The upper layer was 5 ml and contained 100 μl of the bacterial culture containing 10⁶ CFU/ml which was estimated from McFarland measurement [15, 17].

Later, each wool sample to be tested were prepared in 30 mm × 30 mm size and placed on the soft agar medium. Petri dishes were incubated at 37±1°C for 24 hours. For accuracy, the experiments were performed and repeated three times. Average diameters of inhibition zones were calculated using equation (1) [18]:

\[
A = (B - C) / 2
\]

(1)

where A is the average diameter of clear inhibition zone in mm, B – the total diameter of inhibition zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>8HQ*</th>
<th>Silver nitrate</th>
<th>Borax decahydrate</th>
<th>Boric acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 8HQ containing solutions were prepared by dissolution of 8HQ and other chemicals in deionized water acidified with nitric acid under magnetic stirring at room temperature.
including wool sample and clear zone in mm, and C – the length of the tested wool sample. Antibacterial activities of the samples were tested before and after washing (up to 5 times) by using Standard Test Method ISO 105-C06 A1S [19]. After washing, the samples were rinsed in pure cold water, dried in the open air, and then tested for antibacterial activity as mentioned above.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Surface morphology and elemental composition of the wool fibers
Surface morphologies and the elemental composition of the wool samples were investigated by SEM-EDX (table 2). Untreated wool (W0) surfaces had mole ratios of N/C, S/C and O/C which corresponded to 0.94, 0.08 and 1.98 respectively. Treatment with 10 g/L 8HQ solution (W8) resulted in a small decrease in N/C ratios while changes in S/C mole ratios were insignificant. It was concluded that the 8HQ compound did not bind to the Sulphur in the 8HQ treated fabric (W8) due to the unchanged S/C ratio. Furthermore, EDX results showed that the oxygen content of the surfaces increased after 8HQ treatment (W8).

Samples treated with 8HQ and boron compounds (W8B1-10 and W8BB1-10) had homogenous boron distributions, which were confirmed by SEM-EDX mapping (figure 1). These samples had significantly decreased S/C mole ratios (from 0.08 to 0.02-0.04), probably due to the homogenous distribution of boron compounds which covered surface of the 3Sulphur elements (figure 1). The change in 8HQ concentration of the treatment solutions from 10 g/L to 1 g/L decreased N/C ratios proportionally while it did not have any significant effect on B/C and O/C ratios (table 2).

When SEM/EDX images of the wool fabric samples were examined (table 2 and figure 2), 8HQ treatment showed decrease in fiber diameter from 21.4 µm (W0) to 17.7 µm (W8). Fiber diameters were protected in the presence of boric acid in addition to 8HQ bath (W8B1-10). The highest fiber diameter was observed when the treatment solution also included borax in addition to 8HQ and boric acid (W8BB1-10). Although 8HQ and boron treated samples had little micro cracks and rough structures, the wool fibers were not damaged significantly.

Antibacterial activity of the samples
Antibacterial properties of the samples against two gram-positive (B. subtilis and S. aureus) and two gram-negative (E. coli and P. aeruginosa) bacteria were measured as presented in table 3. As seen in table 3, the meta-mordanting method, in general, provided more effective antibacterial properties than the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Fiber diameter (µm)</th>
<th>N/C (mol/mol)</th>
<th>S/C (mol/mol)</th>
<th>B/C (mol/mol)</th>
<th>O/C (mol/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W0</td>
<td>21.40</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B10</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB10</td>
<td>22.20</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B5</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB5</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB2.5</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB2.5</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B1</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB1</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

![Fig. 1. SEM-EDX mapping images showing boron distribution of W8BB1 and W8BB10 samples under 2000× magnification and 20 kV setup conditions](image)

![Fig. 2. SEM images of treated and untreated wool samples under 2000× magnification](image)
pre-mordanting method did probably due to dissolution of some 8HQ during the second bath process.

Examining the results shown in table 3 it can be concluded that the untreated wool sample (W0) was not effective against any of the bacteria tested. 8HQ by its own and 8HQ treated sample (W8) showed antibacterial activity against all the tested bacteria. The silver treated wool sample (WA) was effective only against gram-negative strains.

Wool fabric samples treated with 8HQ using the meta-mordanting method produced a 12 mm zone against E. coli. It was observed that while 8HQ concentration remained constant, addition of silver ions reduced the antibacterial effect of 8HQ by 40%, whereas this effect increased when borax (W8B10) was used alone or together with borax/boric acid (W8BB10). For P. aeruginosa, the use of Ag, borax and boric acid + borax did not significantly change the antibacterial effect of 8HQ. Taking all samples into consideration, it was determined that P. aeruginosa was the most resistant bacteria among the tested strains and the smallest zone diameters were observed at P. aeruginosa. These results are similar to the work of Srisung et al. (2013), who investigated the antibacterial effect of 8HQ on several bacteria and found that the most resistant bacteria is P. aeruginosa [2].

In the case of B. subtilis and S. aureus, the use of Ag generally decreased the antibacterial effect of 8HQ while the use of boron compounds with 8HQ increased this effect. The highest antibacterial activity was observed at W8B10 and W8BB10 samples. Later, 8HQ concentration was decreased from 10 g/L (W8B10 and W8BB10) to 1 g/L (W8B1 and W8BB1) step by step in order to reduce production costs and observe the effects. At minimum 5 g/L 8HQ concentration was required for antibacterial activity against P. aeruginosa while 1 g/L 8HQ was enough against E. coli, B. subtilis and S. aureus (table 4).

The effect of 5-cycles of washing on the antibacterial activity was investigated (table 5). As seen in table 5, antibacterial effect decreased about 40–50% after 5 cycles of washing. Samples treated only with 8HQ (W8) were effective against all the bacteria except P. aeruginosa after washing.

It was also observed that all washed wool samples treated with 8HQ (W8, W8A, W8B and W8BB) were still more antibacterial than the non-washed silver treated samples (WA). This result shows that 8HQ has a critical role for antibacterial activity.

CONCLUSIONS

Aim of this study was to present antibacterial properties to wool samples by applying

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Gram-Negative Bacteria</th>
<th>Gram-Positive Bacteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>P. aeruginosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8HQ*</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8A</td>
<td>7 (5)</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B10</td>
<td>15 (11)</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB10</td>
<td>18 (13)</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Zone diameter created by 10 ml of 10g/L 8HQ solution.
** Full inhibition (no bacterial growth) was observed.

---

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Gram-Negative Bacteria</th>
<th>Gram-Positive Bacteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>P. aeruginosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B10</td>
<td>15 (11)</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B5</td>
<td>9 (7)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B2.5</td>
<td>7 (5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B1</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB10</td>
<td>18 (13)</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB5</td>
<td>11 (8)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB2.5</td>
<td>6 (4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB1</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Used meta-mordanting (bold) and pre-mordanting (in parenthesis) methods.
** Full inhibition (no bacterial growth) was observed.

---

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Gram-Negative Bacteria</th>
<th>Gram-Positive Bacteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>P. aeruginosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8B1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8BB1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Metamordanting method was used for 8HQ treatment (bold).
8-hydroxyquinoline (8HQ) alone or together with boric acid and borax chemicals (experimental group). 8HQ and boron compounds were applied by using the pre-mordanting (the application of boric acid + borax solutions to 8HQ applied wool fabric specimens) and the -meta-mordanting (the application of all chemicals at the same time) methods. Untreated- and silver nitrate treated-wool fabrics were used as the control group. Antibacterial activities of the samples against Gram-negative (E. coli and P. aeruginosa) and Gram-positive (B. subtilis and S. aureus) bacteria were investigated.

Untreated wool samples showed no antibacterial properties against any tested bacteria while Silver treated wool samples showed low levels of antibacterial activity against Gram (−) bacteria and no antibacterial effect against Gram (+) bacteria. Among the samples in the experimental group, it was determined that the sample showing the highest antibacterial effect against all tested bacteria was W8BB10. When 8HQ concentration was reduced from 10 g/L (W8BB10) until 1 g/L (W8BB1), antibacterial activity decreased in a dose-dependent manner, while maintaining antibacterial activity in all strains except for P. aeruginosa. After 5 cycles of washing, the antibacterial activities decreased about 40–50%, but the samples treated with 5 g/L and higher concentration of 8HQ were still effective against all tested bacteria.

It was estimated that the industrial application of 8HQ as a mordanting agent on wool fabrics would acquire superior antibacterial properties than existing silver solutions in the market even after washing process. Silver treated wool samples were less effective against P. aeruginosa, which causes nosocomial infection, than 8HQ treated ones. Therefore, it was considered that 8HQ and boron containing formulations can be good candidates for application in the medical textiles sector. In addition, the meta-mordanting method required 50% less water and time for application in comparison to the pre-mordanting method thus it was shown that the meta-mordanting method is a more feasible and environmentally friendly process due to saving of water and energy.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Tensile and bending properties of flexible auxetic re-entrant honeycomb structures made by 3D printing

The main content dealt with in the paper was to present a flexible auxetic re-entrant honeycomb fabric, which was made of a formulated thermoplastic polyurethane material PolyFlex with super elastic properties by 3D printing technology. The auxetic fabric shows perpendicular expansion under tension and is flexible. So, its special property makes auxetic fabric have great potential in future functional materials. Wherein, the honeycomb cell angle is a key factor affecting Poisson’s ratio of fabric. In this paper, flexible re-entrant honeycomb structures with different cell angle are manufactured using 3D printing technology. The shape change under tension of two directions were investigated. The re-entrant honeycomb structures presented negative Poisson’s ratio immediately when stretched. The shape change consisted of three stages in X₁-direction, the same as that in X₂-direction. A noticeable discovery was that the shape change in X₂-direction posed an out-plane change after the first shape change stage, while the shape change in X₁-direction always remained in-plane in the whole tension process. The tensile modulus tested was consistent with the tendency of theoretical analysis of previous work. The bending rigidities were tested and similar to fabrics of poplin and denim. The results indicate that the auxetic fabric is suitable for special clothing.

Keywords: flexible auxetic honeycombs, 3D printing, negative Poisson’s ratio, shape change, bending rigidity

Rezistență la rupere și rigiditatea la încovoiere ale structurilor auxecte flexible de tip fugare, realizate prin imprimare 3D

Lucrarea analizează, în principal, materialul auxetic flexibil de tip fugare, realizat din poliuretan termoplastizat tip PolyFlex cu proprietăți supraelastică, obținut prin tehnologia de imprimare 3D. Materialul auxetic prezintă expansiune pe direcție perpendiculară sub tensiune și este flexibil. Astfel, materialul auxetic prezintă un potențial mare pentru produsele funcționale viitoare. În acest caz, unghiul celulelor de tip fugare este un factor cheie care influențează raportul lui Poisson. În această lucrare, sunt prezentate structuri flexibile de tip fugare cu unghiuri diferite ale celulelor, realizate utilizând tehnologia de imprimare 3D. S-a analizat modificarea formei sub tensiune pe două direcții. Structurile de reumplere de tip fugare au prezentat un raport negativ al lui Poisson imediat după întindere. Modificarea formei a constat în trei etape pe direcția X₁ și asemănător pe direcția X₂. O descoperire vizibilă a fost aceea că modificarea formei în direcția X₁ s-a realizat în fața planului, după prima etapă, în timp ce în direcția X₂ a rămas întotdeauna în planul întregului proces de tensiune. Modulul de rezistență la rupere testat a fost în concordanță cu tendința identificată în analiza teoretică din studiile anterioare. Rigiditățile la încovoiere au fost testate și au fost similare cu cele ale țesăturilor din poplin și denim. Rezultatele au indicat faptul că materialul auxetic este potrivit pentru realizarea îmbrăcămintei speciale.

Cuvinte-cheie: structuri auxecte flexible de tip fugare, imprimare 3D, raportul lui Poisson negativ, modificarea formei, rigiditatea la încovoiere

INTRODUCTION

When a sample of material is stretched, it is naturally expected that a contraction in the direction perpendicular to the stretching direction will occur. Poisson’s ratio is the quantity defining this fundamental material feature. On the contrary, a material with a negative Poisson’s ratio expands in all directions when pulled, leading to an increase in its volume. Evans [1] was the first to make such materials as auxetic materials with a negative Poisson’s ratio. Beside the elementary scientific importance of imparting such a fundamental property, a negative Poisson’s ratio can attribute a material with many exceptional benefits [2], such as increased stiffness [3], increased indentation resistance [4] and an ability to form synclastic doubly curved surfaces [5–6]. In recent years, the use of textile technology to fabricate auxetic materials has attracted more and more attention. It is reflected in the extent of research work exploring the auxetic potential of various textile structures and subsequent increase in the number of research papers [7]. Particularly, auxetic yarns have been studied thoroughly. Du manufactured helical auxetic yarns and analyzed the auxetic effect using
finite element analysis based on ABAQUS software and theoretical formula [8]. Hu created a new method to manufacture auxetic yarns which had more stable structures, and manufactured a novel auxetic textile composites [9, 10] according to the re-entrant honeycomb structures. Ugbolue produced knit structures made of conventional yarns by using chain and filling yarn inlays. They combined the principles of geometry, fabric structural characteristics and conventional elastic yarn to engineer hexagonal knit structures with auxetic effect [11]. Recently, a range of auxetic knitted fabric had been produced by using weft flat knitting technology [12–13]. Based on rotating units, auxetic fabric was produced [14]. Verma reported that it was possible to induce out-of-plane auxetic behaviour in needle-punched nonwovens [15]. These auxetic textiles have great potential to be used in many areas like biomedical field, filters, piezoelectric sensors and actuators, medical field, seat belts and safety harness in automobiles, ballistic protection, reinforcement composites. Except the traditional textile technology, such as weaving [4], knitting [14, 16–18] and non-woven [19], 3D printing is a direct and effective method to fabricate complex auxetic structural designs. Meanwhile, auxetic materials can be used in smart systems and enforce composite materials [20–21].

Combinations of 3D printing with typical auxetic structures would also change the way of auxetic textiles manufacturing [22]. Actually, for the tension property of re-entrant honeycombs, the traditional auxetic structures of rigid materials had been investigated by scientists in the area of mechanical engineering [23–24]. All these articles dealt with the shape change under little strain and gave equations of Poisson’s ratio and Yong’s modulus. The Poisson’ ratios of honeycombs were supposed to be determined by the geometry of their unit cells only. However, the shape change of flexible materials was a complex process, which call for intensive investigation in order to establish a proper understanding.

Therefore, the paper aims to produce a flexible auxetic re-entrant honeycomb fabric made of a formulated thermoplastic polyurethane material PolyFlex with super elastic properties by 3D printing technology, and to discover the tensile deformation of the auxetic fabric under two directions so as to analyze effect of cell angle on Poisson’s ratio. In addition, the shape changes under tension of two directions were investigated in these flexible re-entrant cell honeycombs structures.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Design of geometric unit cell parameters of re-entrant honeycomb structures

Re-entrant honeycomb unit cell is characterized by four indices, i.e., cell wall of length \( h \) and \( l \), thickness \( t \) and internal cell angle \( \theta \) as seen in figure 1. When the length \( h \) and \( l \) are fixed, the internal cell angle has significant effect on Poisson ratio. So, five typical internal cell angles \( \theta \) are chosen as \(-45^\circ\), \(-40^\circ\), \(-35^\circ\), \(-30^\circ\), \(-25^\circ\), and the \( h \), \( l \) and \( t \) are 10, 5 and 0.6 mm, respectively. The samples of tensile experiment were made in 5 unit cells’ 5 unit cells and two plain areas were added to the structures in order to measure conveniently. In addition, tensile test on two directions (\( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) in figure 1) were carried out and illustrations of such sample tested in the two directions are shown in figure 2. For bending rigidity measurement, the samples are printed in 50 mm × 200 mm.

3D Printing process

Twenty specimens were manufactured by Raise3D N2 system based on fused deposition modeling technique (FDM). The material used in this work was PolyFlex, which was a formulated thermoplastic polyurethane material with super elastic properties. The Young’s Modulus of PolylFlex is 58.57 MPa according to ASTM D638.

The manufacturing principle was based on a multi-jet modelling technology, where a special printing head covered the whole working area of 305 mm × 305 mm × 305 mm and built up the model by adding individual layers of the produced geometry.

A SolidWorks parametric modeler was used to design the sample geometry, and then it was exported to the STL format for the 3D printing. The final samples were produced with a layer thickness of 0.1 mm and the total depth of each sample is 1.5 mm.
Measurement method

Tensile tests were implemented by YG026MB Fabric Strength Tester. The tensile speed was set to 200 mm/s. The Young’s modulus \( E \) was measured from the slope of the linear elasticity section on load-deflexion curve (the strain from 0.1% to 0.3%). In order to analyse the cell size change, a microfocus camera was employed to record the tensile deformation during the test until the out-of-plane change reached its maximum in the \( X_1 \)-directional testing or the transverse width became smaller than 2/3 of its original width in the \( X_2 \)-directional testing, which the plane formed by \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) directions. Therefore, out-of-plane shape change means change occurs on the planes perpendicular to the plane formed by \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) directions. Image process software DIGIMIZER was adopted to calculate the shape change in perpendicular direction, and the perpendicular strains and longitudinal strains were measured to calculate the Poisson’s ratio of the honeycomb structures. Poisson’s Ratio \( v \) is defined as the minus of specific value between transverse strain and longitudinal strain in elastic loading.

Bending properties were implemented by FAST-2 Fabric bending tester and the bending meter measures two bending properties of a sample, namely the fabric bending length is related to the ability of a material to drape. The fabric bending rigidity relates to the quality of stiffness when a fabric is handled. The bending rigidity is particularly crucial in the tailoring of lightweight fabrics as a very flexible fabric (low bending rigidity) may cause seam puckering, while a high bending rigidity fabric can be more manageable in sewing and so produce a flat seam. The bending length (BL) is displayed automatically [25–26].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The strain change in both directions

It can be seen from figure 3, a and b that the shape change of 3D printing honeycombs is distinct and they can show expanding in transverse direction at the same time of tension of longitudinal direction. The shape change process in \( X_1 \)-direction consisted of three stages. In the first stage in figure 3, a, shape change remained in-plane and the cell wall length \( l \) was almost parallel to the \( X_1 \)-direction before reaching the highest strain for every sample. The out-plane shape change occurred in stage two, while out-plane shape change strain started decrease in stage three and the whole structure was broken in the edge.

The shape change in \( X_2 \)-direction also included three stages, but it remained in-plane during the whole process. The first stage mainly consisted of the rotation of cell wall \( l \) and the perpendicular width reached its maximum and cell wall \( l \) was parallel to \( X_1 \)-direction. After that, the perpendicular width remained wider than the original width, but it began to decrease at the second stage. It can see from figure 3, b that the re-entrant honeycomb structures would become an out-entrant honeycomb structures at the end of the second stage. The last stage of shape change in \( X_2 \)-direction was simple, like a positive Poisson’s ratio material.

At the edge of structures broken, the extending in \( X_2 \)-direction was far bigger than that in \( X_1 \)-direction. The perpendicular increasing under the tension in \( X_1 \)-direction was much more steady, while the perpendicular increasing in \( X_2 \)-direction increased with the increase of longitudinal increasing, and then decreased until smaller than the original width. There was also a distinct phenomenon that the tension in \( X_1 \)-direction leading to an out-plane expanding, but the shape change in \( X_2 \)-direction always remained in-plane. We could discuss the out-plane shape change in these serials of paper.

Typical Poisson’s ratio-strain curve

According to figure 4, a and b, the change of Poisson’s ratio varies with the change of strain in different longitudinal directions. The Poisson’s ratio had a closer relationship with the angle \( \theta \). Obviously dif-

![Fig. 3. The transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain in \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) directions: a – tensile loading in \( X_1 \)-direction; b – tensile loading in \( X_2 \)-direction](image-url)
different samples had the smallest Poisson’s ratio in different longitudinal strain, less than 10% in $X_1$-direction and less than 5% in $X_2$-direction. Meanwhile, the material properties were more important than the geometry parameters in the big strain area because the $v$ change tendencies are similar in all angles after the small strain change zones. And the re-entrant angle plays a more significant role in $X_2$-direction than in $X_1$-direction, which in same tensile strain, 20%, the standard deviation of Poisson’s ratio in $X_1$-direction is 0.12, while 0.25 in $X_2$-direction. In addition, there was a discovery that the Poisson’s ratio was smaller in small angle $\theta$ under same strain within the second stage. At the initial stage, both shape change process in experiments were not very clear and experimental error was a little large. On the other hand, the most significant difference between figure 4, a and b was the line tendency. In figure 4, a, the line changed in a shape of exponential form, while in figure 4, b, the line was almost linear.

**Young’s modulus**

It can be seen from figure 5 that the angle $\theta$ of the 3D printed flexible auxetic structures also had a significant effect on the Young’s Modulus. The $E_i$ in direction of $X_i$ increased remarkably with the increase of angle $\theta$, while the $E_2$ in direction of $X_2$ was quite different, decreased slowly with the increase of angle $\theta$. They were almost equal in about angle 44°. The trend of $E$ change was consistent with the theoretical result of flexure model [24, 27].

**Bending rigidity**

It can be seen from table 1 that the bending rigidities and weight per square meter were given. As the cell angle increased, weight per square meter decreased dramatically. The bending rigidities were larger than the normal fabrics and were similar to the fabrics of poplin and denim [27–29]. The curves of bending rigidities were shown in figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle $\theta$ ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>Weight per square meter (g/m²)</th>
<th>B-$X_1$ direction ($\mu$N·m)</th>
<th>B-$X_2$ direction ($\mu$N·m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−45°</td>
<td>511.6</td>
<td>4869.70</td>
<td>4869.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−40°</td>
<td>446.9</td>
<td>5522.16</td>
<td>4253.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−35°</td>
<td>398.5</td>
<td>6101.58</td>
<td>3792.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−30°</td>
<td>352.5</td>
<td>4989.07</td>
<td>3669.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−25°</td>
<td>317.2</td>
<td>4732.15</td>
<td>3205.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious from figure 6 that the bending rigidity in $X_1$ direction reached its top when the angle was −35, while it remained decrease constantly in $X_2$ direction. It may be attributed to different parts of the re-entrant structures. For the bending in $X_1$ direction, the inclined edges with length $l$ loaded more and the shape change process was complicate. On the other
hand, the bending behaviour in $X_2$ direction was caused mainly by the bending of cell walls with length $h$, and it was more like a beam bending. When the comparisons were made between figure 5 and figure 6, there was a discovery that in the angle of $-45^\circ$, the bending rigidities in two directions were same, and the Young’s modulus were also close for the two directions.

**CONCLUSION**

The samples of flexible re-entrant honeycomb structures were manufactured by 3D printing technology. Through using microfocus camera and software DIGIMIZER, the process of shape change was investigated. They both express negative Poisson’s ratio. Meanwhile, the honeycomb structures can show negative Poisson’s ratio at the same time of loading. The shape change process was different in two tension directions. When the load was possessed in $X_1$-direction, the honeycomb structures would expand and showed out-plane negative Poisson’s ratio, while if the load was possessed in $X_2$-direction, the honeycomb structures would perpendicularly expand and then contract, meanwhile, the shape change process remained in-plane. The Young’s module increased with the increase of angle in $X_1$-direction; while decreased with the increase of angle in $X_2$-direction. This was consistent with theoretical analysis in former papers. The bending rigidity of 3D printed fabrics was similar to the fabrics of poplin and denim. Finite element analysis of the structures will be done in next paper.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Perceived stress: role and levels of demographics – a cross-sectional study of textile industry employees

Work stress adversely affects individual and organizational performance. This paper aims at investigating the perceived stress among the employees of textile industry employees and how the employees’ perceived stress level (EPSL) is linked with different demographic variables. Data was collected from 1212 employees working in 23 export-based textile organizations using primarily Sheldon Cohen’s PSS-10. Descriptive analysis, t-tests, and ANOVA-tests were performed to achieve the objectives of the study. 70% of the participants were found to be undergoing stress amongst 21% were in the severe level of stress while 40% in higher level. The demographic variables; gender, marital status, salary, position, job experience, family size, and size of the organization, were found to have significant effect on the perceived stress levels. The study revealed numbers of variables (demographic) that directly or indirectly affect the employees’ perceived stress level (EPSL). There is a need to understand the complexity of stress phenomenon using a proactive approach, so that the stress management and interventions strategies can be designed to be effective and implemented accordingly. Findings of this research support the research community in an attempt to unfold complexity of stress phenomenon and study results can be utilized as a job design guideline for more acceptable and viable stress management interventions.

Keywords: demographics, employees, PSS-10, perceived stress, textile

Stresul perceput: rolul și nivelurile demografice – un studiu transversal asupra angajaților din industria textile

Stresul de la locul de muncă afectează negativ performanțele individuale și organizaționale. Acest articol are ca obiectiv analiza stresului perceput în rândul angajatilor din industria textile și modul în care nivelul de stres perceput al angajaților (EPSL) este influențat de diferite variabile demografice. Datele au fost colectate de la 1212 angajați, care lucrează în 23 de organizații în domeniul exportului de produse textile, folosind principala indicator PSS-10 al lui Sheldon Cohen. Analiza descriptivă, teste-t și teste ANOVA au fost efectuate pentru a atinge obiectivele studiului. S-a constatat că 70% dintre participanți suferă de stres, dintre care 21% au prezentat un nivel sever de stres, iar 40% un nivel superior de stres. Variabilele demografice: sexul, starea civilă, salariul, funcția, experiența la locul de muncă, numărul de membri ai familiei și mărimea organizației influențează semnificativ nivelurile de stres percepute. Studiul a relevat un număr de variabile (demografice), care influențează direct sau indirect nivelul de stres perceput de către angajați (EPSL). Este necesară întâlegerea complexității fenomenului de stres folosind o abordare proactivă, astfel încât gestionarea stresului și strategiile de intervenție să fie eficiente și implementate în consecință. Concluziile acestei cercetări susțin comunitatea de cercetare în încercarea de a analiza complexitatea fenomenului de stres, iar rezultatele studiului pot fi utilizate ca ghid de proiectare a locului de muncă pentru intervenții viabile de gestionare a stresului.

Cuvinte-cheie: demografie, angajați, PSS-10, stresul perceput, textile

INTRODUCTION

Background and objectives of the study

Work stress is a global issue. In Great Britain, in the year 2017–2018: work-related stress, anxiety or depression were found as major causes for 44% of the work-related ill-health cases where about 57% of the working days were found to be lost because of health-related issues [1]. The textile industry is considered as one of the largest manufacturing industries in Pakistan. The sector supports 8.5% to the gross domestic product (GDP) and is a source of employment to about 30% of the 49 million workforce of the country. With fifty two percent of total exports, it continues to be the mainstay of the country’s exports [2]. Work stress has become a major issue for the organizations where textile organizations have no exemption. This research aims at investigating the intensity of perceived stress among the employees of textile industry organizations and how perceived stress is linked with different demographic variables. The study is a part of a big research project of which three of the works have already been published [3–5], with novel major parts presented in this paper.
Stress affects the human body adversely and results in work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) and impacts individual and organizational work performance negatively [6–8]. It results in reduced efficiency, reduced capacity for work schedules, diminished zeal or work devotion, lack of creativity, absence of compassion for the organization, lost commitment, self-esteem, and increased occurrence of "perceived contract breach" [9–12]. It can easily be concluded that stress has its effects on all the functions being performed in an organization and due deliberation ought to be given to manage it.

**Literature review and research gap**

Several studies have been performed to determine individuals' perceived stress levels and their association with the group demographics. The demographics of the players and entrepreneurs were found to play a major role in perceiving the impacts of stressors [13–14]. Women were reported to be more stressful than men [4, 15–17]. Likewise, single employees have been found to be more stressful than married [1]. Increases in the educational level of the participants, has been found associated with a decrease in their perceived stress scores [1]. A study on radiographers revealed that 63% of the subjects indicated high to severe levels of stress [16] whereas another performed on textile workers yielded 28% as stressful [18]. A positive correlation was found between HRST (Human Resource in Science and Technology) and innovative projects while it was not found between people with tertiary education and innovative process [2]. Major emphasis in the earlier stress related studies has been seen in sports, medical services, and employment in a broad-spectrum besides some segments like teaching [19, 19–21]. The stress literature on the textile industry employees is very limited and the available literature does not cover the sector as a whole [22] whereas this study encompasses the entire area of the textile industry. In Pakistan textile and clothing sector, there is a need to deploy efficient research and development activities [23]. The present study attempts to unfold work stress phenomenon.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

In the study, 1212 personnel from 23 diverse organizations were randomly selected for the data collection. The employees who were the subjects for this research worked at all levels in the four major areas of the textile sector, explicitly: fiber and fabric manufacturing; apparel manufacturing; socks manufacturing; and home textiles. They were from different functioning areas of the establishments (see table 1).

**Survey**

So as to reach the desired objectives of this cross-sectional study, information was gathered through a survey. Earlier, trained staffs talked to each participant about the rationale of the research and how to record the responses. Respondents were informed that the data collection was anonymous and no specific information would be shared with anyone at any stage of the research and the information would be used only for research purposes.

**Instrument**

The instrument consisted of Cohen’s Perceived Stress Scale-10 (PSS-10) [24] and nine demographic variables. PSS-10 is one of the scales commonly used to record the individuals’ perceived stress levels. Since its development in 1983, it has been a widely used by the researchers to evaluate individuals’ and group stress levels [25–26]. In the PSS-10 part of the instrument, subjects answered on a 5-point scale which ranged from 0 (never) to 4 (always), 0 indicating No Stress and 4 indicating High Stress. The subjects were supposed to go for any number of the scale as per their responses. The responses to 10 questions were subsequently summed to generate the perceived stress score, where higher scores indicate greater psychological stress. The internal consistency of the PSS-10 part of the instrument was checked through Cronbach’s alpha and found reliable with the value of 0.74.

**Statistical procedures**

Descriptive analysis, independent sample t-test, and a One-Way between subjects ANOVA using the SPSS 23.0 were deployed to measure the employees’ perceived stress level (EPSL) and to identify the role of demographics on it.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Perceived stress**

Psychological stress has been shown to contribute to poorer health practices, augmented disease risk, more frequent health service consumption, and increased mortality [30].

**PSS scores**

The total PSS score mean was 14.59 while it was 14.43 for male and 15.70 for female employees, table 1. A trend of decrease in stress appeared with an increase in educational level excluding graduates and postgraduates. Stress score was higher for workers (15.48) and lower for supervisors (13.22). A similar trend was seen for job experience where mean PSS score decreased with increase in job experience exclusive of above 15 years.

**Perceived stress levels**

There are no cut-offs in the PSS scores, there are only comparisons between people within the sample [27]. Thus, for the purpose, individuals’ perceived stress scores were interpreted as 0–7 = no stress, 8–11 = low stress, 12–15 = moderate stress, 16–20 = high stress, 21+ = severe stress [4]. Subsequently, table 1, figures 1 and 2 show statistics of the employees referring to their perceived stress levels. In further
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>PSS score</th>
<th>Employees category with respect to stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>14.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>14.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>15.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>14.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts and finance</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>14.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and export</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>14.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 years</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10 years</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15 years</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worker</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>15.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supervisor</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>13.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manager</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>15.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>executive</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>14.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary (monthly) in Pak Rupee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20K</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>15.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20K–50K</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>13.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50K–100K</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100K</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two or less</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>15.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>14.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>15.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven or more</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>15.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; Matriculation</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>16.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matriculate</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>14.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate/DAE</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>13.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post graduate</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>15.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of the organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>17.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Demographics, Perceived Stress Scale Scores and Employees Category (N=1212)

Analysis, No Stress and Low Stress were summed together to correspond to Not Stressful while the scales: Moderate, High, and Severe were combined as Stressful. It is worrisome that only 364 (30%) were in the Not Stressful group while a vast majority (around 70% of the sample population) was Stressful. Figure 3 shows that amongst the stressful subjects, a large group is in higher stress levels.

Role of demographics on the perceived stress

In order to ascertain the role of demographics on the individuals’ perceived stress, independent sample t-tests and One-way ANOVA tests between subjects were deployed.

Independent sample t-test

Independent-sample t-tests were conducted to compare perceived stress score of male and female
employees, married and un-married employees, and employees of SMEs and employees of large organizations. There was a significant difference in the scores for male (M = 14.43, SD = 5.43) and female (M = 15.70, SD = 6.01) employees; t(1210) = -2.65, p = 0.008; married (M = 14.24, SD = 5.43) and single (M = 15.49, SD = 5.64) employees; t(1200) = -3.41, p = 0.001; and SME employees (M = 17.00, SD = 4.72) and large organization (M = 14.16, SD = 5.54) employees; t(1210) = -6.53, p = 0.000 (table 2). These results suggest that gender, marital status, and size of the organization do have an effect on the perceived stress levels of the employees. Specifically, results suggest that female employees, single employees, and SME employees are more stressful. This is in line with the Romanian textile and clothing industry where the implementation of performance management practices was found to be better in large organizations than SMEs [28].

One-way ANOVA between subjects

One-way ANOVAs between subjects were conducted to compare the role of employees’ department, job experience, position, salary, family size, and educational level on their perceived stress levels. It revealed that working in different departments does not have a significant effect on the employees’ perceived stress level (EPSL) (p<0.05) [F(5, 1206) = 0.955, p = 0.444] whereas job experience significantly affects (p<0.05) on EPSL [F(3, 1208)=3.71, p = 0.011]. Likewise, job experience was found to have an effect on EPSL. Specifically, the EPSL having job experience less than five years is more and results show that employees were more stressful at early stage of their careers. Ones’ position in an organization is perceived as an important attribute as the study revealed that position significantly affects the EPSL (p<0.05) [F(3, 1208) = 15.12, p = 0.000], table 3. The analysis revealed a significant effect (p<0.05) of salary on EPSL [F(3, 1208) = 7.21, p = 0.000]. These results suggest that the salary of employee has an effect on EPSL. The EPSL in the lower salary category was higher. Likewise, the effect of family size was found significant (p<0.05) [F(5, 1206) = 4.89, p = 0.000], table 3. These results suggest that the family size of the employee has an effect on EPSL. Specifically, EPSL with family sizes, two or less, six and seven or more were higher. The educational level has a significant impact on perceived level of stress (p<0.05) [F(4, 1207) = 7.26, p = 0.000], table 3. Employees with lower educational level are more stressful.

In summary, the independent sample t-test and a one-way between subjects ANOVA results indicate that the demographics gender, marital status, job experience, monthly salary, position, family size, educational level and the employees’ organization size significantly affect their perceived stress scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Levene’s test for equality of variances</th>
<th>t-test for equality of means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and PSS score</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status and PSS score</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization size and PSS score</td>
<td>5.555</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between groups</td>
<td>145.512</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.102</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within groups</td>
<td>36740.576</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>30.465</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between groups</td>
<td>336.677</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>112.226</td>
<td>3.709</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within groups</td>
<td>36549.411</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>30.256</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between groups</td>
<td>1335.223</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>445.074</td>
<td>15.123</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within groups</td>
<td>35550.865</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>29.430</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary (monthly)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between groups</td>
<td>648.671</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>216.224</td>
<td>7.208</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within groups</td>
<td>36237.418</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>29.998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between groups</td>
<td>733.102</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>146.620</td>
<td>4.891</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within groups</td>
<td>36152.986</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>29.978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between groups</td>
<td>867.089</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>216.772</td>
<td>7.264</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within groups</td>
<td>36018.999</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>29.842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CONCLUSION

The research aimed at investigating the perceived stress levels of the textile industry employees and how perceived stress is linked to different demographic variables. The study revealed that about 70% of participants were stressed at their jobs, though levels of their stress were different. The demographic factors gender, marital status, job experience, salary, educational level, family size, and the organization size have significant effects on the employees’ perceived stress levels. However, the demographic variables department had no significant effect on stress. The situation demands implementation of effective interventions to protect the employees from unfavourable impacts of the stress which in turn will enhance the organizational performance. The findings of this work further highlight that work stress is a complex phenomenon which is influenced by a number of internal and external factors; so before devising some control or prevention strategies, it should be investigated appropriately so that effectiveness of the interventions might be enhanced. The findings of this study provide an opportunity to understand the complex nature of work stress phenomenon where the relationship of different demographic variables with the perceived stress have been studied in depth. Though the findings of this research are linked to the textile sector organizations; it provides a good insight about the complexity of stress phenomenon and can be linked with similar kind of working environments based on the nature of work. The results of the study have been detailed but as there has been no attempt to consider why things might be as they are, there is little in the way of guidance for those that want to use the results in the devising of prevention strategies. So, it would have been useful to have had an assessment of the likely causes of the difference between men and women so that these causes might be removed by the strategy.
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Functionalization of textile materials with bioactive polymeric systems based on propolis and cinnamon essential oil

In order to obtain the textile materials with potential for use in the treatment of inflammatory skin conditions, this study approached the laboratory experiments related to depositing by paddling of oil-in-water emulsions type based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil. In this regard, seven experimental variants of emulsions were prepared and then characterized by specific methods from physical-chemical and stability point of view. The chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil-based emulsions were then immobilized on a knitted textile structure from 100% organic cotton. The functionalized textile materials were characterized from morphological and antibacterial activity point of view. pH values obtained for the synthesized polymeric systems were in the range 4.67–4.88 and electrical conductivity of the emulsions increases with the concentration of the hydrophobic phase in the system. The highest values were registered for the emulsion code R4CSP developed with the smallest volume fraction of water. The stability index over a period of 10 days indicated that emulsions are stable, not showing the presence of one of the flocculation, creaming / sedimentation, coalescence or Ostwald ripening phenomena. The highest values of emulsifying activity index were obtained for the R7CSP, emulsion developed with the smallest volume fraction of water. The highest value of viscosity was obtained for the experimental variant R4CSP in which the highest volume fraction of chitosan and the smallest volume fraction of water were used. The textile materials treated with synthesized emulsions based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil have antibacterial effect against the S. aureus test strain, with inhibition zones between 1.5 mm (R2CSP and R7CSP) and 4 mm (R6CSP).

Keywords: functionalized textiles, bioactive compounds, chitosan, cinnamon essential oil, propolis

ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Functionalization of textile materials with bioactive polymeric systems based on propolis and cinnamon essential oil

Pentru a obține materiale textile cu potențial de utilizare în tratamentul afecțiunilor inflamatorii ale pielii, acest studiu a abordat experimentațiile de laborator cu privire la depunerea prin metoda fulătării a emulsiei de tip ului-in-apă, pe bază de chitosan-propolis-ului esențial de scortoșoară. În acest sens, au fost preparate șapte variante experimentale de emulsii și apropi caracterizate prin metode specifice din punct de vedere fizico-chemic și al stabilității. Emulsii pe bază de chitosan-propolis-ului esențial de scortoșoară au fost apoi imobilizate pe o structură textile tricotată din 100% bumbac organic. Materialele textile functionalizate au fost caracterizate din punct de vedere morfologic și al activității antibacteriene. pH-ul sistemelor bioactive este cuprins între 4,67 si 4,88; conducțivitatea electrică crește odată cu concentrația fazei hidrofile, cele mai mari valori înregistrându-se pentru proba cod R4CSP, care conține cea mai mică fracție volumică de apă. Indicele de stabilitate analizat pe o durată de 10 zile a indicat faptul că emulsii sunt stabilă, neindicând prezența unuia dintre fenomenele de floculare, cremare/sedimentare, coalescență sau maturare Ostwald. Valoarea limită a indicelui activității emulgației a fost obținută pentru R7CSP, emulsion realizată cu cea mai mică fracție volumică de apă. Cea mai mare valoare de viscozitate a fost obținută pentru varianta experimentală R4CSP, în care a fost utilizată cea mai mare fracție volumică de chitosan și cea mai mică fracție volumică de apă. Materialele textile tratate cu emulsii sintetizate pe bază de chitosan-propolis-ului esențial de scortoșoară prezintă efect antibacterian împotriva tulpinii test S. aureus, cu zone de inhibiție cuprinse între 1.5 mm (R2CSP și R7CSP) și 4 mm (R6CSP).

Cuvinte-cheie: textile funcționalizate, compuși bioactivi, chitosan, ulei esențial de scortoșoară, propolis

INTRODUCTION

The development of multifunctional textile materials based on nano- and micro-technologies represents one of the most competitive and dynamic areas of research worldwide, being a major factor in the sustainable development of the textile industry [1]. The design of biopolymeric matrices for the delivery of bioactive compounds constitutes a science-based strategy to provide textile materials with the multifunctional properties [2–3]. Natural compounds derivatives from plants can demonstrate various biological effects, including antibacterial and antifungal activity, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects [4].
Essential oils have gained new interest in several areas of interest. As natural products they have physico-chemical characteristics that are friendly to the environment with added value. It also possesses a relevant biological activity, being used in the medical field thanks to their biocidal activity (bactericides, viricides and fungicides) and medicinal properties. Cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum) essential oil has been widely applied in food products and it benefits health in various ways due to its antioxidant and antimicrobial properties [5–6]. Furthermore, cinnamon essential oil has gained popularity for use in skin care products, research on its effects on human skin is largely scarce. The major active components of cinnamon essential oil taken from the bark are cinnamaldehyde, eugenol, carvacrol and linalool. A study [7] conducted on human keratinocytes demonstrated the antioxidant effect of cinnamaldehyde, as well as its potential for treating skin disorders. Using essential oils as bioactive compounds is limited due to their low solubility, instability against environmental conditions and susceptibility to oxidative degradation, resulting in the loss of the functional properties [8–9]. Embedding the biologically active components into polymeric matrices is a procedure studied over the last decades worldwide and can provide an ideal solution for achieving a controlled and targeted delivery of the essential oil [10–11]. The polymer is used as protective carrier for the bioactive compound during the transfer until it is released.

Propolis, a natural resinous product, is widely known by its high composition of bioactive compounds and largely used in folk medicine. Propolis has diverse biological activities: it shows antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, free radical scavenging, antioxidant, and antitumor effects. The wealth of its bioactive components determines its application in medicine and dentistry as well as in the pharmaceutical, cosmetics, and food industries. Previous studies have shown that propolis is effective in healing wounds and various skin injuries. Propolis is used in the local treatment of burns as an antibacterial, deodorant, anesthetic and stimulant of the regenerative process, forming on the surface of wounds or scars a protective layer, which protects the wound and allows the healing process to begin from its depth.

The aim of the study was to develop textile materials with functional properties by applying bioactive polymeric systems based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil. For this purpose, the formulations experiments of bioactive polymeric systems – oil-in-water (O/W) type emulsions have been carried out. The aim was to identify the main factors influencing the formulation process and the stability of the new developed emulsions.

**EXPERIMENTAL PART**

**Materials**

Chitosan with low molecular weight, 85% deacetylation degree (Fluka Chemie GmbH, Switzerland) was used as an embedding agent of bioactive agents. Chitosan flakes were dissolved in solution of CH_3COOH (96%) (Consors, Romania). Tween 80 (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) was used as a surfactant with emulsifying role and glycerol (Honeywell, USA) has been used as a solubilizing with wetting role. Cinnamon leaf essential oil (Mayam, Romania) and propolis tincture (Larix SA, Romania) 70% ethanol solution were used as bioactive agents. For preparation of bioactive systems, the distilled water has been used. Bleached 100% knitted organic cotton was used for the functionalization processes.

**Emulsion preparation methodology**

For the achievement of the bioactive systems, initially stock solutions of 3% chitosan in 2% CH_3COOH and 30% Tween 80 solution were prepared. Further, over the previously prepared chitosan solution, distilled water was added dropwise, under continuous stirring until a homogeneous mixture was obtained. Glycerol was added to the chitosan/water system, and the system was maintained under magnetic stirring for 10 minutes, after which Tween 80 emulsifier was added. After complete homogenization of the solution, the propolis and cinnamon essential oil were separately added, maintaining the magnetic stirring for 10 minutes for each stage.

The stages of obtaining emulsions based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil are shown in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. The stages of obtaining emulsions based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil](image)

Thus, 7 variants of emulsions have been developed that differ by: i) the concentration of the embedding agent (chitosan), ii) the concentration of the selected bioactive compounds. For all experimental variants, the ratio between the two selected bioactive compounds was kept constant. The selected experimental variants are presented in table 1.

**Immobilization of bioactive polymeric systems on the textile materials**

The 7 experimental variants were immobilized on the textile materials by the padding method on the laboratory paddler (ROACHES, UK). The treated textile materials were then subjected to the drying operation at 50°C for 3 minutes. Subsequently, the textile materials were analysed from morphological and antibacterial activity point of view.
Methods

Optical microscopy: The emulsions prepared according to the working recipes were analysed microscopically using an OLYMPUS BX51 optical microscope (Philippines) equipped with the OLYMPUS UC30 photo digital camera.

pH determination: Emulsion pH was directly measured using a HANNA portable pH-meter immersed in the prepared undiluted emulsions. The measurements were performed in triplicate.

Conductometric analysis: The conductivity of the analyzed emulsions was measured directly, using the Consort conductometer, model C1020 WTW (TARA), with SP10T electrode. The conductivity values represent the average of 3 successive readings made on the same sample.

Determination of the emulsion stability index: The stability of an emulsion can be appreciated immediately after preparation and/or after a certain period of time. Immediately after preparation, the emulsions were introduced into test tubes and the evolution was followed for 10 days after their preparation. The stability of the emulsions was evaluated by determining the stability index (ESI) using the equation (1):

$$ESI(\%) = \frac{[H - (Hs + Hc)]}{H} \times 100$$

(1)

where $H$ is the initial height of the emulsion (cm), $Hs$ – the height of the serum layer (cm), $Hc$ – the height of the creamy layer (cm).

Turbidity analysis: In order to determine the turbidity, the transmittance was determined, using a Camspec M501 UV-VIS Spectrophotometer. Turbidity was calculated with the equation (2):

$$\tau = 2.303 \times A/L$$

(2)

where $\tau$ is turbidity (cm)–1, $A$ – absorbance, $L$ – path length of cuvette (cm).

Viscosity determination: The viscosity measurements of the obtained bioactive systems were performed with the DV2T Brookfield AMETEK viscometer. Measurements were performed in triplicate.

Electron microscopy: Visualization of the morphology of the cotton fiber surfaces treated with the bioactive systems was performed by scanning electron microscopy using the Quanta 200 electron microscope (FEI, The Netherlands).

Assessment of antibacterial activity: The antibacterial activity of the treated samples in different variants was qualitatively assessed by Agar diffusion method according with the SR EN ISO 20645:2005 standard – Determination of antibacterial activity-agar diffusion plate test, by using of cultures in liquid medium replicated at 24 hours of ATCC 6538 Staphylococcus aureus test strains (Gram-positive) and ATCC 11229 Escherichia coli (Gram-negative) test strains. Firstly, the Manitol Salt Agar gel for Staphylococcus aureus and Nutrient Agar gel for Escherichia coli were prepared for the lower layer without bacteria. Thus, 10±0.1 ml gel was placed into each sterilized Petri dish and allow gel to solidify. Another amount of gel was prepared for the upper layer and cooled to 45°C in a water bath. 150 ml of gel is inoculated with 1ml of bacterial working solution 1×10^8/ml. The container is vigorously stirred for the uniform distribution of bacteria. The quantity of 5±0.1 ml are introduced in each Petri plates and allow the gel to solidify. The textile specimens (2 cm diameter) are placed on the surface of the nutrient medium and then incubated at 37°C for 24 h. The antibacterial evaluation was based on the absence or presence of bacterial multiplication in the contact area between the agar and the test specimen and on the occurrence of a possible inhibition area around the specimens. Inhibition zones were calculated using the following equation (3):

$$H = \frac{(D - d)}{2}$$

(3)

where $H$ is the inhibition zone (mm), $D$ – the total diameter of specimen and inhibition zone (mm), $d$ – the diameter of specimen (mm).

The evaluation of the results obtained after the calculation of the inhibition zones was performed according to the criteria from SR EN ISO 20645:2005 standard, depicted in the table 2.

| Table 1

| COMPOSITION OF THE EMULSIONS (REPORTED OF 30 ML EMULSION) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Code            | Chitosan (ml)   | Tween 80 (ml)  | Glycerol (ml)   | Distilled water (ml) | Essential oil (ml) | Propolis (ml)  |
| R1CSP           | 9               | 0.5            | 2.7            | 16                | 0.9              | 0.9            |
| R2CSP           | 12              | 0.5            | 2.7            | 13.0              | 0.9              | 0.9            |
| R3CSP           | 15              | 0.5            | 2.7            | 10.0              | 0.9              | 0.9            |
| R4CSP           | 18              | 0.5            | 2.7            | 7.0               | 0.9              | 0.9            |
| R5CSP           | 15              | 0.5            | 2.7            | 11.2              | 0.3              | 0.3            |
| R6CSP           | 15              | 0.5            | 2.7            | 10.6              | 0.6              | 0.6            |
| R7CSP           | 15              | 0.5            | 2.7            | 9.4               | 1.2              | 1.2            |

| Table 2

| PCRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF INHIBITION ZONES ACCORDING TO THE SR EN ISO 20645:2005 STANDARD |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Inhibition zone (mm)                          | Growth          | Evaluation      |
| >1                                            | absent          | Satisfactory effect |
| 1-0                                           | absent          |                 |
| 0                                             | low             | Efficiency limit |
| 0                                             | moderate        | Unsatisfactory effect |
| 0                                             | important       |                 |
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Emulsions appearance

From the visual analysis it is observed that, the emulsions prepared are presented in the form of homogeneous white-yellow-milky solutions without particle agglomerations throughout the sample mass. The images obtained by optical microscopy for the 7 experimental variants are shown in figure 2. According to microscopic images, the dispersed molecule phase is presented as a compact, dense small globule mass. Normally, the destabilization of the emulsions begins with the drops flocculation of essential oil followed by the phenomenon of coalescence and formation of two distinct phases (separation).

![Optical microscopy of the resulted bioactive systems](image)

Fig. 2. Optical microscopy of the resulted bioactive systems

Physical-chemical analysis of emulsions

The pH and conductivity values recorded for the synthesized polymeric systems are presented in table 3. Analyzing comparatively the pH values obtained for the synthesized polymeric systems (table 3) it can be seen that they are in the range 4.67–4.88. It can also be observed that the addition of a higher quantity of active principle (essential oil and propolis) causes a lower acid pH. The electrical conductivity of the emulsions increases with the concentration of the hydrophilic phase in the system, highest values registered the for the emulsion developed with the smallest volume fraction of water (e.g. R4CSP). There is no linear dependence between the values of conductivity and the volume fraction of essential oil.

![UV-VIS spectra recorded for the chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil systems](image)

Emulsions stability

The calculated values for the stability index, are shown in table 4. The values recorded for the stability index over a period of 10 days indicate that they were stable, during this time not showing the presence of one of the flocculation, creaming/sedimentation, coalescence or Ostwald ripening phenomena. Generally, the turbidity of the bioactive polymeric systems is correlated to a great extent with their stability. Analysing the values obtained for the 7 experimental variants (table 4) it can be observed that the lowest values of the turbidity were obtained for the R5CSP variant (1.81) in which the smallest amount of active principle is also present (essential oil and propolis). Turbidity decreases with increasing particle size of emulsion.

![UV-VIS spectra recorded for the obtained polymeric systems](image)

Fig. 3. UV-VIS spectra recorded for the obtained polymeric systems

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters measured</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (m·S/cm)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stability</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity (cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>R1CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability index (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Viscosity**

The main viscosity indices recorded for the synthesized emulsions are shown in table 5.

From the comparative analysis of the viscosities values it is observed that the highest value was obtained for the experimental variant R4CSP (237.5 cp) in which the highest volume fraction of chitosan and the smallest volume fraction of water (R4CSP) were used. It can also be observed that the viscosity of the system is not dependent on the volume fraction of active principle (propolis and essential oil), the highest amount of active principle in the system (R7CSP, \( \varphi = 0.08 \) ml active principle/ml emulsion) leading to obtaining of a viscosity with comparable values to those obtained when using smaller volume fractions (\( \varphi = 0.06 \) ml oil/mL emulsion, \( \varphi = 0.04 \) ml oil/mL emulsion). The shear stress (SS) has the highest value in the case of the R4CSP variant, the variant obtained when using the largest volume fraction of chitosan, respectively the smallest volume fraction of water.

**Electron microscopy of textile materials functionalized with bioactive systems**

The images obtained at a magnification of \( \times 8000 \) for knitted textiles treated with bioactive systems are shown in figure 4. The resulting micrographs reveal that the surface of the cotton fibers is covered with a thin polymeric layer deposited both on the surface of the fibers and inside the space between the fibers. However, the micrographs cannot provide information about the thickness of the deposited layer and its uniformity.

**Assessment of antibacterial activity**

Images of Petri plates after 24 h incubation are shown in figure 5 and assessment of antibacterial activity is shown in table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISCOSITY INDICES RECORDED FOR THE EMULSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7CSP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.** Electronic images recorded for the knitted fabrics treated with chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil polymeric system

By analyzing the obtained results it can be concluded that the textile materials treated with synthesized emulsions based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil have antibacterial effect against the *S. aureus* test strain, with inhibition zones between 1.5 mm (R2CSP and R7CSP) and 4 mm (R6CSP). In the case of *E. coli* strain, the presence of the inhibition zone and the growth of the test strain in the whole culture medium were not observed, being considered a satisfactory effect in terms of antibacterial activity. There is no correlation between the amount of active principle and the obtained antibacterial effect, the sample treated with the emulsion with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVALUATION OF THE ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) No inhibition zone, no multiplication.
highest amount of active principle (R7CSP) having the smallest zone of inhibition (1.5 mm).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Seven experimental variants of bioactive polymer systems synthesized based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon essential oil were assessed to explore their physico-chemical, biological as well as functional property to understand the possible applications in developing biomedical textiles. From the corroboration of the obtained data it was found that the obtained emulsions have a high degree of stability and a suitable viscosity to ensure a uniform deposition on the textile materials, on the one hand, and on the other hand to be able to be kept in a single phase until further application on textile materials. Textile materials treated with bioactive polymeric systems have shown antibacterial activity for both gram positive bacteria (S. aureus) and gram negative bacteria (E. coli) test strains. The research on the potential bioactive polymeric systems based on chitosan-propolis-cinnamon for multifunctional properties development on textile materials is in progress.
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ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Romania’s participation in FP7 and H2020: a comparative approach in the context of the new EU member countries

The main objective of the paper is to provide a general overview on Romania’s ability to attract European funds for research, development and innovation. The paper compares the participation of the former communist countries of Europe in FP7 and H2020. The main conclusions of the analysis are: EU12 presents cumulative participation in the research framework programs far below Western Europe; the productivity of EU12 research staff, measured by the ability to attract European funds, has increased significantly, but there are large gaps between the countries analysed; Romania has seen an improvement in the participation in the two European programs, but remains on the last place in terms of EU contribution per inhabitant.

Keywords: EU funding, H2020, FP7, EU12, Romania

Participarea României la FP7 și H2020: analiză comparativă în contextul noilor țări membre UE

Principalul obiectiv al lucrării este să ofere o perspectivă generală asupra capacității României de a atrage fonduri europene pentru cercetare, dezvoltare și inovare. Lucrarea analizează comparativ participarea țărilor foste comuniste din Europa la FP7 și H2020. Principalele concluzii ale analizei sunt: EU12 prezintă cumulată participare la programele cadrul de cercetare mult inferioară Europei de Vest; productivitatea personalului din domeniul cercetării din EU12, măsurată prin capacitatea de a atrage fonduri europene, a crescut semnificativ, dar există decalaj mari între țările analizate; România a cunoscut o îmbunătățire a participării la cele două programe europene, dar rămâne pe ultimul loc din punctul de vedere al contribuției Uniunii Europene pe locuitor.

Cuvinte-cheie: finanțare UE, H2020, FP7, EU12, România

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this paper is to present a general view of the Romanian scientific community interest to use the European funds designated for research, development and innovation actions in a regional context. Horizon 2020, the European Union’s 8th Framework Programme for Research, is the financial instrument implementing the Innovation Union. It is the programme that has a budget of almost €80 billion for the seven years of the programme (2014–2020), it is the largest budget from all the Framework programmes.

Horizon 2020 is built on three pillars:

1. Support for Excellent Science: frontier research funded by the European Research Council; networking of existing research infrastructures; mobility grants for all stages of researchers’ careers (Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions).
2. Support for Industrial Leadership: projects of great importance for Europe’s industrial competitiveness; targeted support of small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
3. Support for research to tackle societal challenges: projects focusing on the priority societal challenges identified by the EU. In addition, there are four further cross-cutting and supporting measures:
   - Spreading Excellence and Widening Participation.
   - Science with and for Society.
   - Joint Research Centre (JRC).
   - European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT).

FP 7 was the main instrument of European Union for research funding in Europe during 2007–2013, with a total budget of 53.2 billion euro. It was structured in five components: Cooperation, Ideas, People, Capacities and Nuclear Research. When performing a comparison between FP7 and H2020 programmes we can easily identify the followings:
   - The budget is larger for H2020 with approximately 25 billion euro;
   - The components are different, as mentioned above;
   - Funding rate for research has increased to 100% in H2020 versus 75% in FP7;
• Funding rate for Demonstration/Innovation actions has also increased up to 70% in H2020 versus 50% in FP7, in H2020 the funding rate can also reach the 100% for non-profit organization for these types of projects;
• The overhead is fixed for all beneficiaries to 25% from direct cost;
• Time to grant has reduced significantly to 8 months in H2020, from approx. 12 months in FP7.
In addition, H2020 is more focused on innovation, multidisciplinary projects, and SMEs [1].

This paper is structured as follows: in the first part, the reference literature and the methodology are presented. The second part analyses the former communist countries’ participation to FP7 and H2020 with a special focus on Romania. The work ends with discussions and conclusions.

LITERATURE REFERENCES AND METHODOLOGY

The limited participation of the new member states to FP7 is highlighted by several publications such as Vuht [2], Rauch and Sommer-Ulrich [3] and Galsworthy and McKee [4]. Among the causes mentioned in these studies there are: the quality of research and education establishments, the human, financial, and managerial capacities, the available infrastructure and the salaries level. Moagar-Poladian, Folea and Pauina [5] analyse the competitiveness of the EU member countries during FP7 and partially H2020. They conclude that the new member states are less competitive than EU15 and confirm the causes mentioned by previous studies. Ukrainski et al. [6] evaluates the degree of segregation and integration of the new member states in FP7 and H2020 with the help of three indices: Index of dissimilarity, Index of isolation and Index of interaction. Their conclusions are that: segregation and isolation increased in H2020, and the probability of interacting with another member of the majority group (EU15 member) decreased. Regarding the direct distribution effects between Member States, driven by the two programs, the different nature of the collection, respectively the allocation of the funds, is maintained. The funding sources of FP7 and H2020 are the result of a political decision, and the allocation of funds is based on a competitive, independent process [7]. For this reason, the net distribution effect depends both on the research potential and the scientific quality of a specific country. For FP7, figures show that the net distribution effect is negative for Romania for FP7 [7] and H2020 [8].

In the following lines are presented the comparative results of these two programmes for Romania in the regional context. EC Funding and tender opportunities – Single Electronic Data Interchange Area (SEDIA) provides to all the beneficiaries all the relevant data on H2020 programme. It is an interactive knowledge platform that offers public access to statistics and data on EU research and innovation. Data were entered in a Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet and processed using the above-mentioned program. Romania is compared to the 12 former communist states that have undergone in the same way the process of transition to the market economy: Romania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Finland, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.

FP7 AND H2020 IN THE FORMER EUROPEAN COMMUNISTS COUNTRIES

Within H2020 programme, up to 28th of March 2020, the European Commission funded 27330 projects that sum a total EU contribution of 50.83 billion euro, the total cost of all these grants being 63,97 billion euro. Romania participated in 787 projects, representing 2.88 % of H2020, the total number of participations being 1192, representing 0.89% of H2020 participations, with 451 unique participants. Participations of EU 12 countries in H2020 and FP 7 is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1 shows that 7 out of 12 countries registered an increase of participations in H2020 compared to FP7, among these countries being Romania which saw an increase of 9.15%. The cumulative weight of the total number of EU 12 participants rises from 9.58% to 9.67%, but still remains below the most performing country, Germany, 13.5% and respectively 11.9%. Finland and Poland are in the first places in terms of number of participations, given that the population of Poland is more than seven times larger. Still, the ranking does not change significantly between FP7 and H2020.

Regarding the Net EU Contribution, figure 2 shows that all the analysed countries registered increases, the smallest of these increases being in Hungary, of about 0.38% and the largest in Estonia of about 98.65%.

In total EU Contribution, the analysed countries rise from 5.91% to 6.88%, but, cumulated, remain below the percent of the most performing country: Germany, that reached more than 15% in both programmes.

Fig. 1. EU 12 Participations in FP7 and H2020 [9]
Romania also registered an important increase of the financing, of 37.69%, above the regional average of approx. 30%. EU 12 ranking changes if the EU contribution per inhabitant is clearly determined, as shown in figure 3.

It can be seen that Romania occupies the last place in the EU12, both for FP7, and H2020. The first three places are occupied by Finland, Estonia and Slovenia for both programmes. Between the FP7 and H2020 the ranking does not change much: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovakia advance one place, and Hungary, Croatia and Bulgaria go down one place. Poland and Romania remain in the last two places. Regarding the productivity of the research activity measured by the researchers’ ability to attract funding within the two analysed programs, the situation is presented in figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that the first three countries remain, in order, Estonia, Finland and Slovenia. Three countries go down significantly in this rank, cu 5, respectively 4 positions: Lithuania, Bulgaria and Poland, while Romania, Slovakia and Latvia are going up two places. On average, the productivity increases by 33.6%, so for H2020 the average exceeds Germany. The gaps between the EU12 countries are very large, with Estonia having this indicator 7.88 times larger than Poland. Thus, within the EU12 two groups of countries are distinguished: on one hand Estonia, Finland, Slovenia and Latvia with an equal or higher performance than Western Europe and the rest of the countries, with a lower performance.

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this paper was to highlight the Romanian position in the former EU communist countries from the perspective of participating in the FP7 and H2020 research framework programmes. EU12 countries saw an increase of about 16.35% in participation in H2020, compared to FP7 in terms of net EU contribution. The number of participations increased less, the total share of these countries being 9.67% in H2020, compared with 9.58% in FP7, which confirms the conclusions of previous studies, namely that the new member states are less competitive compared to EU15. In the analysed group there are large gaps in terms of the efficiency of the use of human resources. Romania has improved its positions in the rankings, as follows: from the point of view of the number of participations, it moved from position 5 to 4th position, and for the net EU contribution per R&D personnel won two positions – from 9th place to 7th place. However, it remains on the 6th position from the point of view of EU contribution and on the last place in Europe on the indicator of EU contribution per inhabitant.

Fig. 2. FP7 and H2020 EU Contribution (M Euro) for EU12 [9]

Fig. 3. EU Contribution/Inhabitant: FP7 and H2020 [9–10]

Fig. 4. Net EU Contribution/R&D personnel, Full-time, FP7 and H2020 [9–11]
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